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Abstract 

Today, many of the communication systems are operated in several different 

bandwidths. Till now, the common solution to get a multi bandwidth 

transmitter/receiver is to insert several fixed microwave devices with different 

bandwidth to the required standard. This increases the size and power consumption of 

trans/receiver. One solution is to develop electronically tunable microwave devices. By 

replacing several fixed microwave devices with a single electronically tunable device, 

the size and power consumptions of the transmitter/receiver can be significantly 

reduced. 

The tunable devices are usually implemented by high permittivity tunable materials that 

exhibit a change of dielectric constant with respect to a DC electric field. In this work, 

two different types of tunable materials: ferroelectric Barium Strontium Titanate (BST) 

Oxide and pyrochloc Bismuth Zinc Niobate Oxide (BZN) thin films are investigated. A 

simple and cost effective chemical solution deposition (CSD) method has been used to 

prepare the thin films. In addition, two different types of microwave devices (coplanar 

waveguide and metal insulated metal capacitors) were fabricated to measure the 

microwave dielectric properties of BST and BZN thin films. The maximum errors in 

the measured dielectric constants are 24% due to the calibration errors. 

To improve the dielecIric properties of BST thin films, acceptor ions such as lithium 

(Li) and cobalt (Co) were doped into BST thin films. According to the measured results, 

the Li doped BST thin film exhibits an increase of dielectric constant and a decrease of 

dielectric loss, which makes it highly attractive for implementing microwave device. In 

contrast, the BZN thin films exhibit little dielectric tunability (3.0%) even when a large 

DC electric field (500kV/cm) is applied. These results demonstrate that ferroelectric 

BST thin films are still the only practical materials for implementing tunable 

microwave devices due to its high tunability. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

Over the past few decades, there has been rapid growth in microwave communication 

and radar systems. For example, mobile phones, GPS and WLAN are widely used 

around the world. Traditionally microwave systems are fabricated by implementing 

several separated microwave devices on a PCB, which increases the size and cost of 

the system. Because many of the microwave communication systems are sold in huge 

quantities, it is important to lower the manufacturing cost and size of the microwave 

devices. 

In the past few decades, the development of semiconductor technology had led to 

enorinous miniaturization of "microwave devices"[ 11. However, a bigger challenge is 

the miniaturization of "passive microwave devices" such as filters, matching 

networks, and phase shifters. Passive microwave devices are usually implemented by 

using ceramic materials with very high dielectric constant [1]. The dimensions of 

passive devices are inversely related to the dielectric constant of the dielectric 

material. The desired features for implementation in microwave devices are high 

dielectric constant, low temperature coefficient of capacitance (TTC) and low loss 111. 

Much effort has been directed towards developing high permittivity ferroelectric 

materials with dielectric constant E, > 100 and very low dielectric loss [2,3 1. For a 

very long time, Barium Strontium Titanate (BST) [4-71 is the most interesting 

material for implementing "tunable microwave devices", since it has a high dielectric 

constant (c, =300-800 18]) that can be tuned by applying an electric field, and has 

relatively low loss at microwave frequencies. 
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In microwave systems, several fixed passive devices can be replaced by a single 

tunable device with lower cost and smaller size. For example, a frequency agile filter 

with tunable bandwidth 191 can replace several traditional filters with fixed 

bandwidth. Another example is in radar systems where tunable phase shifters made 

from BST thin films are used in phased array antennas to produce electromagnetic 

beam scanning 1101. Bulky and expensive mechanical devices are then not required to 

steer the antenna which saves space and power consumption of the radar system. 

More recently, the trend of the development is to integrate the separated microwave 

devices into a single monolithic microwave integrated circuit (MMIC) which saves a 

lot of space and lowers the overall cost Ill. This leads to a further reduction in 

manufacturing cost and saves physical space. However, it is also important to point 

out that the properties of BST thin films are heavily influenced by the substrate- 

induced strain, film thickness, microstructure features, charge defects and other 

deposition parameters 17,11-131. Acceptor ion doping [7] is a popular way to 

improve the dielectric properties of the BST thin film. In the present work, acceptor 

ions including lithium (Li) and cobalt (Co) were doped into BST thin films and their 

dielectric properties were measured. According to the measured results, the possible 

applications for Li and Co doped BST thin films are also presented. 

Another problem for the ferroelectric BST is that the desired deposition parameters 

(high annealing temperature, high resistive substrate materials and high oxygen 

pressure) of BST thin films are usually not compatible with the manufacturing 

process of microchips (MMICs). Thus, the performance of a BST thin film could be 

compromised if it has been integrated into a microchip. 

To overcome these difficulties, a novel pyrochlore Bismuth Zinc Niobate (BZN) was 

developed. 13ZN is a pyrochlore structure material which exhibits a relatively high 

permittivity (E, =150 to 180 for cubic pyrochlore phase BZN) 114,151 and a change 

of dielectric constant under electric field. Although this class of material was 
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discovered nearly 30 years ago [14,161, the possibility of implementing passive 

microwave devices based on BZN material was only reported several years ago 

[17,18 1. BZN thin film properties are relatively independent of strain induced by the 

substrate 1191, and BZN has a low firing temperature (when a pulse KrF excimer 

laser was used to anneal the thin fihn) 1201. Furthermore, it has a modest temperature 

coefficient of capacitance (TTC =150 ppm/"C or -400 ppm/'C) 1201 which can be 

tuned to zero. These features have allowed BZN thin films to be easily integrated into 

a microchip. 

1.2 Thesis aims and outline 

The work described in this thesis has two main purposes: (a) To improve dielectric 

properties of BST thin films. As mentioned earlier, the dielectric properties of BST 

can be affected by many factors such as substrate materials, strain, film thickness, etc. 

lberefore, it is important to understand the relationship between the physical 

properties and dielectric properties of BST, in order to optimise the overall 

performance of a BST thin film. In this work, BST thin films were doped with 

lithium (Li) and cobalt (Co) ions to improve their dielectric properties. The 

corresponding physical and dielectric properties have been investigated. (b) To 

investigate the potential of implementing microwave devices based on BZN thin 

films. Although BZN's dielectric properties are independent of the substrate materials, 

its dielectric properties at microwave frequencies are relatively unknown. Hence, it is 

still worthy to study its microwave dielectric properties. 

Chapter I provides the motivations for this thesis. The potential applications of 

tunable BST materials are presented and the problems of this material, which has 

limited the use of BST, are also discussed. Meanwhile, an alternative tunable material 
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(pyrochlore BZN thin film) has also been proposed. The main advantages of BZN 

thin films over ferroelectric BST are discussed. 

Chapter 2 provides an overview of ferroelectric BST and pyrochlore BZN thin films. 

The important physical and dielectric properties of these materials are presented. At 

the same time, the methods for improving the dielectric properties of BST and BZN 

films are also discussed. 

Chapter 3 discusses the process of synthesizing BST and BZN thin films by using a 

modified sol gel technique (chelation). This chapter also provides an overview of 

modem characterization techniques for analyzing the crystal structures and 

microstructures of BST and BZN thin films. 

Chapter 4 describes the procedures for fabricating microwave devices (coplanar 

waveguide (CPW) and metal insulated metal capacitor (MIM)). 

Chapter S shows the basic theory of measuring microwave circuits and the 

methodology of characterizing dielectric thin films at microwave frequencies. In this 

Chapter, two types of devices (CPW and MIM capacitor) were employed to 

characterize the thin film's dielectric properties. 

Chapler 6 BST thin films are doped with Li and Co ions to achieve lower dielectric 

loss and smaller leakage currents. The measured microwave results are compared 

13 



with the crystal/microstructures of the thin films. ne mechanisms for the 

improvement of dielectric properties are also discussed. 

Chapter 7 investigates the BZN thin films in two aspects: annealing temperature 

dependence and effect of substrate. The microwave dielectric properties of the thin 

film are co-studied by coplanar waveguide (CPW) and metal insulated metal (MIM) 

capacitor techniques. 

Chapter 8 provides conclusions of the thesis based on the characterized results. A 

plan for fature work is also presented. 
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Chapter 2: Literature review 

Chapter 2 provides an overview of terroelectric BST and pyrochlore BZN materials. 

The important physical and dielectric properties of both materials are discussed in 

this chapter. Some of the drawbacks of the materials are also presented. In order to 

study the behaviour of ferroelectric and pyrochlore materials, the definition of' 

dielectric materials must be understood first. Thus section 2.1 gives the definition and 

theories of dielectric material. (Deleted, since it is not related to the content in this 

chapter) 

2.1 Dielectric material 

2.1.1 Definition of dielectric and polarization 

Dielectrics are the opposite of' conductors and are similar to insulators. They have 

high resistivity and a band gap of several keV I 11. Dielectric materials are generally 

ionic and carry either positive or negative charge 12]. Under an electric field, the 

electrons within the dielectric material suffer displacement and create internal electric 

dipoles. The creation ofan electric dipole forms its own field and so induced extra 

charges 131. This phenomenon is called electric polarization. 

(a) 
Q+ 

D 

Electrk field 

E vacumn 

(b) Q+ 
Eo t"rE 

* 
IP 

l 
, ýp 

. 
Electric field Eý ýO. : 

-- . 

0 

. 
Er '- ** 

figure 2. / (a) Parallel capacitor with vactnon E(, (h) Parallel capacitor with 

dielectric constant -, (reproducedftom 131). 
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To obtain the electric polarization ( Pa,,,, ), let us consider the displacement of a 

single atom inside a capacitor under the influence of an electric field. The electric 

polarization per each atom is expressed as: [ 11 

P. tom ý aelect E, E 

where a,, t,,. is the electric polarizability, Ejs the permittivity of vacuum and E is the 

electric field. 

The electric polarization per unit volume can be obtained by multiplying P,,,. with 

the number of atom per unit volume (N). 

Punit= N aelect E-ý E (2.2) 

2.1.2 Definition of dielectric constant 

In practice, it is necessary to quantify the dielectric by using terms like dielectric 

constant, This can be achieved by considering the total electric polarization field (D) 

in the material. As shown in figure 2.1(a), in a parallel plate capacitor with no 

dielectric between the plates, the electric displacement field (D) of the vacuum 

parallel plate is related to the electric field (E) by the following equation: 141 

D= EýE (2.3) 

In contrast when a dielectric is inserted into the capacitor (figure 2.1 (b)), there is an 

additional contribution to the electric displacement caused by the polarised atoms. 

The total electric field displacement (D) can be expressed as follows: 141 

D= EE+P (2.4) 
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By substituting 2.2 into 2.4, we have the following expression: 12,41 

D=E,, E +P=c, E(I +Na,,,, t) = e. E E, (2.5) 

where -, is the permittivity of the free space (E,, = 8.854 X 10-12 F/m) and E, is the 

relative permittivity or simply known as dielectric constant. In this work, the 

dielectric properties of all materials are compared by using the dielectric constant (Er). 

2.1.3 Frequency response of a dielectric 

In the previous section, the DC dielectric constant was introduced. When a low 

frequency AC field is applied, the polarisation of the atoms can follow the applied 

field and the dielectric constant is the same as the DC value. However, as the 

frequency is increased, the perturbation of the charges can no longer follow the 

changes in field and the material suffers from dielectric loss. Mathematically this can 

be expressed by defining the dielectric constant or permittivity as a complex number 

of the form C, = E, ' + E, '. ' where the imaginary part (") corresponds to the dielectric Er 

loss of the material. Both the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant are 

strongly affected by different the loss mechanisms. In a dielectric, there are three 

main classes of polarization in the material: [5] 

(a) Electronic polarization : the displacement electrons orbiting around an 

atom induced by an electric field 

(b) Ionic polarization: the displacement of ions caused by an electric field 

(c) Orientation polarization: the align-ment of polar molecules that are free to 

rotate in an electric field 
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Each of these polarisations has a different time constant associated with it and there 

will be regions where the dielectric constant will change. Figure 2.2 shows a typical 

behaviour of dielectric constant and of a dielectric material as a function of 

frequency. 

(a) ionk ezectivnic 
E. 

Ert 

LWF I IRI 1 LibLe EV II 

(b) 
III 

III 
III 
III 

Wa Wz 

Figure 22 (a) Real E' and (b) imaginaly E"parl of dielectric constant versus 

frequency log (o)) with three main absorption peaks to, = 101011z, 1012H, < 

C02 < 1013H, ando)3 = 10"Hz (reproducedfrom 15,6]). 

According to figure 2.2, the real (E') and imaginary (E") parts of the dielectric 

constants change significantly with respect to an increasing frequency. The frequency 

dependence of the material's dielectric constant due to different polarization is called 

dielectric dispersion. The dielectric peaks in figure 2.2 are caused by the ionic, 

dipolar and atomic polarizations. Despite the dielectric constant peaks, the real part of 

the dielectric constant of the material decreases with respect to increasing frequency. 

This behaviour was also observed in the measured results presented in chapter 6 and 

7 of this thesis. 
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2.1.4 Dielectric loss and quality factor 

In practice, the energy loss associated with the dielectric material is quantified by the 

H dissipation factor or loss tangent which is defined as tan& = !!:! ý. Since the 
er' 

imaginary part of the dielectric constant will increase along with increasing frequency, 

the material's dielectric loss tangent (tan& ) also increases. In a parallel capacitor, 

the loss tangent represents the relative loss of energy to obtain a given amount of 

charge storage [4]. The inverse of loss tangent, the quality factor defined as Q= 

1/tanb , is used as a figure of merit to describe the performance of microwave 

devices. Ideally, the larger this value then the better the device performance. 

2.2. Ferroclectric BST 

All ferroelectric materials have spontaneous electric polarization in which the 

directions of the polarization can be changed by applying an electric field. 

Ferroelectric materials come under a subclass of pyroelectric materials, which in turn 

comes from piezoelectric materials that exhibits a change of polarization under 

mechanical pressure [6]. Therefore, ferroelectric materials are also pyroelectric and 

piezoelectric. 

For many years 17-91, ferroelectric materials such as Barium Strontium Titanate (BST) 

have been used in a wide range of applications, It is well known that BST materials2 

have high dielectric constant and their dielectric properties are dependent on both 

temperature and the applied electric field. In the following sections, the physical and 

dielectric properties of Barium Strontium Titanate (BST) are discussed. 

This chapter discusses the physical and dielectric properties of BST materials. At first 

a brief introduction to the crystal structures of ferroelectric DST is presented in 
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section 2.2.1. Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 discuss the temperature dependence of 

polarization lbr forroelectric materials. The composition dependence of dielectric 

properties is presented in section 2.2.4. The last three sections (2.2.5,2.2.6 2.2.7) 

discuss the degradation of dielectric properties of thin film BST and the solutions for 

improving its dielectric properties. 

2.2.1 Perovakite structure of Barium Strontium Titanate (BST) 

BST material has a ABO, perovskite structure which is named after CaT'03 

perovskite mineral [7,101. The general form of BST material is (Ba, Sr(j-, ))Tij. 003 

where 0.0<x< 1.0. Figure 2.3 shows the atomic unit cell of a perovskite BST crystal. 

In this figure, the A site of the crystal is occupied by either Ba'+ or Sr'+ ions 

whereas the B vile is occupied by Ti". 

00 

40 
A site Ba 2+ 

or Sr 24- Oxygen B site Ti 4+ 

Figure 2.3 perovskile s1ruclure (? I'A BQ, ctystcd (reproduced firom 18 1) 

The perovskite structure is considered as a variation ofa lace-centred cubic (FCC)- 

structure. The large "A" site ions (Ba 2+ = 1.35A) occupy the eight corners of' the 

crystal and 0 site ion (oxygen) occupies the centre ofeach face. The small B site ion 
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(Ti" 0.63A) occupies the octahedral interstices 14]. Because the radius ol'Sr" ion 

( 1.1 8A) is similar to Ba"ion, Sr"can substitute into the A site of the perovskite 

structure. When an electric field is applied, the 13 site ion is displaced fi-om its 

original position in the centre of TiO, octahedron 161. This creates dipoles in the 

material which provide the mechanism for dielectric tunability. 

(a) (b) 

0 Ba 

00 

a ori 
aa 

s, %inmetric strucatre non symmetric strucutre 

cubic tetragonal 

off the centre Ti 2tozn 
indicated bý f 

Figure 2.4 (a) symmetric cubic BSTstructure (paraelectric phase) (b) non symmetrl .c 

letragonal BSTstructure (ferroelectric phase)l NI 

Fhe crystal structure of'BST material is also temperature dependent. All ferroelectric 

materials including BST possess a ferroelectric to paraelcctric phase transition 

temperature or Curie temperature (T, ). At (T < T, ), BST is in the lerroelectric phase 

which corresponds to a nonsymmetric tetragonal structure. As figure 2.4(b) shows, 

the Ti ion is slightly off' the centre of the lattice. This leads to a permanent dipole 

which results in a spontaneous electric polarization within the crystal 14]. The 

direction of' the polarization is reversible by applying an external field. As the 

temperature goes above T, (T > T,. ), 141 the thermal energy is enough to move the 

positions of-l'i ion which form the symmetrical structure as shown in figure 2.4(a). 

Hence the material is in paraclectric phase in which the material does not have 

spontaneous polarization. The Curie temperature ofthe BST material can be altered 

by changing its composition. This provides the mechanism for changing the dielectric 
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properties of BST material to suit to a particular application. The compositional 

dependency of BST material will be further discussed in section 2.2.4. The Curie 

temperature of the BST material is also influenced by doping ions with radius 

between 1.35A and 0.63A, which substitute into either the A or B site of the BST 

crystal. The influence of ion doping will be discussed in section 2.2.7. 

2.2.2Temperature dependence of hysteresis loop 

As mentioned above, the ferroelectric materials exhibit spontaneous polarization and 

the direction of the polarization is reversible. Therefore, ferroelectric materials which 

including BST also have a unique characteristic of a hysteresis loop for polarization. 

Figure 2.5 gives a typical example of a hysteresis loop as a function of electric field. 

According to this graph, the response of polarization is highly nonlinear. When the 

electric field is reduced to zero, the corresponding polarization is not zero. At zero 

electric field, there are two remnant polarizations with opposite directions 

(+P, and -P, ) [6]. To achieve a zero polarization, the strength of reverse electric 

field must be greater than the remnant polarization 161. 

b 

a 

Figure 2.5 Hysteresis loopforferroelectric polarization [61 
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The behaviour of hysteresis loop for polarization is also tied with the crystal structure 

which is temperature dependent. Figure 2.6 (a), (b) and (c) shows the variation of 

hysteresis loop at various temperatures. 

T << T, 

T>T. 

Figure 2.6 Polarization hYsteresis loop (a) very low temperature (T << Td (b) low 

temperature (T < Td and room temperature (T > Td [61 

When the temperature is much lower than the Curie temperature (T << T, ), the 

material is in the ferroelectric state. The width (w) of the hysteresis curve is much 

wider and the remnant polarizations of P11 and Pj- are the highest. Ibis is because at 

lower temperature, a greater electric field is needed to orient the domain 16] As the 

temperature rises close to the Curie temperature, a smaller reverse electric field can 

achieve a zero polarization and so the width (w) of the hysteresis loop is narrower. 

Once the temperature is well above the Curie temperature, the material undergoes a 

phase transition from tetragonal (ferroelectric) to cubic (paraelectric) in which the 

hysteresis loop disappears. The electric polarization is linearly related with the 
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electric field. Thus, ferroelectric materials do not exhibit ferroelectricity or hysteresis 

loops at (T > T, ). 

2.2.3 Temperature dependence of dielectric properties 

Similar to the polarization hysteresis loop, the dielectric properties of all 

ferroelectrics including BST are strongly temperature dependent. Figure 2.7 shows 

the variations of permitivity of a ferroelectric material as a function of temperature. 

According to this figure, the permitivity in both ferroelectric and paraelectric phases 

are very high. The origin of the high permittivity (dielectric constant) is the 

orientation polarization of B site atom (Ti) in the perovskite structure. 

Ferrueloctric State 

Dielectric 
constant 

I' 
It 
I' 
I' 

------------------ 

Para electric State 

onle Teuperature 
temperaft" 

Figure Z7 Dielectric constant offerroelectric material versus temperature 

There is a sharp peak of the dielectric constant at near Curie temperature where there 

is a structure and phase transition. In the paraelectric phase, the dielectric constant 

increases with increasing temperature according to Curie- Weiss law. This relationship 

can be mathematically expressed as: 181 

r=6, 
IT CTO I- IT CTO 1 

(2.6) 

where C is Curie constant, T is the temperature and T, is the Curie temperature. 
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2.2.4 Composition dependence of BST 

As mentioned in section 2.2.1, the dielectric properties of' BST material are strongly 

affected by its composition. BST material has a general form of Ba,, Srl-,, T'03 

(0.0 <x<1.0) which can be considered as a substantial solid solution of Barium 

Titanium Oxide (BTO) and Strontium Titanium Oxide (STO). Since the Curic 

temperatures for BST and STO are 120 'C and -I 63'C respectively, the substitution of 

"Sr" into BST will lower the Curie temperature. In contrast, an increase of "Ba" 

concentration allows the Curie temperature to increase. The dependence of the Curie 

temperature on its composition (Ba or Sr) is highly attractive for applications in 

making microwave components because it allows the dielectric properties of the 

material to be chosen by changing the composition 11 191. Figure 2.8 shows the 

variation of dielectric constant of BST crystal as a function of temperature for 

different composition 1111. 

E(T) 
2 5WO 

20000 

15000 

10000 

, 000 

Figure 2.8 Dielectric constant of (Ba, Sr, 
-, 

)Ti03 where 0.0<x<1.0 II 11. 

According to this figure, the Curie temperature gradually increases as the 

concentration of Ba is increased from x -- 0 to 1.0. In figUre 2.9, the dielectric loss of 

a BST crystal with different composition is presented as a function of temperature at 

IOG[Jz. The loss tangent slightly increases with temperature for all compositions 
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apart from the lowest. As the material undergoes the ferroelectric to paraelectric 

transition the loss tangent drops. This demonstrates that the dielectric loss of BST in 

the paraelectric phase is many times smaller than the loss in the ferroelectric phase. 

The reason is that BST in ferroelectric phase are also piezoelectrics which can induce 

large acoustic losses at lower GHz frequency 1121. In addition, ferroelectrics also 

exhibit polarization hysteresis loop under a changing electric field which further 

increases the dielectric loss of the material. 
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Figure 2.9 Loss tangent of (Ba., Sr, 
-, 

)Ti03 as a function (? I'temperature at 10(! Hz 

Jill. 

In addition to the dielectric constant and dielectric loss, the dielectric tunability of 

BST material is also crucial fior implementing microwave tunable devices. In this 

work, the dielectric tunability is expressed as follows: 

Dielectric constant (OV)- Dielectric constant (at given voltage) 
tunability (%) = 

Dielectric constant (OV) 
x 100% (2.7) 

Although the dielectric tunability is not presented in figure 2.8 and 2.9, it is widely 

believed that a large dielectric constant is proportionally associated with high 

tunability 171. In the present work, these figures serve as a guideline for the 

optimisation of the dielectric properties at a given temperature. 
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For implementing tunable devices, it is desirable to maximise the material's tunability 

and dielectric constant. In a BST material system, the dielectric constant and 

tunability are maximized in the ferroelectric-paraelectric transition region 171. The 

temperature at which this occurs is called the Curie temperature ( T, ) and can be 

adjusted by changing the composition between Ba and Sr in Ba(, 
- )Sr Ti, 0,. 

Previous work [ 121, has suggested that the Bao 5Sro. Jil. 003material is ideally suited 

to implementing microwave devices (MW) because its Curie temperature is close to 

room temperature. In this work, all BST thin films were synthesized with the 

composition of Ba, Sr,., T'03, 

2.2.5 Bulk or thin film 

The dielectric properties of ferroelectric thin films have been found to be 

substantially diffierent ftom those of bulk materials in most cases. Figure 2.10 

compares the dielectric constant of BST in bulk and thin film as a function of 

temperature. 
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Figure 2.10 a comparison ql'dielectric constant between thin film BST and bulk BST 

1131. 
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Although hulk BST has a much higher dielectric constant, it also shows a sharp 

dielectric peak near the Curie temperature. Therefore, bulk BST is more sensitive to 

the change of temperature than a ferroelectric thin film. Furthermore, the use of bulk 

ferroelectric requires very high DC tuning voltage for tuning the dielectric constant. 

This leads to an increase of power consumption. In this case, the tuning electric field 

is defmed as: 

"': 
Vrune Ef ield ' d(distance) 

(2.8) 

where Ef j, jd is the tuning electric field, Vt,,,, is the tuning DC voltage and 

d(aistance) is the thickness of the thin film. 

In contrast, the thin film BST requires a very low DC tuning voltage to achieve a 

strong electric field. The sharp dielectric peak is not found in the thin film (as shown 

in figure 2.10). The dielectric constant gradually decreases as the temperature goes up. 

These advantages make BST thin films very popular for implementing microwave 

components. In this work all Ba, Srl-, Ti03 thin films are made in the form of thin 

films (<300mn). 

2.2.6 Loss mechanism 

However, DST thin films also have lower dielectric constants and higher losses than 

the hulk DST. The increase in dielectric loss of DST thin film is a particular problem 

for implementing microwave devices. In this work, the main challenge is to lower the 

dielectric loss of DST thin films. Many reasons have been given for the degradation 

of the dielectric properties. In particular, charge defects and substrate induced-strain 

are the most influential factors in the degradation of dielectric properties. 
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Influence ofsubstrate 

Strain in a ferroelectric thin film is significant because it can change the soft phonon 

mode, which greatly affects the dielectric constant of a ferroelectric thin film 171. 

Film strain is caused by the mismatch between the lattice parameters and thermal 

expansion coefficients of the thin film and substrate. In BST thin films, the strain is 

mainly caused by the lattice mismatch between the substrate and thin film. It is also 

indicated that the lattice parameters mismatch at the deposition temperature are much 

more important than the mismatch at room temperature 114). 

A popular way to minimize this effect is to use substrates that have similar lattice 

parameters as BST thin films. The most frequently used substrates are MgO, SM03, 

LaAI03, Sapphire and LSAT. A completely strain free (- 0.1% mismatch) thin film 

based on LSAT has been demonstrated by Canedy CL and D Hao 1151. The other 

way to control the strain is to develop a compositional graded BST thin film which 

contains several layers of Ba, Srl-, T'03 with x varied between 0.1 and 0.7 [16,171. 

The layers that are close to the bottom substrate act like a buffer layer between the 

bottom substrate and the top layers of BST. The strain effect of BST thin films is well 

understood and the solutions to the problem are provided by numerical works. 

Influence of charge defects 

The dielectric loss of a material can be attributed to two mechanisms One: intrinsic 

loss which appears due to the interaction between the phonons and microwave field 

171. The intrinsic loss is the fundamental loss of ferroelectric material and cannot be 

removed by improving crystallization or microstructure of the materials. Two: 

extrinsic loss that is associated with (a) charge defects which excite acoustic 

vibrations, (b) universal relaxation law mechanism and (c) quasi-Debye contribution 
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191. Figure (2.11) illustrates this fact by comparing the dielectric loss of' BST 

materials with and without charge defect as a function of fi-equency. Clearly, BST 

with charge defects has a much larger dielectric loss than single crystal BST and so 

work is required to reduce the density of charge defects. 

0.03 

C, O 0.0 1 
= 0.008 

0.006 

0.004 

0.002 

. %3 

0.1 11 () 
Frequency (GHz) 

1: Single crystal BST 
2: BST with charge deficit 
3: BST with charge deficit and Si substrate 

Figure 2.11 Dielectric loss oj'(1) single crystal BST (2) BST with charge dcfici, (3) 

BST with charge deficit andSi substrate 1181. 

In this work, oxygen vacancies are the main charge defects that affect the dielectric 

loss of BST thin film. It has been widely proved that electrons, generated from 

oxygen vacancies, hop between each of Ti4+ ion of the BST crystal providing the 

mechanism for dielectric loss 1191. The density of oxygen vacancies is heavily 

influenced by the deposition parameters of the thin film. A straight forward way to 

minimize this effect is to change the oxygen pressure during annealing. However, the 

handling of pure oxygen has safety issues and the control of' oxygen pressure is 

difficult. 
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2.2.7 The improvement of dielectric properties in BST materials by acceptor 

doping 

As mentioned in section 2.2.1, doping is a more effective way for reducing the effects 

of oxygen vacancies [20,211. Generally, the dopants can be distinguished into three 

types: acceptor, donor and stable addictives 1221. Acceptor ions with a charge of less 

than 4'can substitute the B site Ti4+ ion of theAB03 structure and act as electron 

acceptor. This prevents the reduction of Tj4+ to Tj3 + by neutralizing the donor 

action of the oxygen vacancies 119). The oxygen vacancies generate free electrons 

that can hop between the B (Ti4+) sites and so provide the loss mechanism 1231. The 

compensation for oxygen vacancies by acceptor dopants reduces the free electron 

concentration and so lowers the dielectric loss. Therefore, acceptor dopants are 

widely used to modify the dielectric properties of BST thin films. 

The doped ions can substitute either the A or B site of the AB03structure depending 

on their size. Dopants such as La 3+(l 
. 
03A), Er 3+ (0.89A), Cd 3+ (0.95A) and K'+ 

(1.38A) ions [24,25,26] substitute the A site of the ABO 3 structure because the size 

of the dopants are close to the size of the Ba 2+(1.35A) and Sr 2+(1.18 A) ions which 

sit on the A site. It is suggested that the doped ions which occupy the A sites do not 

break the cooperative vibration of Ti-O chains and hence keep the anharmonic 

interaction of the Ti ions. This may result in an increase of the dielectric constant or 

at least maintain the dielectric constant as the undoped BST 127]. 

On the other hand, the B site dopants with smaller radius including 

Fe 3+' C03+' C02+' Mn2+, Mn3+, Ni2+, Mg2+, A12+, In3+' Cr3+ and SC3+, can 

replace the smaller Ti+ ion (0.63A) in the B site of the AB03 structure 1281. Similar 

to the acceptor ions that substituted into the A site of BST crystal, the B site doping 

can also lead to a reduction of dielectric loss. However, this could break the 

cooperative vibration of Ti-O chains of the perovskite structure which lowers the 
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Curie temperature. Therefore, this leads to a smaller dielectric constantand dielectric 

tunability. 

To date, numerous works (1241,1291,1301,1261,1311,1231, [321, [321 and [331) have 

been carried out to study the effects of ion doped BST thin films. The following table 

(2.1) shows a list of examples of ion doped BST materials. 

rjpeof Dirpw*ion Characterization Dielectricproperdes 
APPAm? Methods MO&Ods 

Fa solgal lawcapacitor c,. =170. tumbilitv = 21% and (241 
tans =0.012 at 100.10& 

Bi solgel 1"capacitor E, =242, lumbility =31.5% and [241 
tans=0.015 at IOOJM- 

M. - solgel Intard&-italcapacuor Averags E, = 245 and ta-ns=0.08 1241 
Pq atl5GIh 

Solgal mc Averages, = 260 and tani: --0.078 1241 

W15GIL- 

zi Screen mc Capacildnce of. LDC increases 
Prim ftom 0.63pFto 0.46pFas the 1-191 

frequency increasedfro mI GH, - to 
6.4 ME tan i=0.016 at 3 GM 

Ll Screen LX z, = 26S andtans=O. OOSS at POI 

pri"I 7GI& 

La solgal JEWcapacitor 22.16%Nn4WjA, under 10 V 1261 
Er= 209 (V; q at IOOKF& 

W AF Mvcapacitor r,. = 239 wUh 1% of Wat IOOKM Pl) 
tans=0.022 with 1% Wat 
IOOKI& 

co PLD JMICopgcitcpp tans=0.039 andtumbditv = [231 
18. M at I 00=- umder200XV1cm 

y FLD JiLveapacitor gr= 232 at 100kl& wuh 1.516 F P21 
under 0V 
tang=0.032 at lOOkA&wjth 1.5% 
rundarov 

cr Solgel Affmcapacitor c,. = 426 at JOOKM with 5% Cr 1331 
tans=0.0065 et 10OMwifhJ% 
cr 

Table 2.1 examples of ion doped BSTthinfilms 
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According to this table, most of the work has been carried out at low frequency 

(<IOOMIU). The dielectric properties at low frequency could be completely different 

from the dielectric properties at microwave frequency. Therefore, the need for 

studying the effect of ion doping on the microwave properties of BST thin film is 

strong. 

Among all types of acceptor dopants, cobalt (Co) and lithium (Li) ions are 

particularly interesting. Cobalt (Co) is a well known acceptor type dopant. By doping 

BST materials with Co ion, a reduction of leakage of current and dielectric loss can 

be achieved at the same time. Compared with Co, very little attention has been given 

to the Lithium doped BST. So far, two works 129,301 has been found to describe the 

crystal structure and dielectric properties of BST thin film doped with Li ion. 

However, these works do not provide any information about the effects on the 

material's microstructure and only one 3wt% Li doped Bao. ssrojij. 00,3 thin films 

was studied. Furthermore, the measured results of Li doped BST at microwave 

frequency [29,30] are obtained from measuring an interdigital capacitor (IDC). The 

relative complexity of the IDC geometry makes the modelling of IDC very difficult 

and one must rely in practice on simpler quasistatic or semi-empirical models 1341. 

This results in large errors in the measured dielectric results. Hence the interest for 

studying the effects of Li doping on the dielectric properties of BST thin film is still 

strong. 

In this work, various concentrations of Li and Co ions were doped into BST thin 

films to modify their crystal and microstructures. As suggested in section 2.2.4, the 

composition of the BST thin film is chosen to be Bao. sSrOSU1.003 which exhibits 

very high dielectric constant and tunability at room temperature. The dielectric 

properties of the thin films were characterized at microwave frequencies (>I GHz) by 

employing a simpler coplanar waveguide (CPW). The simplicity of CPW geometry 
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does not reply on semi-empirical models. Therefore, the coplanar waveguide (CPW) 

geometry allows a more accurate characterization of its microwave properties. The 

geometry and fabrication process of CPW are presented in chapter 4. The measured 

dielectric results of the Co and Li doped BST films are discussed in chapter 7. 

2.3 Alternative tunable material (BZN) 

2.3.1 Introduction 

Barium Strontium Titanate (BST) is not the only material that has been used to 

implement the tunable microwave devices. In the past decade, much work has been 

devoted to the search for new materials that exhibit lower dielectric low tangent and 

higher dielectric tunability. 

STO materials are widely considered as the most likely candidate to replace the 

ferroelectric BST. STO is in a paraelectric state at room temperature (>300K) with 

very little tunability. When the temperature drops to 77K, this material exhibits very 

high tunability and small dielectric loss. Therefore, the overall loss of the microwave 

system can be dramatically reduced by the incorporation of high temperature 

superconductor materials (HTS) 135] and 136]. However, the cost of maintaining a 

low working temperature (77K) is too high which prevents STO being used in room 

temperature microwave devices. 

Pyrochlore Bismuth Zinc Niobate (BZN) ceramic was initially developed in 1970s 

for high permittivity ceramic capacitors. Only recently have people started to 

consider it as a potential candidate to replace the BST due to its low dielectric loss 

(0.005), relatively high dielectric constant (120 at OMV/cm) and significant dielectric 
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tunability (45% at 3MV/cm) 1371. These parameters are comparable to the latest BST 

technology. According to Hiroshi Funakubo and Shingo Okaura 1381, very high 

stability in dielectric property has been discovered in BZN thin films with respect to 

thermal strain of the substrates. It is also known that the tunable temperature 

coefficient (TTC) of bismuth based materials are relatively low (-400ppm/'C for a 

phase and +200ppm/'C for 0 phase [391 ) and by the selection of the correct doping 

can be tuned to zero. This allows the material to be integrated into a microchip 

relatively easily. Generally, the pyrochlore BZN offers a combination of advantages 

of low dielectric loss, modest TTC and substrate independent dielectric properties 

over the traditional BST ferroelectric. These advantages have attracted numerous 

researchers [40,41421 to work on pyrochlore BZN microwave devices. 

2.3.2 Structures of pyrochlore BZN 

The general formula of a pyrochlore BZN material is A2 B207. In pyrochlore BZN, 

the larger Bi ion occupies the "A" site position of A213207 with eight fold 

coordination. The smaller Nb ion occupies the "B" site of A2B207 with six fold 

coordination [391. The medium sized zinc ion occupies both the A and B sites of the 

A2B207 structure. The general composition of BZN material is 

('3'3XZn2-3X)(ZnxNb2-x)07. The material exhibits cubic (a-phase) phase when x= 

0.5 Bij. 5Znj. ONbj.. 507 and monoclinic-zirconolite phase (P-phase) when x= 2/3 

Bi2.0(ZnI/3Nb2/3)07, respectively [391. 
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(a) (b) 

Zn 

Bi is the large dark atom 0 is the while atom Zu is the smaller gray atom 

Figure 2.12 (a) Schematic structure of the cuhic pyrochlore BZN and (b) monoclinic- 

zirconolite phase of BZN 137 1. 

The schematics of cubic phase and monoclinic-zirconolite phase BZN crystals are 

shown in figure 2.12(a) and (b) 1371. The structure of cubic pyrochlore BZN is 

considered as a derivative of the fluorite structure A02 where the A site is split into A 

and B sites for BZN 1371. However, the unit cell of BZN is twice as large as A02. In 

cubic pyrochlore BZN, the larger -A" cations are eight fold coordinated with oxygen 

which form a distorted cube. The smaller "B" cations which are sixfold coordinated 

with oxygen forms a distorted octahedral 1371. One of the seven oxygen atoms is 

bonded to A site cations 1371. 

On the other hand, the monoclinic-zirconolite phase BZN can be considered as a 

derivative of the cubic pyrochlore structured BZN. The crystal structures of' 

monoclinic phase BZN are too complicated to be discussed in this thesis and the 

distribution of Zn and Nb ions in monoclinic BZN are not of interest to this work. 

However, the distribution and location of ions in pyrochlore BZN are presented in 

work by 1. Levin and 7' G. Amos 1431. 
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2.3.3 Dielectric properties of BZN 

lnj7uence of dielectric relaxation 
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Figure 2.13 (a) Dielectric constant and loss for cuhic BZN thin film versus 

temperature (b) Dielectric constant and loss Ibr monoclinic BZA' thin film 

(reproducedftom 1441). 

Figures 2.13(a) and (b) compare the dielectric properties of cubic and monoclinic 

BZN thin films as a function of temperature. According to figure 2.13(b), the 

monoclinic BZN has no frequency dispersion of dielectric constant and dielectric loss. 
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Although the dielectric constant decreases rapidly at below I OOK, the corresponding 

dielectric loss remains below 0.005. In figure 2.13(a), a frequency dispersion of 

dielectric constant and loss are observed around IOOK. 'rhe dielectric constant 

decreases from 150 to 80 as the measuring temperature decreases towards OK. As the 

measured frequency increases, the peak of dielectric loss increases and shifts to 

higher temperature. 

Since frequency relaxation is observed in cubic BZN, the dielectric loss in this 

material is much higher than in monoclinic BZN. The source of dielectric loss is 

frequency relaxation in cubic BZN thin films. The origin of frequency relaxation is 

attributed to the hopping of the A and O'sites atoms in a cubic pyrcohlore structure 

1451. The detailed analysis for the cause of frequency relaxation is given in many 

reports 146,471. 

Tunabililies oj'cubic and monoclinic BZN 
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Figure 2.14 (a) Dielectric tunability Qf cubic BZN (h) Dielectric tunability of 

monoclinic BZN (reproducedftom 1371). 

Figure 2.14(a) and (b) shows the dielectric tunability ofa cubic and monoclinic phase 

BZN thin film at 77K, respectively. For the cubic pyrochlore BZN, the large 

dielectric constant ( 125) which is associated with ionic polarization comes from the 

D' - Bi - 0' bond 1371. A large applied electric field allows the source of 

polarization to be clamped out. This provides the dielectric tunability for cubic BZN 
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thin film. According to figure 2.14(a), the measured dielectric constant decreases 

from 125 to 70 under a tuning electric field of 3MV/cm. In contrast, monoclinic (P 

phase) B'2. OZn2/3Nb4/307 has a smaller dielectric constant of E, = 75 compared to 

cubic phase BZN and is barely tunable [371 under a tuning electric field of 3MV/cm. 

Therefore, pure monoclinic BZN material cannot be used to implement tunable 

microwave devices. 

2.3.4 Improvements on dielectric properties of BZN 

As mentioned earlier, the dielectric properties of cubic pyrochlore BZN is relatively 

independent of the strain caused by lattice mismatch of the substrates. Iberefore, the 

most effective way of improving BZN dielectric properties is ion doping which can 

substitute into the A or B site of the pyrochlore structure. 

B site substitution by Ti ions 

In cubic pyrcohlore BZN, the A site of this crystal is occupied by Bi3+ with a larger 

radius of 1.11 A and the B site is usually occupied by the smaller atom Nb with 0.64 

A. Due to the medium radius of the Zn1+ ion (0.75 A) 1481 , Zn" was unevenly 

distributed in both the A and B site of the pyrochlore material with a preference for 

the B site (481. The doping of "Ti" ion into cubic BZN can co-substitute Zn 2+ or 

Nbl'at the B site of the crystal [491. Therefore, the atoms in B sites of the crystal are 

Ti4+ , Nb5+ and Zn2+. Because the origin of high dielectric constant is associated 

with B06 - octehedras [491, the correlation between octahedras of Ti06 and Nb06 

have very high polarization which leads to higher dielectric constant [491. So far, 

several papers 150,51,521 on Ti doped BZN films have shown an improvement in 

dielectric constant at various frequencies. On the other hand, the doping of Ti ions in 

the B site of BZN crystal can also affect the hopping of Bi and Zn atoms which are 
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associated with the activation energy of dielectric relaxation 1501. This may provide 

the mechanism for reducing the dielectric loss of BZN thin film. 

A site substitution by P ions 

As mentioned above, cubic (a phase) BZN has greater dielectric loss than monoclinic 

(P phase) BZN caused by the appearance of frequency relaxation in cubic BZN. Since 

pure monoclinic BZN only exists in a narrow region of Bi2. OZn2l3Nb, 13 01.0 148], the 

doping of Ca 2+(l 
. 
12A) ion in the A site of BZN may lead to a phase transition from 

cubic to monoclinic BZN 1481. This could lead to the formation of a mixture of cubic 

and monoclinic BZN which has lower dielectric loss and still has relatively high 

dielectric tunability with respect to the tuning electric field. 

In 2006 and 2007, Hong Wang 1451 and Meiling Zhang 1481 had reported 

independently on Ca doped BZN ceramics with different compositions. Both of the 

works suggested an increase in material quality factors compared to the undoped 

BZN. In particular, Hong Wang and her colleagues have shown that an increase in 

quality factor from 1755 to 3989 can be obtained with Ca doping. 

To study the dielectric properties of BZN thin films, undoped cubic pyrochlore 

Bij. 5Znj. ONb,. 507thin films were synthesized by using chemical solution deposition 

(CSD) method. The microwave dielectric properties of the thin films were measured 

using both the MIM capacitors and CPW techniques. Ile relationship between the 

crystallization phase and microwave properties of the material is of particular interest 

in this work. The fabrication and microwave characterization of BST and BZN thin 

films are given in chapters 5 and 6. 
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2.4 Summary 

There has been a great deal of effort by numerous researchers to develop microwave 

tunable devices based on BST thin films. The dependence of the dielectric properties 

of BST on its composition is particularly attractive for implementing microwave 

devices. Since ferroelectric BST is associated with large dielectric loss, it is more 

attractive to use the paraelectric phase in the microwave devices. Although bulk BST 

has greater dielectric constant and lower dielectric loss than thin films of BST, bulk 

material requires a very large tuning electric field to tune its capacitance. It is also 

known that bulk BST has a dielectric peak around the Curie temperature and so the 

dielectric properties of bulk BST are more temperature dependent than thin film BST. 

In practice, BST thin films are much more attractive for applications in microwave 

devices. However, the dielectric properties of BST thin films are heavily influenced 

by the substrates, strain, compositions and deposition process parameters. This thesis 

focuses on the modification of the dielectric properties of BST thin films by Li and 

Co ion doping and the relationship between the crystal structure and dielectric 

properties. 

In this work, an alternative tunable material (pyrochlore BZN) has been proposed to 

replace the traditional BST. Cubic pyrochlore BZN thin film has very small dielectric 

loss, relatively high dielectric constant (120) and very small TTC. According to 

figure 2.15(a), thin filin BZN's dielectric relaxation peak is at very low temperature 

(<I OOK) and so the dielectric loss of this material is very low at room temperature. In 

addition, the dielectric properties of BZN thin film are independent of the strain 

induced by the substrate which allows the material to be easily integrated into MMIC. 

In this thesis, the crystal and microstructures of BZN and BST thin filtris are 

characterized by using instruments such as XPS, XRD, EDX, AFM and SEM. The 

elemental compositions of the thin films were studied by XPS and EDX techniques, 
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respectively. A coplanar waveguide (CPW) and metal insulated metal (MIM) 

capacitor method have been employed to measure the microwave dielectric properties 

of the thin films. The film synthesis methods and microwave characterization 

methods are presented in chapters 3 and 5. 
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Chapter 3: Thin film synthesis and 
characterizations 

This chapter discusses the synthesizing and characterization methods of the BST and 

BZN thin films. In section 3.1, different types of thin films deposition methods are 

compared and the justifications for using chemical solution deposition (CSD) method 

are also presented. 'Me details of the thin film deposition procedure are presented in 

sections 3.1,3.2,3.3 and 3.4. Finally, the characterization methods for determining 

the crystal and microstructures of the thin films are discussed in section 3.5. 

3.1 Thin film deposition techniques 

711in films can be synthesized by three different techniques: chemical solution 

deposition (CSD), physical vapour-deposition (PVD) and chemical vapour-deposition 

(CVD). All deposition techniques have their advantages and drawbacks. The choice 

of using the CSD method for thin film deposition was decided by the requirements, 

cost, film thickness and manufacturability. In this work, the chemical solution 

deposition (CSD) technique has been employed to fabricate BST and BZN thin films. 

In the following section, the advantages and disadvantages of each deposition 

technique will be discussed. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 provide the detailed procedures 

used to synthesise BST and BZN thin fihns. 

3.1.1 Physical vapour deposition (PVD) 

Physical vapour deposition (PVD) is a technique which deposits a thin film on the 

surface of a solid substrate by condensation from the vapour phase (11. Therefore, 
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only physical effects are involved in PVD. The deposition is usually achieved by the 

following three steps I 11. 

(a) The material to be deposited is converted into a gas phase (Vapour) by 

different vaporization methods. 

(b) The emitted particles are transferred from the source material to the 

substrate through the gas phase. 

(c) The vapour is condensed on the substrate to form a solid thin film layer 

by nucleation and diffusion. 

DCsputtering 

- substrate to be coated 
%Nith the material 

Positiveý- charged 

Ar 

DC voltages 
>1kV 

Figure 3. / showv the working principle (? /'/X'. vp uttering system (reproduced from 12 1) 

Sputtering is a grouping of different deposition techniques including DC-sputtering, 

RF-sputtering, Plasma sputtering, Magnetron-sputtering, etc. The most commonly 
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used process is DC-sputtering (figure 3.1). In DC-sputtering, positive ions such as 

argon are used to strike the surface of the target material. The whole process is 

carried out in a vacuum chamber which contains both the substrate and target 

material. As shown in figure 3.1, the target is connected to a ground and the substrate 

is connected to a positive voltage supply (>I W). Therefore, a strong electric field (E) 

is created inside the chamber. The positively charged argon ions (Ar' ) are 

accelerated towards the negatively charged target material, striking the target with a 

very high velocity which removes part of the target material. As the argon ions 

collide with the target, the atoms of the target material are ejected towards the 

substrate [3]. At last, the ejected atoms stay onto the surface of the substrate. 

RF sputtering 

The process described above is usually used to fabricate conductive thin films ifl. 

For depositing insulator materials (with high dielectric constant) such as BST, RF 

sputtering is frequently used 14-61. Unlike DC-sputtering, a RF potential is applied to 

a metal electrode behind the target material to generate the ions that bombard the 

target and form the thin film on the substrate. 

Advantages and disadvantages ofsputtering P VD 

The main advantages of sputtering PVD techniques are [1,71: 

(a) Dense and uniform thin fihn 

(b) Good adhesion to the substrate 

(c) Better reproducibility 

(d) Simple film thickness control 
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The main disadvantage of sputtering is the manufacturing cost, since the sputtering 

process and all other PVD processes are carried out in vacuum conditions and require 

very high operation voltages. 

3.1.2 Chemical vapour deposition (CVD) 

The chemical vapour deposition (CVD) technique is also a common method of 

fabricating ferroelectric thin films 18-101. For chemical vapour deposition (CVD), a 

mixture of vapour species enters the deposition chamber, which contains the heated 

substrate, and undergoes heterogeneous gas phase reactions to form a laver of solid 

film ontotheheated substrate surface 1111. 

heater 

t 
to the outside worid 

waste treatment 

exh2ust pump 

gaS/V2pOr SOUFCe 
gas tn 

deposition cbamber 

rg.. 
door 

substrate 
surface beater 

Figure 3.2 shows the instrument set up (? /'a CID system (reproduced firom 1121 and 

1131). 

The above figure shows the working principle of a basic CVD system. As shown, a 

mixture of gas phase chemical vapour enters into a tube furnace like deposition 

chamber through the gas inlet. The sample substrates are placed inside the deposition 
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chamber and heated to a high temperature. A vacuum pump is used to keep the 

deposition chamber at low pressure or under vacuum conditions. At the same time, 

the chemical waste is pumped out of the chamber to the outside. The deposition 

involves homogeneous gas phase reactions and heterogeneous chemical reactions 

near the vicinity of the heated substrate surface fill. These reactions lead to the 

formation of solid thin films on the surface of the substrates. The substrates coated 

with thin films can be moved away from the chamber through the door. 

, 4dvantages and disadvantages 

The CVD technique offers many distinct advantages over other methods [I 11. 

(a) It Produces high quality and pure crystal materials 

(b) It produces a uniformly coated thin film with very good 

adhesion with the substrate 

(c) It provides the ability to control the crystal phase and 

microstructures of the thin film by controlling the deposition 

parameters. 

(d) It uses deposition temperature below 600'C which is compatible 

with commercial microchip manufacturing processes. This 

allows the tunable thin films to be integrated with NMIC 

microchips. 

The CVD method also has disadvantages including: 

(a) The chemicals used for deposition are usually toxic, corrosive 

and flammable gases [I I]. 
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(b) It's difficult to form a multicomponent material with desired 

stoichiometry. 

(c) The use of sophisticated reaction chamber and vacuum systems. 

3.1.3 Chemical solution deposition (CSD) 

The chemical solution deposition technique (CSD) 114-161 is a non-vacuum thin film 

deposition process which has been widely used in the fabrication of tunable thin films. 

A common feature [171of this method is that the as-deposited film is transformed into 

the desired crystal phase through an amorphous intermediate. 

Deposition process 

The CSD deposition technique can be divided into five basic steps: 

(a) Synthesis of the organic precursor solution, 

(b) Deposition by wet chemical methods such as: spin coating or 

dip-coating processes. 

(c) Formation of an amorphous film by drying the organic species 

and solvent on a hotplate at 300-400T. 

(d) Repeat Previous steps (b) and (c) in order to obtain the required 

film thickness, 

(e) Iligh-temperature annealing (typically around 600-11 OOT) to 

crystallize the amorphous film into the desired crystal phase. 
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Figure 3.3 shows a flow diagram of the CSD process. 

Orl2mic precursor 

preparation (2) Synthesis precursors 

1ý 

coilting 
solution 

Spill Dip (b) coating 
coating 

[coating I 

Wct film 

1ý 

Amorphous 
(c) Dr)ing the organic species 

Multiple 

Foxide 

Mm 

(d) repeat previous steps 

Crystallization of the Mm (c) Final tryst2fflz2tion 
under high temperature 

I 

Figure 3.3 Process ofChemical solution deposition (CSD) (reproduced from [ 181) 

Advantages and disadvantages of CSD 

The CSD technique offers several advantages including 1171: 

(a) Precise control of the composition of the material, 

(b) Cost effectiveness, 

(c) Fabrication process that can be carried out in air without 

vacuum condition, 
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(d) Quick prototyping which allows a new material to be 

produced in short time. 

However, thin films deposited by the CSD method can also have problems such as 

poor uniformity, cracking and lack of phase purity 1171. Another major challenge of 

the CSD technique is the problem of repeatability, since the chemical precursors are 

prepared manually and the chemical solution degrades as time passes. 

3.1.4 Why use the Chemical Solution Deposition (CSD) method? 

In general, all of the deposition techniques (CVD, PVD and CSD) have their 

advantages and disadvantages. As mentioned earlier, the choice of which deposition 

technique to use is decided by the requirement and specification of the task. In this 

work, the desired thin film deposition technique must have the following features: 

(a) Safe to be used and cost effective 

(b) Simple equipment 

(c) Precise control of the material's stoichiometry 

(d) Quick prototyping 

According to section 3.11 and 3.12, both CVD and PVD techniques offer the 

advantages of high purity crystal thin films. In particular, thin films can be 

crystallized at a lower processing temperature in CVD which allows it to be 

integrated with a MMIC microchip. However, both techniques involve the use of 

sophisticated reactor and/ or vacuum systems. In CVD, flammable and toxic chemical 

precursors are often used to produce the thin films. Furthermore, it is difficult to 

synthesize the multicomponent material with well-controlled stoichiometry using the 

CVD technique. In comparison with the CVD and PVD techniques, the CSD 
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technique offers the advantages of easy composition control, low cost, quick 

prototyping, and depending on the precursors used it can be performed in air. These 

features meet with our requirements. As a result, both BST and BZN thin films were 

synthesized by the CSD method. 

3.2 CSD deposition 

3.2.1 Organic precursor synthesis 

Depending on the chemical preparation routes of the solution and the chemical 

compounds used in solution synthesis, the chemical solution deposition (CSD) 

techniques can be categorised into three main categories 1181. 

a) Metal organic deposition (MOD): In metal organic deposition (MOD), the 

metal-organic compounds are dissolved into a single organic solvent. This 

approach is very simple but it still poses one major disadvantage: large cracks 

can occur on the surface of the thin film I 181. This is attributed to the excessive 

weight loss and shrinkage that occur in the solvent that coated on the surface of 

substrate. These cracks will significantly lower the dielectric properties of the 

thin films. Therefore, this synthesis method was discounted. 

b) Sol-gel: The sol-gel process involves the generation of "sol" and the subsequent 

conversion to gels and hence to solid materials. In a typical sol-gel process, 

metal alkoxide has been used to form chemical species with metal-oxygen- 

metal (M-0-M) honds by a two step reactions involving hydrolysis and 

condensation. At first, a hydrolysis reaction takes place 117): 

M(OR)., + H20 -M(OR)�. 1(011) + ROH 
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After hydrolysis, the formed precursor undergoes a condensation process 1171 

either by water elimination; 

2M(OR),,., (OM ---* M20(OR)2x-2 + H20 

or by alcohol elimination: 

2M(OR). -OH --+ M20(OR) 
2x-3(OH) + ROH 

At the same time as the above process is occurring, the alcohol-exchange 

reaction in the precursor also occurs, which results in a decrease in the 

hydrolysis sensitivity. Hence, it slows down the speed of hydrolysis [171. 

M(OR)x + xFýOH -M(O R: )x + 2ROH 

where 0 R' is a less reactive 2-methoxyethoxy group and OR is the ractive 

alkoxy group [17). 

In practice, the chemical solution is commonly prepared by mixing alkoxide 

compounds and metal acetate with 2-methoxyethanol. A major drawback of sol- 

gel is that the use of 2-methoxyethanol, which is a known teratogen that has 

safety issues 1171. To overcome this problem, a modified sol-gel synthesis 

(chelation) method has been proposed. 

C) Chelation process: Chelation is a modified Sol-gel process. This process is 

called chelation because the chelation reaction is the key for defining the quality 

of the organic precursor 117,181. This process is also referred to as 'hybrid' 

because it uses both carboxylate and alkoxide precursors, and the B-site 

alkoxides react with the carboxylic acid to form chemical species with metal- 

oxygen-metal (M-0-M) bonds (181. This is shown bythe following: 
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OOCCH3 
1 

n Ti(OR)4 + 2n CH3C0OH --> RO Ti-Olý R+ ROH 
ý1n 

OOCCH3 

Figure 3.4 Chelation or "hyhrid" reaction [IS]. 

In practice, a carboxylic acid, such as acetic acid, and acetylacetone are used as 

solvents to dissolve the metal organic precursors instead of 2-methoxyethanol. 

The chelation process overcomes the safety problem posed by 2-methoxyethanol 

but still provides very high quality of thin films. However, the chelation process 

involves very complicated reactions such as chelation, esterfication, 

polymerization and hydrolysis 1171. This makes it difficult to control the 

properties of the precursor and leads to a poor yield of the deposited thin film. In 

addition, the precursor is under constant attack by water, causing the precursor 

to degrade as time passes (171. Despite these drawbacks, the advantages of the 

chelation method, i. e. safe and quick, far outweigh its drawbacks. 

3.2.2 Spin coating process 

Once the organic precursor has been synthesized by the chelation process, the 

precursors can be applied to the surface of the substrate by a spin coating process. 

The surface of the substrate is fully covered with the chemical solution (figure 3.5(a) 

and (b)) and then accelerated to several thousand rpm for 10 seconds or more (figure 

3.5 (c)). 
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-ent ., muc soh 

a, 

direcbou 

Figure 3.5 (a) dropping the organic precursor onto the substrate, (h) bejbre the 

spinning of the chemical precursor, (c) ajier the spinning qfthe chemical precursor 

After the precursor was coated onto the substrate, the sample is baked on a hotplate at 

400'C to remove the organic residues. Then the sample is annealed at very high 

temperatures (e. g. between 600'C and 800'C) for crystallization. Consequently, a 

layer of thin film is deposited onto the substrate. In this work, the spin coating 

process has been repeated 6,9 or 12 times to achieve the desired thickness (between 

I 80nm and 300nm). The thickness of the film can be controlled bý either changing 

the angular velocity, spin time or the number of spin coating cycles. 

3.3 BST thin film synthesis process 

In the present work, BST thin films with a composition of BaOsSrOsTiO30 were 

doped by two different types of acceptor ions: (a) Co ions with concentrations of 0 

mol% 0.25mol%, 0.5mol% and I. Omol%; (b) Li ions with concentrations of 0 mol% 

I mol%, 2mol% and 4mol%. 
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Organic precursor synthesis 

The thin film deposition process involved three key steps: (1) solution synthesis, (2) 

substrate cleaning and (3) spin coating and annealing. As discussed in section 3.2, the 

organic solution of the BST thin film was synthesized using the chelation process. 

The starting precursors were barium acetate (99% Sigma Aldrich), strontium acetate 

(Sigma Aldrich 99%), titanium isopropoxide (Sigma Aldrich 97%), lithium acetate 

(Sigma Aldrich) and cobalt acetate (Sigma Aldrich). 

The impurity in barium acetate is mainly Strontium (Sr) (2000mg/kg) which is also 

one of the elements in Barium Strontium Titanate Oxide material. (Deleted, since the 

impurity (Sr) of Ba is Part of the BST material) Tberefore, it does not invalid the 

effects of Li and Co doping. However, the increase of Sr concentration lowers the 

Curie temperature of the BST thin films. This results in a reduction of dielectric 

constant of BST thin films. 

In contrast, titanium isopropoxide contains 3% of impurity including the metal oxides, 

which can affect the properties of BST thin films. However metal oxides can not 

react with acetic acid to form Oxide-Metal-Oxide chains in the synthesized organic 

solution. The metal oxide impurity in the synthesized organic precursor was removed 

by a filter. 

The first step of synthesizing the organic solution is to add strontium acetate into a 

mixture of acetic acid (40ml Sigma Aldrich 99%) and ethylene glycol (20ml Sigma 

Aldrich) at 2: 1 ratio (in volume). Here ethylene glycol was used as an addictive to 

change the viscosity of the organic solution in order to avoid the appearance of cracks 

on the thin films 1191. 
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To completely dissolve strontium acetate, it was necessary to heat the solution to I 20'C 

for >10 min until the solution was transparent and clear. The equipment set up for 

this process is shown in figure 3.6(a) and (b). 

(b) 

Cooled and 

condensed 
liquid acetic acid 

cooling water 

vaporlsed 
Acetic aicd and AAA acetic acid 
strontium acetate 

C) 

(b) CM 

but place 

(a) con denser (b) stirrer (C) clean solution (strontium acetate and acetic acid) 
(d) healer and (e) cooling water tube 

Figure 3.6 (q) The apparatus used. for the chemicalsynthesis (? ý'the precursor and (b) 

a schematic of the working principle (? f distilling 

Once the strontium acetate was completely dissolved, barium acetate was mixed with 

30ml of acetic acid at 60'C for 5 min until it was completely dissolved. Both 

precursors were then mixed with each other at room temperature. Then titanium 

isopropoxide (Sigma Aldrich 99%) was carefully added into 10ml of acetylacetone 

(Sigma Aldrich). A magnetic stirrer was used to aid the process. The titanium 

isopropoxide solution was added into the mixed Ba/Sr solution to form a clean and 

transparent solution (BST precursor). In this work, some of the BST thin films were 

also doped by different concentrations of Li or Co ions. To achieve this doping, Li or 

Co acetate was dissolved into acetic acid and added to the BST precursor to form the 

final organic solution for spin coating. For health and safety reasons, all chemical 
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synthesis processes were carried out in a fume cupboard. The following ligure shows 

the organic precursors with different concentration of'Co ions. 

00 (b) (0 (d) 

Figure 3.7 Different concentrations oj'the synthesLed organic precursorsfor the BST 

deposition (a) OmolYq (b) 0.25molYo, (c) 0.5mol%`4 and (d) I. Omol% of Co doped 

Bao. sSrojiolO. 

Substrale cleuning process 

Prior to the spin coating process, the substrates needed to undergo a three step 

cleaning process where the sample substrates are immersed into methanol, acetone 

and propan-2-ol, in an ultrasonic bath (ligure 3,8), for 3 minutes each. The substrate 

was then immersed into de-ionised water and dried using nitrogen gas. Finally, the 

substrates were baked at 160T for 3 min to remove the organic residues. The 

cleaning process was carried out in a class 100 clean room (under laminar flow 

cabinet). 
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Figure 3.8 Ultrasonic bath usedfor substrate cleaning 

Spin coating process 

The BST thin films were coated onto the substrates by using a Model 100 (provided 

by cost effective instrument or CEE) spin coater as shown in figure 3.9. The substrate 

was held onto the chuck of the spin coater by a vacuum. The prepared organic 

solution was dropped onto the substrate by using a pipette. Once the substrate was 

fully covered by precursor, it was accelerated to 4000 rpm for 10 seconds. 

/- igure 3.9 Photograph qfthespin coater and a : womed in photo ot'the vacuum chuck 

with substrate 
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After each spinning cycle, the deposited layer was baked on a hotplate (Tenway 1000) 

at 400'C for 3 min to dry the organic residue and then at 700'C for 5 min to 

crystallize the film to the right phase. This cycle was repeated 6 to 12 times until the 

desired thickness was achieved. 

The completed thin films were annealed at different temperatures (600'C, 700'C and 

800'C) for 2 hours. An X-ray diffraction (XRD) technique was employed to analyses 

the crystallization of the annealed thin films. The X-ray results indicated that the BST 

thin film annealed at 800'C is well crystallized. In the present work, all BST thin 

films underwent a final crystallization anneal at 800'C for 2 hours in an open furnace. 

Figure 3.10 shows the furnace used. The choice of the temperature and time were 

dependent on which kind ofdevice was to be fabricated. For making a CPW, the thin 

film was annealed at 800T for 2hrs. However, for making a MIM capacitor, the BST 

film was annealed at 700T for just I Om in, since the capacitor's substrate was made 

of gold which can be damaged by high temperature annealing. The exact parameters 

of sample annealing (time and temperature) are given in chapters 6 and 7. 

______ I (a) 

Figure 3.10 CARBOLITEjurnace (a) temperature controllerfi)r thefitmace (h) 

furnace chamber 
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3.4 BZN thin film Synthesis process 

In this work, BZN thin films with compositions of Bil. sZnl. oNbl. 507 were 

fabricated. The BZN thin film deposition process also involved three key steps: (1) 

solution synthesis, (2) substrate cleaning and (3) spin coating and annealing. 

Organic solution synthesis 

The BZN thin films were also synthesized by using the Chemical Solution Deposition 

method (CSD) as mentioned in section 3.3. In this case, the starting precursors were 

bismuth acetate, zinc acetate and niobium ethoxide. At first, bismuth acetate was 

dissolved into acetic acid at 600C for >10min on a hot plate. At the same time, the 

zinc acetate was mixed with absolute ethanol (Sigma Aldrich) in an ultrasonic bath 

at >550C for 10 min. The two precursors were mixed in one beaker to form a clean 

and transparent solution. Niobium ethoxide was dissolved into acetic acid at room 

temperature and then added into the Bi/Zn solution to form a clean and transparent 

precursor for spin coating. 

Substrate cleaning process 

As mentioned in section 3.3, the substrate was cleaned by a three step cleaning 

process before the organic precursor was coated onto the substrate. 

Spin coating process 

The BZN precursor was coated onto the substrate by using the same spin coating 

process described in section 3.3. At first, the substrate was fully covered by the 

precursor and then accelerated to 4000 rpm for 10sec. 'Me sample was baked at 400*C 

on a hotplate to remove the organic residue and then pre-annealed at 700 T for 5 min. 

The spin coating cycle was repeated for a number of times to achieve the desired film 
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thickness. For making the CPW, the BZN thin film was annealed at NOT for 2hrs- 

Because the bottom electrode of the MIM capacitor was made of a very thin layer of 

gold, which can be damaged by high temperature annealing, the BZN thin film in the 

MIM capacitor was annealed at a lower temperature of 700'C for just I Omin. 

3.5 Thin film structure characterization 

The microstructure and crystal structure of the tunable thin films such as BST and 

BZN are strongly influenced by their compositions. Thus, the elemental composition 

in the films is investigated first by using two different techniques: Energy dispersive 

X-ray (EDX) analysis and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Once the 

compositions of the thin films are obtained, the crystal phases present in the thin film 

can be identified by X-ray diffraction (XRD). The recorded X-ray data also provides 

information on the crystal phase and lattice parameters. Scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) were used to study the 

surface morphology and microstructures of the crystallized thin films. In this work, 

AFM images are used to determine the grain size and surface roughness of the thin 

film while the quality of the crystallized films is studied by SEM. In this chapter, the 

principles of these characterization techniques have been discussed. 

3.5.1 X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a well known technique for identifying the crystal 

structure of a solid material which has a regular array of atoms with inter atomic 

spacing (d). Therefore, when the material is illuminated by an X-ray with a fixed 

wavelength which is comparable to the inter atomic space (d) of the material; a 

diffraction of X-ray pattern is created. The crystal phase of the material is 

mathematically related to the X-ray diffraction pattern by the "Bragg" equation 120, 

21). 
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Basicprinciples 

normal 
plane 

Reflected X-ray 
Incident X-ray 

2' 

a 3' 
crystal dI 
lattice 

M 

Figure 3.11 Diffraction ofX-ray by a single crystal material [201 

Figure 3.11 shows the basic principles of X-ray diffraction. In this figure, a parallel 

beam of X-rays strikes the crystal where the atoms are placed on two parallel planes 

(a and b) which are separated by a distance of d (inter atomic space). According to 

this figure, the parallel X-ray beams on the left strike onto the planes at an angle of 0 

and the atoms scatter the X-ray beams in all directions. If the detector is placed at an 

angle of 0 on the right, then only when the path difference between the- two reflected 

beams I' and 2' is an integral number of wavelengths, will the beam constructively 

interfere and the signal at the detector will be a maximum 1201. Mathematically this is 

expressed by the following equation 120,211: 

A= 2 dsinO 

where A is wavelength of the X-ray, 0 is incident and detection angle, d is the atom 

space and n is the order of diffraction. Ibis equation was first discovered by W. L. 

Bragg and so it has been called the "Bragg equation". 
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XRD in practice 

Incident X-ray X-ray detector 

Figure 3.12 working principles q1'a XRD 

Figure 3.12 shows the working principle ofthe XRD in practice. The crystallized film 

is placed onto a rotating sample holder inside the chamber of the diffractometer. The 

incoming X-ray beams strikes the rotating material from the left while keeping the X- 

ray source stationary. When the sample holder rotates to a particular angle so that 

"Bragg" equation has been satisfied, the X-ray receiver (on the right hand) receives a 

strong diffraction of' X-ray beam. By rotating the material, a pattern of diffraction 

peaks can be obtained. The position and geometric shapes of these peaks are related 

to the crystal structures in the material. In this work, the crystal phases of the thin 

films are characterized by using a Siemens (Kristalloflex-D500) X-ray diffractometer. 

The XRD was operated at 40kV and 25mA which employs CuK,, radiation with a 

wavelength of' 1.5402 A. The X-ray data was collected over a range of 25'and 9S' 

with a 0.05' step size. Therefore, an X-ray diffraction pattern which consists of 

different diffraction peaks can be obtained. The crystal orientations corresponding to 

each of the diff-action peaks are also indicated. This provides the crystal phase and 

structure of the sample films. 
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Strain and stress 

In addition, the stress and strain of the crystal thin film can also be obtained. 

According to the X-ray pattern in figure 3.13, the position of the diffraction peak is 

shifted to a higher angle (20), the crystal is believed to be under compressive strain 

since it has smaller lattice space (d) than the stress free crystal. 

Intensity 20 --=), 20' 

IBM diffraction angle 

Figure 3.13, X-ray diffraction peak shifted towards an higher angle (20) 

Grain size 

The XRD pattern can also provide the information about the material's grain size. 

The grain size of a crystallized material is usually related with the width (B) of an X- 

ray diffraction peak (figure 3.14). The peak width (B) is measured from the 

difIraction peak where its intensity is at half of its maximum intensity I 11. I'lierefore, 

it is called the full width of half maximum (FWHM). 
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Intensity r- 

mem. diffraction angle 

Figure 3.14 effects of grain size on X-ray diffraction peak 

The measured FV; IlM can be mathematically converted to the grain size of the thin 

film by using "Scherrer" equation 1201. 

KA 
B Cos OB 

(3.2) 

Where t is the average grain size, A is the wavelength of the incoming X-ray beam 

(1.5402 A in this case), K is the dimensionless shape factor which has a typical 

value of 0.9, B is the width of the diffraction peak in radians, 08is the position of the 

diffraction peak. 

3.51 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEND 

The Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) produces a 2-D surface image of a 

material with exceptionally high resolution. Hence, SEM was widely used to study 

the microstructures of the thin film. 
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Basic principles 

Incident beams 

priiiiaiýl backscattered 
electrons 

x-ray 

Au(yer 

electrons 
secondary electrons 

Figure 3.15 the emission oj'various parlicles including secondary electrons, X-ray, 

and backscattered electrons 1221 

A high energy beam of electrons is focussed on to the surface of the sample and the 

interaction between the sample atoms and electron beam causes the emission of' 

various particles including secondary electrons, X-ray, and backscattered electrons 

(figure 3.15). The electron beams are focused on the surface of the sample and 

scanned across the surface in a "roster" or parallel pattern 1231. The emitted 

.1 electrons" are collected as the position of the incident electron beam is scanned. 

The received electron current is amplified to produce the image of the sample surface. 

The following figure shows the working principles ofa SEM. 
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Figure 3.16 shows the working principle ofa SEM (reproduced from 123,24 1). 

Flectron gun: The electron gun is located at the top of the SEM and consists of a 

tungsten thermionic filament and a triode arrangement of control plates. The 

filament is heated to very high temperature by passing a current through it. 

Flectrons are emitted from the surflace by thermionic emission and are 

accelerated away from the filament by the triode control plates. The electron gun 

usually produces a beam current of 250pA with energies between I KeV and 

30KeVI231. 

2) Condenser lens., The emitted electrons are attracted through the anode and pass 

through the condenser lens. The condenser lens focuses the electron beams onto 

the surface ofsample. 

Q 

Condenser lens 
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3) Scanning coil: A metal coil wire is placed within the object lens. This coil is 

used to produce a control magnetic field so that the electron beam is deflected 

back and forth as parallel lines to create a grid of rectangular lines or parallel 

lines over the area of interest on the sample 1251. 

4) Imaging technique: The image of the scanned area is synchronized with the 

scanning coil of the SEM. Iberefore, the relative position of the feature can be 

displayed on a screen [25). 

SEMinpractice 

In this work, the surface morphology of the samples is studied by using a Scanning 

Electron Microscope (SEM, Phillips XL30 ESEM-FEG). The SEM samples are 

attached to a sticky conducting carbon stab carrier and placed into the vacuum 

chamber of the SEM. To optimize the image resolution, the SEM is operated at 30kV. 

The images of the thin film surface have been collected at different magnifications. A 

scalar bar was displayed on each SEM image to measure the thickness and grain size 

of the thin film. 

3.5.3 Electron dispersion X-ray (EDX) 

Electron dispersion X-ray analysis is an analytical tool used to characterize the 

element composition of a given material. The material is bombarded by high energy 

electrons which "knocks" an electron from the inner electron shell of an atom in the 

material creating a vacancy in the electronic state of the atom 171. 'Ibis vacancy is 

then filled by another electron from the outer shell. Since conservation of energy 

must apply, a photon in the X-ray part of the spectrum is emitted. The energy of this 

X-ray photon is the energy difference between the inner and the outer shell electronic 

states. This energy depends on the atomic species and so this method can be used to 
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identify the atomic species in a material. An example transition is shown in figure 

3.17. 

(a) (1:, ) 
relea! 

(0 

electron 9 atom 
0 

electron 0 atom 
0 

electron hole 0 

Figure 3.17 electron and energy transitions ofan atom 1261 

There are several distinct energy levels associated with the L shell of the atom, which 

means there will be multiple lines in the X-ray spectrum associated with the same 

element. This is shown in figure 3.18. 

M, (3p) 

M, (3p) 

M, (3s) 

L3(2p) 
L2 (2p) 

L,, (2s) 

0 S) 

Figure 3.18possible electron energy transitionfor the atom shown infikure 4.7 (271. 

EDXinpractice 

Since the measurement conditions for EDX are identical to those of the SEM, EDX is 

usually integrated into a normal Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM, XWO, Phillip). 

Here, the operating voltage and spot size were kept at 20keV and 3. Opm, respectively. 
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The collected data is displayed as an X-ray spectrum where the number of X-ray 

photons is plotted against their energy levels. 

3.5.4 Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) 

The element compositions of the ferroelectric thin films can also analyzed by X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) technique. 

Basic principles and theory ofXPS 

In XPS, the surface of the specimen is radiated by a source of X-rays causing the 

photoionisation of atoms in the specimen. By measuring the number and energy of 

the escaped electrons the XPS spectra of the specimen can be obtained [28). The 

photoionisation takes place at the surface of the sample. The escaped electrons (or 

photoelectrons) have a kinetic energy (KE) which is mathematically related to the X- 

ray energy (hv) as follows [281: 

Ek = hv - Eb (3.3) 

This is illustrated in figure 3.19. Since each element has its own unique characteristic 

binding energy (BE) related to the energy of the electron states (e. g., Is, 2s, 2p, 3s, 

etc), the peaks in the XPS spectrum can be used to identify the atoms on the surface 

of the sample. 

In addition, atoms of a higher positive oxidation state exhibit a higher binding energy 

due to the extra coulombic interaction between the photo-emitted electron and the ion 

core [10]. This ability to distinguish between different oxidation states of the ion is 

the reason for employing the XPS technique in this work. 
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Figure 3.19 the transition oj'energy qfan atom caused by an incident atom [29] 

XPS in practice 

XPS spectra were obtained using a VG Scientific, ESCALAB MARK 2 system and 

using the MgK, radiation source ( hv - 1253.6 eV. ). Similar to EDX, XPS analysis 

can also provide the composition of the material. Unfortunately, the photoelectrons 

can only escape from the surface region of the sample (<10nm) and the total 

thickness of the BST thin film is greater than 100nm. Thus, the quantified 

composition results do not represent the whole film. Meanwhile, the accuracy of 

composition analysis varies depending on many other factors such as detector Is 

sensitivity and sample cleanness. 

3.5.5 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 

In our work, the synthesized films have an uneven surlýce and so the images ol'these 

thin film taken by SEM microscope does not provide any meaningful information 

about the grain size. I lence, the surface roughness and grain size of the thin film were 
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determined by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). AFM gives a very high resolution 

image of the surface and is an accurate way of measuring the surface of a sample at 

nanoscale. 

Atomic Force Microscopic (AFM) technique is based on the measurement of 

different forces 1271 between a moving tip and sample surface. By measuring the 

interaction force via a soft cantilever while the probe is scanning across the surface of 

the sample 1271, a 3-D image of the surface can be obtained. 

unit 

feed back 

laser source 

, iode dettctoi 

CantUe-ver 

piezocrystal osdlator 

materU sinface tip 
piezo transLitor 

:>x 

yzý z 

Figure3.20, the working principles oj'the AFM (reproduced. 1rom 1301) 

The basic set up oran AFM is shown in figure 3.20. A -mall tip at the 1ront orthe 

soft cantilever is used to scan the sample surike 1271. The specimen's rough surfiace 

will florce the tip to move echoing the specimen's terrain. The deflection of' the 

cantilever is measured and the height or the tip above the sample surface is 

maintained by the use a laser diode feedback system and a vertical 

piezom icroposit ion ing stage. In "contact mode", the tip is scanned across the sample 
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surface while the vertical displacement necessary to maintain a constant force on the 

tip is recorded. This results in a3D image of the topography of the sample surface. 

AFM in practice 

In this work, a "Veeco" AFM was employed to study the surface roughness of the 

thin film. 7be AFM was operated in contact mode with a scanning resolution of 256 

x256. The probing tip scans through the sample surface with a constant force 

(constant force mode). 
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Chapter 4: Device fabrication 

As mentioned in section 2.2.7, two types ofmicrowave devices, coplanar waveguide 

(CPW) and metal insulated metal capacitors (MIM), have been fabricated to 

characterize the dielectric properties of the thin films. The CPW is a two layer 

transmission line with two ground planes on each side of a centre conductor 11-31. On 

the other hand, the MIM capacitor is a three layer device with the tunable thin film 

between the top and bottom electrodes 141. The 3D configurations of these devices 

are shown in figure 4.1 (a) and (b). Both devices are too small to be manufactured by 

a conventional mechanical process. Instead, these devices are made by a micro- 

fabrication process called photo lithography. 

(a) 

metal 

lzjrL--ý 
Am, ýý // 

L 

Substrate MUM 

300= 

Figure 4.1 (a) Coplanar waveguide (CPW) (b) Metal Insulated Metal (MIA4) 

capacitor. 

Photo lithography is a process of translierring a geometric pattern from a photomask 

onto a layer of photoresist which is highly sensitive to ultra violet (IJV) radiation 15, 

61. Today, most of the lithography equipment use optical radiation sources. Optical 
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lithography has two different methods of transferring the geometric pattern onto the 

photoresist. They are commonly known as shadow printing and projection printing. 

Shadow printing puts the wafer and mask in direct contact and so offers much greater 

resolution over the projection printing. The contact between the wafer and mask 

inevitably increases the chance of breaking the photomask. However, the number of 

steps in fabricating devices such as CPW and MIM capacitor is small and so the 

chance of breaking the photomask using contact printing is relatively small. In this 

work, contact printing has been used to transfer the patterns onto the photoresist. 

Figure 4.2 shows the general process of photolithography. Positive photoresist is 

soluble in the developer when it is exposed to UV light. Consequently, the pattern in 

the photoresist will be exactly the same as the pattern on the photornask. 

On the other hand, the negative resist is less soluble in developer when it is exposed 

to UV light. Therefore, the pattern formed on the negative photoresist is opposite to 

the pattern on the photomask. Because the positive photoresist is readily available in 

our lab, positive photoresist has been used to fabricate both of the devices. The results 

of positive and negative photolithography are compared in figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.2 Photolithographic processes using positive and neizative photoresist. 

The steps involved in conventional photolithographic process are: wafer cleaning, 

photoresist coating, sofi baking, mask alignment, exposure and developing. rhe 

following is a step by step description of fabricating CPW by photolithography 

(a) 

thin flim 

substrate 

(b) 
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technique. In section 4.2, we will give a detail discussion on the fabrication of MIM 

capacitor using a combination of photolithography and etching techniques. 

4.1 Coplanar waveguide (CPW) fabricated by photolithography 

process 

CPW is a planar microwave device which contains only one layer of metal pattern on 

top of the wafer (figure 4.1). This pattern can be coated onto the surface of wafer by a 

positive photolithography process. The steps involved in this process are wafer 

cleaning: photoresist, coating, soft baking, mask alignment/exposure, developing, 

metallization and lift off. 

Stept: wafer cleaning 

The surface of the wafer is cleaned by organic chemical solvents to remove the 

contaminants that include dust, particles, chemical residue and metal ions. The 

organic solvents used for cleaning are methanol (ACS reagent, 2! 99.8%, Sigma 

Aldrich), acetone (99.9%, Sigma Aldrich) and propanol-2ol (ACS reagent, ?: 99.0%, 

Sigma-Aldrich). At first, the substrate is immersed into each kind of the solvent in an 

ultrasonic bath for 3mins (figure 4.3(a)) and subsequently immersed in de-ionized 

water (DI99 (18MO) to remove the organic residue. To completely remove the DIW, 

the wafers are baked on a hotplate at 150 degrees for 3min (figure 4.3(b)). 
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Figure 4.3(u) wafir in ultrasonic bath (b) hotplate usedfor baking 

Step2: Photoresist deposition 

After cleaning, a thin layer of positive photoresist (AZI 5 12HS) is spin coated onto 

the surface of the wafers by a spin coater (figure 4.4(a)). The wafer is held on the 

spinner chuck by vacuum (figure 4.4(b)). 

Figure 4.4(a) Spin coater (b) A close look (? f the vacuum chuck oj'the spin coater 

Using a pipette, the liquid photoresist is dropped on the surface of wafer. By spinning 

the substrate at 40OOrpm for 45sec, the photoresist is coated onto the wafer with a 

unifiorm thickness ol'approximately 1.2um. Figure 4.5 shows a typical set up for spin 

coating. 
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Figure 4.5 a typical set upjbrspin coating 

Step 3: soft baking 

Once the photoresist has been coated onto the wafer, a soft-baking or prebake process 

is used to densify the photoresist. This process is important because the photoresist 

only becomes sensitive to UV light after soft baking. The length of the baking time is 

critical. If it's too long, the resist is over baked and its sensitivity to IN light will be 

reduced. On the other hand, the exposure and developing processes will be affected if 

the developing time is too short. In this work, the wafer covered by photoresist is 

placed on a hotplate at 100 degrees for 50 sec. The setup of the soft baking is shown 

in figure 4.6 and figure 4.3(b) shows the picture of the hotplate. 

Photoresist 

Substrate 

0 

Hot plate 

Figure 4.6 Set up oj'soft baking 
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Step 4: Exposure and alignment 

Exposure and alignment are important in photolithography because the geometric 

pattern is actually transferred onto the surface of photoresist in this process. For 

making CPW, we are only interested in exposure because CPW is a planar device, 

which contains only one layer of metal pattern on the surface of the wafer, and so 

there is no need to align this pattern with another photomask. An overview of 

exposure is given so that we can understand its principles. 

An overview of exposure 

Exposure is carried out using a manual contact aligner where the substrate is held on 

a sample holder and the UV source is above it (figure 4.7(a)). The aligner puts the 

wafer in contact with the photomask which is transparent in some areas and blocked 

in the others (figure 4.7(b)). Once the UV light is turned on, the UV light is blocked 

in some areas and passes through in others. In the transparent areas, the UV light can 

pass though to the wafer causing a change of chemical structure in the photoresist 

(figure 4.7(c) and 4.7(d)). The photoresist exposed by the UV light is soluble in a 

chemical developer and so it can be removed. 
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Figure 4.7(a) Set up (? f contact printing. (h) CPW photomask (c) Exposure (d) qfter 

exposure. 

Fquipments used in exposure 

In practice, the exposure is carried out using a Karl Suss MJB3 manual mask aligner 

(figure 4.8(a)) where the photomask is held on a vacuum chuck above the wafer 

(figure 4.8(b) and (c)). A picture ol'the CPW pattern on the photomask is shown in 

figure 4.8(b). By moving a control slot on the lefi of the mask aligner, the whole 

assembly rises up towards the photomask (figure 4.8(d)). Once, the contact indicator 

is on, the mask is in contact with the wafer (figure 4.8(e)). 'rhe exposure time is 

controlled by the buttons on the right hand side of the aligner. In this work, the 

photoresist is exposed to 8mW UV light for 13.5 sec. 
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Figure 4.8 (a) Karl Suss Mask aligner. (b) photomask on the vacuum chuck (c) 

photomask placed opposite to the water (d) control slot for rising the assembly (e) 

control panelfor the exposure and alignment (/) CPWpattern on the vtqPr 

Step 5: developing 

The last step of photolithography process is developing which removes the exposed 

photoresist to form a CPW pattern in the photoresist on the wafer. Since the 

photoresist exposed to UV light is soluble in the developer, immersing the water into 

developer removes the photoresist exposed by UV light. Figure 4.9(a) and (b) show 

the geometric patterns of the photoresist on the water after the developing process. 
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Figure 4.9 (a) ajier exposure (b) developing (c) an overview of the photoresist 

pattern on the wafer afier developing 

In practice, this developer is formed by a mixture of cle-ionized water and AZ400 

developer in a 1: 1 ratio. The wafer coated with photoresist is immersed into a beaker 

of the developer for 20 seconds and subsequently cleaned in deionised water to stop 

this process. Figure 4.1 O(a) shows a picture of a photoresist pattern on the wafer after 

developing. Figure 4.1 O(a) and (b) compare the CPW patterns on the photomask and 

photoresist. 

-Nlet2l 
(blocked) 

G12ss (traosparent) 

Figure 4.10(a) a picture oj'the CPWphotoresist pattern on the waJer (b) a picture (? f 

the CPWpaltern on the photomask. 
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Step 6: Metallization and metal lift off 

The metal pattern is coated onto the surface of the wafer by electron beam (E-beam) 

vaporization method. The principle of E-beam is similar to that of cathode ray tube. A 

tungsten filament is heated to incandescence in vacuum which emits electron. These 

free electrons can be accelerated by an anode. The generated electron beam is focused 

on an ingot of the desired metal. Most of the electron energy is converted into thermal 

energy when the beam strikes the ingot increasing the ingot surface temperature. As 

the temperature is increased, some of the atoms in the ingot evaporate. Since the 

sample is in a vacuum, the evaporated atom travels in a straight line until it hits the 

cold surface of the sample where it condenses. 

To achieve a layer of uniformly coated metal, the substrate is rotated during the 

deposition. As figure 4.11 shows, the surface of the wafer is completely covered by a 

layer of metal. However the edges of the photoresist are still free of metal (figure 

4.11 (b)). The photoresist below the metal layer is soluble in acetone (figure 4.11 (c)). 

Therefore, the metal on top of the photoresist can be removed by acetone. The cross 

section and top view of the wafer after lift-off is shown in figure4. I I(d) and 4.1 I(e). 
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Figure 4.11, (a) developed substrute (h) Mefullifution by E-heam (c) Photoresist 

removed in acetone (d) CP W metal pattern on wuJer 

Fquipments andpractical solutions 

In practice, the waler is coated with metal using an Edwards E610 electron bcam 

(figure 4.12 (a)). The wafýr is held onto the glass slide by photoresist (figure 4.12(c)) 

and placed inside the vacuum chamber of the F-beam (Figure 4.12(b)). In this work. 

the wafer is coated with a layer of'aluminium (140nm). Aluminium is a low cost and 

high conductance metal which lowers the conductor attenuation of the CPW. 
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Figure 4.12(a) Electron beam (E-heam) evaporator (b) Chamber of E-heam (c) 

Suhstrate on glass slide 

To lift off the metal, the wafer coated with metal is immersed into the acetone solvent 

and gently agitated. Eventually, the metal on top of the photoresist becomes detached 

from the wafer leaving behind the required pattern in the metal. To remove the 

acetone from the sample, the wafer is immersed into deionised water. The picture of 

the completely fabricated CPW is shown in figure 4.13 (a) and (b). 

Because the deposition of the thin film was carried out in an uncontrolled 

environment, dust has fallen onto the surface of the , substrates. 
Fo avoid the dust, the 

deposition of the thin film should be carried out in a clean room. In this work, a high 

temperature turnace has been employed to crystallize the thin films. The furnace can 

not be moved into a clean room, because there is not enough space to accommodate 

the furnace. 
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Moreover, the use ofa high temperature furnace could generate too much heat inside 

the small clean room. The other problem encountered in this work is the difficulties 

in Ii fting off the metal to form the gaps of the CPW, since the length of the CPW gap 

is over 1500um. This leads to a very low yield of the CPW fabrication process. 

Centre conductor 

/ 
Pad 

Ground 

I Pad 

Pad midth I 00um 

Ackmikngthh 

Grotod 

If ý. 

Figure 4.13(a) A picture (? f the CP W (h) A picture of the probing pad 

4.2 Metal insulated metal capacitor (MIM) fabrication 

The metal insulated metal (MIM) capacitor (figure 4.14 (a) and (b)) consists ofthree 

main components: bottom electrode, tunable thin film and top electrode. The 

capacitor is fabricated by a combination of photolithography and etching processes. 

In the following sections, a step by step description of the MINI capacitor fabrication 

process is presented. 
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A cross section view of the NUM capacitor 

top electrode bottom electrode 

An overview of the NUM capacitor 

top elecftode 

Figure 4.14 (a) a cross section image of the MIM capacitor (b) A top view oj'MIM 

capacitor. 

Step 1: Ground metal pattern fabrication 

The bottom electrode is made by the same positive photolithography process that was 

used to make the CPW. Since the principle of photolithography has already been 

discussed in section 4.1, it will not be discussed again. Figure 4.15 illustrates the 

procedures for making the bottom electrode of MINI capacitor. The thickness of the 

gold layer was 140nm. 
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Figure 4.15 (a) Photoresist coated onto the suhstrate (b) alignment and exposure (c) 

after exposure (d) developing (e)metallization (0 liji off in acetone 
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The photomask used for exposure and the fabricated bottom electrode are shown in 

figures 4.16 (a) and figure 4.16 (b). Gold was chosen over Al because it has a much 

higher melting temperature and should be able to withstand the high temperature 

annealing necessary for the crystallization of thin film. The mask contains twelve 

different patterns, ten are used for different device sizes and two for de-embedding 

purposes (discussed in chapter 5). In addition, two alignment marks are also 

fabricated onto the wafer. They are used to align with the top layer photomask. 

Hfl 

1nv. n 
JdF, 4L 1 01% 

i 

4.16(u) Photomask for bottom electrode (b) Bottom electrode oj'the MIM capacitor 

made ofgold 

Step 2: Thin film deposition 

Once the bottom electrode has been defined, the tunable thin film can be deposited 

and subsequently crystallized at high temperature. The process of depositing thin 

films has been discussed in chapter 3. To prevent damage to the bottom electrode 

from the high temperature annealing process, the crýstallization temperature has been 

kept below 700'C. This temperature was reported by many of the previous works 17- 

91 which involved the fabrication of MIM capacitors. A cross section and a top view 

of the wafer coated with the thin film are shown in figure 4.17. Although the entire 
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surface of the wafer has been covered by the crystallized thin film, only a small 

rectangular part of the thin film is need for the fabrication of the MIM capacitor. This 

rectangular shaped thin film is directly above the bottom electrode. 

(a) 

Pipette bottom electrod 

bottom afignmem 
mark 

desired rectangular shape of the tunable 
thin film above the bottom electrode 

tunable thin Mm 
P 

ubstrate 

Clock wise spin desired location of the thin r (C) flm 

,7,, ý, --.. ý1 '13 -ýI MWM77: 
ý 

Figure 4.17 (a) spin coating process (h) a top view of the wafer coated with thin film 

(c) a cross section view qf the wafer coated with thinfilm 

Step 3: Thin film etching and alignment 

In step 2, the entire surface of' the wafer was covered by the tunable thin film. 

However, the MIM capacitor only contains a rectangular shaped film that is above the 

bottom electrode. Hence a chemical etching process is used to remove the unwanted 

part of the film using hydrofluoric acid (HF). To create a rectangular shaped thin Film 

on the wafer, a layer of rectangular shaped photoresist is coated on top of the 

electrode, which prevents the etching of the thin film by the I IF. Figure 4.18 shows 

the procedures of thin film etching. 
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Procedures ofetching 

According to figure 4.18, a layer of 1.2pm thick photoresist is firstly coated onto the 

wafer which covers the entire surface of the wafer. Then the wafer is placed on a 

sample holder in the mask aligner where the photomask is placed directly above this 

wafer. This mask contains several alignment marks and a rectangular shaped pattern 

which blocks the UV light in the centre of bottom electrode. Since the rectangular 

shaped thin film has to be created above the bottom electrode, alignment marks have 

been included on the photomask. The set up of the alignment is shown in figure 4.19. 

Alignment mark on wafer 

AV At 
jw jw 

photomask 

m m ' mfF mo 

Ir- 

substrate 

Figure 4.19set up ql'the alignment 

Once they were aligned, the photolithographical procedures detailed in section 4.1 

can be used to define the rectangular shaped photoresist that will be used as an etch 

mask. The film that that has not been covered by the photoresist is removed by HF 

(figure 4.19 (e)). In contrast, the film covered by the rectangular shaped photoresist 

will not react with the HF acid, leaving a rectangular shaped thin film on the water. 

Finally, the photoresist on top of the film is washed away in acetone solvent. 
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Alignment in practice 

In practice, the alignment mark on the wafer is aligned with the mark on the 

photomask by adjusting the X-Y positions of the sample holder. The control rods for 

adjusting the positions of sample holder are indicated in figure 4.20. The one at the 

front of the wafer holder controls the movement of wafer in Y direction and the other 

one control the movement of the mask in X direction. By carefully adjusting these 

rods, the alignment marks on the photomask can be manually aligned with another 

mark on the photomask. Once the photomask and the wafer are aligned, the wafer 

holder is moved upwards to the photomask and therefore, a good contact between the 

wafer and photmask can be achieved. The movement of wafer holder is controlled by 

turning the control rod (figure 4.20(b)) clockwise or anti clockwise. A picture of 

photomask in contact with the wafer is shown in figure 4.2 1 (d). 

Photommic is contact 

X amis movemem 

axz novesmst cogdmb! r 

I 

Control Rod 

0 

ä-a-w-Immý de ýZ., 0 

0 

Figure 4.20 (a) a top vievs, oj'mask aligner (b) an side view of the mask aligner (in 

contact) 

Figure 4.21 (a) shows a picture of the photomask used for etching the thin film. The 

alignment marks on the wafer and photomask are shown in figure 4.21 (b) and (c), 
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respectively. Figure 4.2 1 (d) shows the alignment between the photomask and wafer. 

Although, the alignment mark on the photomask is not perfectly aligned with the 

alignment mark on the wafer, the rectangular shaped pattern is above the bottom 

electrode and covers the whole bottom electrode. Therefore, the imperfect alignment 

does not affect the capacitance of the device. 

-0 

7i1 
Afigmnew mark on dw wafer 

on the photomasl 

Figure 4.21 (a) a picture qj'the photomask (b) alignment mark on pholomusk (c) the 

bottom electrode (? f MIM capacitor on the wafer with alignment marks (d) Photomask 

aligned with the hottom electrode on the 4, uftr 
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Etching in practice 

Etching with HF is a very dangerous process and can be lethal. Therefore, this 

process was carried out in great care and closely following detailed protocols. Figure 

4.22 (a) is a photograph of the arrangement used in the etching process. The stop 

watch (a) is used for counting the etching time. The deionised water in (b) and (f) are 

used to stop the etching process and cleaning the containers that are made of 

polyethylene after etching. The calcium gel (d) is used for emergency aid if skin has 

been exposed to FIF. The HF acid is in a ceramic beaker (e) where the etching process 

takes place. 

" 

Figure 4.22 (a) the equipment used jbr etching (b) a real picture qfetching in 

progress 

To etch the thin film, the wafer is immersed into a mixture solution with Hl' acid and 

deionised water at a ratio of 1: 10 Ibr 30sec and then washed in deionised (DIW) to 

stop the etching process. As result ofthis etching process, a rectangular shaped thin 

film is created above the bottom electrode and the rest of the film is removed. Figure 

4.23 shows a photograph of the wafer with the square shaped thin film above the 

bottom electrode. Because this picture was taken shortly after the etching process, the 

photoresist was not completely removed from the surface of' the sample. The 
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remaining photoresist on the surface of the sample looks like "dust" which makes the 

quality of the device looks very poor. The remaining photoresist will be removed 

afier the three step cleaning process that was discussed in section 3.2. 

- ". 

Ground electrode Thin film 

Figure 4.23 a top view picture of the tunable thinfilm on the bottom electrode. 

Step 4: Top electrode deposition by photolithography 

The top electrode of the MIM capacitor is also made by the lift off process discussed 

in step 1. Figure 4.24 shows the detail procedures of making the top electrode of the 

MIM capacitor. 
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The alignment marks on the wafer and photomask for this step are shown in figure 

4.25 (a) and (b). In figure 4.25 (c), shows a photograph of the alignment marks on the 

finished device. As it shows the alignment of the photomask is not perfect. The 

misalignments of the photomark are Iýtm and 2prn on the x and y-axis of' the 

alignment mark on the wafer. This could form an asymmetrical capacitor, which 

changes the size of the capacitor fýom 100um'to 70um'. The variations in the 

capacitor size also lead to large error in the measurement of capacitance. The effects 

of the photomask misalignment on the measured dielectric results will be further 

discussed in chapter 5. The appearance of bubbles in figure 4.25(c) is the result of 

high temperature annealing (700'C) of the thin film. During the annealing, the extra 

oxygen in the amorphous thin film could form air bubbles on the bottom of the gold 

electrode. Despite this, the formation of air bubbles was only observed on the surface 

of the alignment marks and there are no bubbles found on the surface orthe capacitor. 

Therefore, the formation of air bubbles has no effects on the quality of the MIM 

capacitor at all. 
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Figure 4.2-5 (a) alignment marks on the mask, (b) alignment mark on waftr (c) 

aligned marks (the errors of the alignment are indicated hy the arrows) (d) a piclure 

oj'the photornask 
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The MIM device is now complete and figure 4.26 gives a photograph of' the 

completely fabricated MIM capacitor. 
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Figure 4.26 a picture of the completely fabricated Metal insulated metal OWIM) 
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Chapter 5 Microwave characterization 

As mentioned in section 2.2.7, the characterization of the dielectric properties of BST 

and BZN thin films was achieved by measuring the high frequency response of 

coplanar waveguide (CPW) and metal insulated metal (MIM) capacitors. In tunable 

microwave devices applications, three aspects of the material's dielectric properties 

are particularly interesting: (1) the real part of dielectric constant (E')at OV; (2) the 

dielectric loss tangent tanS,, ; (3) dielectric tunability. The definitions of the 

dielectric loss and dielectric tunability of the thin film are presented in sections 2.1.4 

and 2.2.4. 

In general, there are two different methods to characterize dielectric materials: non- 

resonant and resonant methods 11). The non-resonant characterization method has 

been widely used to determine the dielectric properties of the thin films because of its 

simplicity. In the non-resonant method, the properties of the material are obtained by 

measuring the wave attenuation and phase constant of waves interacting with the 

material I I]. When an electro-magnetic wave passes through two different materials 

the attenuation and phase constant of the signal changes resulting in a reflection of 

the wave. The dielectric properties of the material can be determined from the 

magnitude and phase of the transmitted and reflected waves [I]. Hence, this particular 

type of non-resonant method is usually called "transm ission/reflection" method. 

The "transmission/reflection" method can be implemented using a transmission line 

such as a coplanar waveguide (CPW method) or by measuring the impedance of a 
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capacitor (capacitor method). The following section (5.1) provides the background 

information about the CPW characterization method. An example of the CPW 

characterization and the working principles of the NUM capacitor method are 

discussed in sections 5.2 and 5.3. 

5.1 Background information for the coplanar waveguide (CPW) 

characterization method 

In this work, the transmission/reflection characterization method is implemented by 

measuring the propagation coefficient of the TEM mode propagating along a 

coplanar waveguide (CPW) transmission line. The propagation constant of a 

transmission line describes the attenuation and phase shift of the microwave signal 

travelling through the transmission line. Thus, a brief discussion on transmission line 

theory is given in section 5.1.1. In section 5.1.2, the method of determining the 

dielectric properties of a thin film using a conformal mapping technique is presented. 

To understand the measurements, the basic theory of microwave circuit 

characterization such as: impedance/admittance network theory and scattering 

parameters must be discussed first (sections 5.1.3,5.1.4,5.1.5 and 5.1.7). Because the 

response of CPW and MIM capacitor are measured from a vector network analyzer 

(VNA), a brief discussion on the working principles of the VNA is also presented in 

section 5.1.6. 
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5.1.1 Transmission line analysis using equivalent circuit model 

z 

Figure 5.1 the 3-D image oj'a coplanar waveguide (CPW). 

Figure 5.1 gives the 3-D schematic image of a TEM mode CPW transmission line, 

which like all TEM modes has a cut off frequency at Oliz. The general theory of the 

propagation of electromagnetic (E/M) wave in this structure can be solved using 

"Max"ell" equations. -Maxwell- equations can provide the distribution of' the 

microwave within a microwave structure (CPW). In the present work, we are only 

interested in the response of how the microwave structure (CPW) response to external 

microwave signals [ 11. 

Therefore, the CPW is analyzed using an equivalent circuit model shown in figure 5.2. 

This model is based on the concept of equivalent voltage, current and impedance that 

are determined by the properties of the transmission line. In the equivalent circuit 

model, the transmission line is divided into several small sections of- length Az. Fach 

section of the transmission line is represented by the passive circuit shown in figure 
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5.2 where R represents the ohmic loss of the conductor per unit length and G 

represents the loss associated with the dielectric per unit length. L and C are the 

inductance and capacitance per unit length. 

Vi 

Az 

I+Al 

IV 

+AV 

Figure 5.2 equivalent circuit ofa transmission line 

To measure the dielectric properties of the thin film, the important characteristic 

parameters of the transmission line are the characteristic impedance (Z, ) and the 

propagation constant (y). The detailed mathematical calculation can be found in 12,31 

and so the results of the transmission line's characteristics are given in the following 

sections. 

Characteristic impedance (Z,, ) 

It is well known that the unit length impedance and the unit length admittance of the 

transmission line are given by 141 

R +jwL (5.1) 

G +jwC (5.2) 

and the characteristic impedance of the transmission line is given by 

Zo 
TZ 

= 
jýRý+JWL 

y +jwc 
(5.3) 

y +iwc 
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For a lossless line, R=0 and G =0 and so the characteristic impedance is real and 

equal to: 

r-- 
zo = Lw! ý (5.4) 4jwc 

c 
L 

= 
ýT 

The characteristic impedance Z, is independent of the transmission line length and the 

terminating impedance of the transmission line. It only depends on the geometry of 

the conductors and the dielectric properties of the substrate. 

Propagation constant (Y) 

In transmission line theory, both the electric and magnetic fields vary in the z 

direction according to 

exp (-Yz) (5.5) 

where y is a complex number called propagation constant which can be expressed as 

a+ flj (5.6) 

where a is the attenuation per unit length of the transmission line and # is the phase 

constant per unit length. 

The propagation constant can also be mathematically determined using the equivalent 

circuit model and is given by 

y= Nf-Y-Z=V(R+j(, oL)(G+jojC)=V(RG-jo)2LC)+jw(GL+RC) (5.7) 

where the Z and Y are determined from equations (5.1) and (5.2). 

By using that 
R 

<< 1 and -2- << 1, and applying binomial expansion the propagation wL O)c 

constant can be shown to be equal to y=a+ Pj where 
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9=iw-, (L-C (5.8) 

a= E i+!! E (5.9) 
2 

JZC 

2L 
L lic 

The dielectric loss tangent and dielectric constant of the thin film are mathematically 

determined from a and #of the coplanar waveguide as will be described in section 

5.1.2 [1,51. The determination of the dielectric constant of the thin film is not straight 

forward. The dielectric constant of the thin film can not be directly obtained from the 

CPW phase constant (P) of the CPW. Instead, the phase constant is first converted 

into the effective dielectric constant (, -, ff) of the CPW. 1hen a conformal mapping 

technique is used to calculate the dielectric constant of the thin film from the effective 

dielectric constant ( e,, ff ). The following section provides the mathematical 

relationship between the effective dielectric constant (eqf) of the CPW and the thin 

film dielectric constant. 

5.1.2 Determination of the dielectric properties of thin film by using conformal 

mapping technique 

The CPW transmission line consist of a centre conductor strip with two ground 

planes located in parallel with the conductor. Figure 5.3 shows the cross section of a 

two-layer CPW 161. In this study, the centre conductor width S= 2a = 40um and the 

gap width W= 20um. The metal thickness (t) of the conductor is 140nm. The 

substrate and thin film dielectric constant of the CPW are represented by crsub 

and ETF, respectively. Meanwhile, h, (500um) and hTF(I 80nm to 300run) indicate 

the thickness of the thin film and substrate. 
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Coplanar waveguide (CPW) 

Le 

A 

TF 

11, 

Figure 5.3 a schematic viem, of the Mo layers CPW with top and bottom metal 

separated. 

The effective dielectric constant ( E, If ) of the CPW can be mathematicallý 

determined from the capacitance of' each CPW section using "conformal mapping 

techniques". The mathematical relationship between the effective dielectric constant 

(E, ff), dielectric constant of the thin Film (". 2) and the substrate dielectric constant 

(E, j) can be expressed as: 16,71 

Eeff ý1+ ql(E, l - 1) + qz(Er2 - Erl) 

The dielectric filling factors for the thin film (q, ) and substrate (q, ) are given by 

q, =' 
(K(K) 

+ 
K(K)) 

, q, =I 
(K(K) 

+ 
K(K)) 

2 K(K, ') K(K') 2 K(K') K (K, )) 02 

where K is the complete elliptic integral qffhefirst kind with 

sinh (7rS/2hz) K2 ý 
sinhf[7r(S+2W)112h2l 

(5.12) 
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K, sinh (TrSl2h, ) 

sinh([7r(S+2W)112h, j 

Ko =' (5.14) 
s+2W 

ki' =ý1 --ki'(i = 1,2,3,4) 

In this work, the ratio between the thin film thickness (h2 = 300nm) and the 

substrate (h, = 500um) is very small (300nm/500um - 0.6xlO-'). Computational 

difficulties were encountered when trying to calculate the dielectric filling factor (q2) 

for the thin film layer. To simplify the calculation, an empirical mathematical model 

was used to obtain the value of q2 16,71. 

q2 
7r K (KO 

(5.16) 
(ln(16)+97r/h2) K(Ký) 

Determination of 'the dielectric constant qfthinfilm. from phuse constant 

4s 
Ground conductor Ground 

hl I 

hl 
I 

substrate 

Figure 5.4 cross section view (? f' the CPW used to churacterLe the thin film's 

dielectric properties. 

In practice, it is not possible to obtain (E, ff ) from equation 5.10, since the dielectric 

constant of' the thin Film is unknoNýTi. As diSCLISSCd earlier, the CPW ellective 
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dielectric constant (Eff ) is actually obtained from the measured phase constant (P) of 

CPW. The phase constant ( P) which is the imaginary part of the propagation 

constant (y =a+ Pj) is mathematically related to the effective wavelength (k) of 

CPW by 

LIE 
a 

where X is related to the free space wavelength (A. ) via the effective dielectric 

constant (E,, rf ) of CPW and is given by 

AO I= Cý, 
4E-eff freq -j-efl 

where C. is the velocity of light in vacuum. 

By substituting equation 5.18 in to equation 5.17, an expression relating the effective 

dielectric constant (Eff ) to the propagation constant can be found: 

ß2 ir fý-týf-f 
(5.19) 

Co 

By rearranging equation S. 19, an expression for the effective dielectric constant can 

be obtained. 

LC. 
- (5.20a) 

21rf 

or . 
ff = 7; 7; ) 2 (5.2 1 b) 

Once the effective dielectric constant (E,, ff) of the CPW is obtained from equation 

5.2 1 b, eff and ej (substrate dielectric constant) can be substituted into equation 
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5.10 and the dielectric constant of the thin fihn (cr2) is determined from Lbe following 

equation. 

E, z = ((eff - 1) - ql(EI, - 1))lq2 -ý 1 (5.22) 

qj, q2 = filling factors of the substrate and thin film of the CPW 

E, I= dielectric constant of the substrate 

Er2 = dielectric constant of the thin film 

6eff= CPW effective dielectric constant 

According to ref [81, the relative error for cff calculated from the confonnal 

mapping technique is below 5% between I OGHz and 15GHz. 

Determination of the dielectric loss tangent of the thin film from CP W attenuation 

loss 

The dielectric loss tangent (tan82 
.) of the thin film can be deduced from the measured 

attenuation loss (ap,, ) of CPW which is the real part of propagation constant 

(y =a+ Pj). The CPW attenuation consists of the conductor attenuation (a, ), 

effective dielectric attenuation (ad) and substrate leakage current loss ("leak), 

Cýcpw -'ý ac + ad + aleak (5.23) 

To minimize the attenuation due to substrate leakage current, the BZN thin films are 

usually deposited on the highly insulated materials such as: sapphire, quartz, LAO 

and MgO with resistivity larger than 10,0000hm. /cm. In this case, the leakage current 

loss (aleak) of the substrate can be neglected and so equation 5.23 can be simplified 

to 
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a, pw = a, + ad (5.24) 

In equation (5.24), the conductor attenuation (a, ) is mathematically determined from 

the following equation 17,91. 

a, = 
8.68R, 1 In 2a b-ct) 

+I 
(lb L-a)] 

(5.25) 
16Z, K2(k)(b2-a2) 

[a (A 

b+a bA b+a 

where a= S12, b= (S + 2W)12 and A= 
4ý 

, 
ell 

The ( R, ) is the surface resistance of the metal conductor caused by skin effiect and is 

given by R, = ý-pmf. p 1101 where p is the resistivity of aluminium (p 2.82 x 

10-8 Q-m). The calculated surface resistance (in KI'm) against the frequency (in 

GHz) is shown in figure 5.5. 

Surface resistance (Rs) versus the frequency in GHz 

0.040 

0.035 

0.030 

0.025 

0-020 

0.015 

0.010 

0.005 

0.000 
02468 10 12 14 

Frequency in GHz 

Figure 5.5 Surfixe resistance (R, ) as ajunction oj. 'frcqucncYftom 0(; Ilzto 14GIL 
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By substituting the surface resistanceR, a, b, A and characteristic impedance Z,, into 

equation (5.25), the conductor attenuation a, (dB/m) will be determined. Therefore, 

the effective dielectric attenuation (ad) can be obtained from 

ad ,,,: acpw - ac (5.26) 

The effective dielectric attenuation (ad) is mathematically related to the effective 

dielectric loss tangent as [I I 

tan(, 6. �rf) = 
"d CO (5.27) 

1.89 L irfV-£eff 

where the effective dielectric loss tangent is tan(8, ff), CPW length is L effective 

pemittivity of the CPW = Eff and effective dielectric attenuation ý ad(dB/m). 

For a two-layer CPW, the effective dielectric loss tan(6, ff 
) consists of the substrate 

dielectric loss (tan8j) and thin film dielectric loss (tan82). By using the confonnal 

mapping technique, the thin film dielectric loss can be obtained from equation 17,10]. 

ceff tan'Neff = q, c� tan&, + q2 fr2 tan62 (5.28) 

As we know, the CPW substrates are made of low loss materials such as sapphire 

with dielectric loss tangent <0.001. Hence the substrate dielectric loss tangent (tan6j) 

is neglected and equatim (5.28) can be simplified to 

tan82 = 
Cofftanjeff (5.29) 

q2ErZ 

q, and q2 are the filling factors of the CPW . 

ICr2iS the dielectric constant of the thin film determined from equation (5.22). 

r, ff is the effective dielectric constant of CPW. 

tan6, ff is the effective dielectric loss tangent. 
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5.1.3 Microwave network analysis using network theory 

The phase constant (P) and attenuation (a, p,, ) are obtained from the scattering 

parameters of the CPW. The measurement of scattering parameters is based on 

network theory. The details of this theory are discussed in the following sections. A 

microwave device with a given number of output/input terminals can be analYZed 

using network theories. The responses between each of the points or "ports" are 

described using an impedance or admittance matrix. 

11 
10.14 

12 

+0 a+ 
V, Port 1A two port Port 2 V2 

network 
-0 -0 - 

Figure 5.6. - an arbitrary 2-port network 

Figure 5.6 is a 2-port network representing the terminals of a circuit. This graph can 

be expanded to an n-port network. The general solutions for the impedance matrices 

[Z] of the 2-port network are: [I] 

[Vll= [Zll Z12] [11] 

V2 Z21 Z22 12 

7, Z21 = 
[! L2] 2 

where Z1, Z12 Z22 (5.30) 
12 

, 2 i2 2 J, =0 i2=0 il-0 
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The admittance matrix [Y) is expressed in another way [I I: 

111- fyll Y121 
(5.31) y V2 121 ly2'1 

221 

IN 

The relationship between [Z] and [Y] is [Z] [Y] =I 

5.1.4 Scattering parameters 

ai ip 46 a2 

+0 0+ 

port IA two port network Port2 V2 

-0 0- 
b2 

Figure 5.7 a diagram of two port network 

In section 5.1.3, we have discussed the basic concept of analyzing transmission lines 

using impedance/admittance networks. In practice, the response of a network to 

another network is usually described by the input/output waves rather than the actual 

incident voltages or current. Figure 5.7 shows a two port transmission line with input 

waves a, and a2 and output wave b, and b2, These parameters can be considered as 

voltages or current. The reflected and incident waves of a,, and b,, are defined as: 

a, ý -L'+- ; bn an (5,32) V-Zll X. 

The S-parameters of the two-port network can be defined as (1]: 

L'. I= b2 Lý 1 (5.33) 
a2=0' 

S12 ý 
a2 ., =O' 

S21 
a' a2=0' 

S22 '= 
a2 alý=o 

Sll = 
a, 

I 
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The expression of an S-parameters matrix for a two-port network is defined as: 

b, 
= 

[SS211 S12] [a, ] (5.34) b2l 1 
S22 a2 

al I' Characterisitc inyedance Z. '41 a2 

bl -4 N b2 

transmission line length L 

Figure 58a two port transmission line with length L and uniform properties 

For a two port lossless transmission line (assuming the attenuation (a) is zero) with 

length L and uniform dielectric properties (figure 5.8), the expression of its S- 

parameter matrix is given by 

ý Sll S121 
_0 

exp-yl (5.35) 
21 S221 - 

lexpyl 
01 

5.1.5 The transmission line (ABCD) matrix 

The impedance (Z), admittance (Y) and S-parameters matrix of network theories 

described in sections 5.1.3 and 5.1.4 can be used to characterize a microwave 

network with a given number of ports. However, most microwave circuits are made 

of a cascade of 2-port network systems. 
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11 
W 

12 
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POW A, It Port2 VIL 
C, DIL 

V2 
2 

(a) 

network 1 12 neAvork 2 13 

Porti + V, A, B, + V2 + V, Port 3 
C, Djý D, C2 D2 3 

(b) 

Figure 5.9 (a) two port ABCD network, (b) a cascade of such two port networks II 11. 

For a cascaded microwave networks (figure 5.9(b)), it is easier to use a 2x2 ABCD 

matrix transmission for each two port network. The advantages of using an ABCD 

network is that a cascade of simple two port ABCD matrices can be used to build up 

and form a complicated microwave network. The overall ABCD matrix of a network 

can be easily obtained by multiplying two ABCD matrices of the individual two-ports. 

For a 2-port network, the ABCD matrix is defined as: IIII 

[VI] rB1 [v2] 

it CD 12 

where A= L' B= Ll 
,C=L, A= ['1 (5.36) V21 12ý0' 12 

IV3. 

=o 
V21 

12 '0' 
12 V2=0 

In ABCD matrix form, the networks shown in figure 5.9(a) can be written as: IIII 

[VI] 
=[A, 

BI] V2] 
(5.37) It C, D, 

[12 
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According to figure 5.9 (b) (a cascade connection of two-port networks), 12 is the 

output current from network I and it is identical to the input current of network 2. 

Therefore, the ABCD matrices of the cascaded network (flgure 5.9(b)) can be 

expressed as: [111 

[vl] 
= 

rl BI] r2 B2] 
= 

[V31 
(5.38) 1, Cl D, C2 D2 13 

where the ABCD matrices of the two networks on each side of figure 5.9(b) are 

identical with each other. The obtained ABCD matrix can also be related to the 

impedance matrix and scattering matrix f 1,111 

-711 z11Z2Z-Z12z, 21 

AB] 7'-' 
= 

Zzi z21 IC 

D Zzz 
z21 z21 

» (l+SII)(1-S22)+SI2S21 
Z 

(l+SII)(l+S22)-S12S21' 

2S21 2S21 
(5.39) IC 

Dl (1-Sll)(1-S22)-S12s21 (1-Sll)(l+S22)+SI2S21 

ZO 2S21 2S2, 

5.1.6 Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) and calibration 

A network vector analyzer (VNA) is an important tool in the characterization of 

analogue microwave circuits. The equipment allows the measurement of the 

amplitude and phase of the rcflected and transmitted signals with respect to the input 

signals allowing the four S-parameters of an analogue circuit (S1.1, S22 S12 S21) to be 

measured. 
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Measurement Equipment set up 

In this study, an "Antritsu ME780813- lightning network analyzer has been used to 

measure the S-parameters of the CPW and MIM capacitor with different applied DC 

voltages. The device under test (DUT) is connected with the VNA by a pair of RIF 

cables and Ground Signal Ground (GSG) probes. The tuning DC voltages are applied 

to the device though the VNA's intemal DC block. A schematic view of the test 

bench is shown in figure 5.10. 

- 

'-! DýC ýB 

Vector 
Network Uppff fimit 30V 
Analyzer 

Bias Tee 

DUT 

De%ice on the 
probe station 

DCPo-ersupph- 1 (Bet%veen0and30\-) 
KE=Y 
Volta2e source 

Figure 5. IOSchemalic (? I'the measurement set up 

A photograph of the experimental system is shown in figure 5.1 ](a) and includes a 

Network analyzer, the RF cable, RF probes and the optical microscopes (Olympus). 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 5.11 (a) Test bench and equipment set up (h) a close look (? I'the CPR' under 

measurement 

A photograph (taken through the optical microscope) ol'a CPW under measurement 

is shown in figure 5.1 l(b). As it can be seen. the Ground Signal Ground (GSG) RF 

probe consists of a central conductor tip and two ground tips are in the contact with 

the ground metal and conductor pad of the CPW. 
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Measurement reference plane and Calihration 

Reference plume inskle 
the VNA 

Reference phme iLside 
the VNA 

porti VNA Port2 

RF Cable RF Cable 

De; ice 

I RF obe 2 Probe I RF obe 2 

Desired reference Ine Desired reference fine 

Figure J. 12 a schematic view of the probing station. 

The vector network analyzer (VNA) collects the data (S-parameters) at the reference 

planes. Hence the exact position of the reference plane needs to be known. As it 

shown in figure S. 12, the measurement reference plane is inside the VNA. This plane 

is not appropriate because the measured S-parameters are also affected by the RIF 

probes, cables and pads (figure 5.13). In this work, we are only interested in the 

propagation constant (y) of the CPW's transmission line with length L. According to 

figure 5.13, the most appropriate reference plane is at the edge of each probe pad 

(desired reference plane). 
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Figure 5.13 a close look of the measured CPW by a pair of RFprobes 

To move the reference planes to the desired position requires calibration. Ideally, this 

can be achieved by a simple on wafer TRL (Thru, Reflect and Line) calibration 

process. However, in the present work, the TRL calibration process is not embedded 

into the VNA. A computer program based on "Matlab" software was used to perform 

the calibration. Unfortunately, this program has a "phase ambiguous" problem [1] 

due to VNA's data recording method. The problem is illustrated in figure 5.14. As it 

shown, the measured phase shifts 0 (between VNA's internal reference plane and RF 

probe tip) varies between +ic (+1800) and -7r (-1801). However, the actual phase 

shift is equal to 2nir + 6. This is called the "phase-wrapping" effect. The "Matlab" 

program is unable to solve this problem. As a result, TRL calibration cannot be 

directly applied to calibration of CPW lines, 
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Figure 5.14 a comparison of measured and actual phase shift between the VNA and 

RFprobe (reproducedfrom 111). 

Instead, a two step calibration process involving SOLT and TRL calibration has been 

used. First, a SOLT (Short, OpeA Line and Thru) calibration process was used to 

move the reference plane from VNA's internal detector to the tip of RF probe (SOLT 

reference plane). Since the calibration program has been embedded into the VNA, 

this process was performed by the VNA itself, and is capable of resolving "phase- 

wrapping" effect. Because the distance between SOLT references planes at portl and 

port2 is very short (<3000pm), the measured phase shift (0) after SOLT calibration is 

relatively small (between 00 and -ir (1801)) and so there is no problem of phase 

ambiguity caused by "phase-wrapping" effect. However, the measured results after 

SOLT calibrated are still corrupted due to the parasitic capacitance and impedances 

of the pads at port I and 2. A second "TRL" (Thru, reflect and Line) calibration 

process has been used to remove the errors caused by the probing pads. After the 

TRL calibration, the reference plane is moved from SOLT reference planes to the 
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desired reference plane. The working principle of the SOLT calibration is discussed 

in the following section. 

Basics ofSOLTcalibration 

The directly measured S-parameters are influenced by the effects of the RF cables 

and the RIF pads, these can be modelled using a simple 2 port terminal (figure 5.15). 

In figure S. 15, [21 these effects are shown as a12-term error model and a 2-port DUT 

(Device under test) is between the two desired reference lines. 

EXF 
3N 

S21 ETF 
RF ! no-- )R- 4- 

IS21M 

EII IrE OF ESFJ Ir 511 j L5221 LF 
S lim ERF I S12 

I 1-*-test port -im-2 ERR I- 
ion---o 4 ý21 

S22M 

Ej. R 1 511 ý22 11 ESR )ýEDR 

I oRF In S12M T 

ETR- 1 512 11 

EXR 

Port I 
DUT 

Port 2 
Desired reference hne Desired reference line 

Figure 5.15 a 12-term error model used to perform the SOLT calibration 

(reproducedfrom [21) 

To obtain the actual S-parameters of the DUT (device under test) the 12 different 

errors have to be measured by a self calibration process. These errors can be removed 

by substituting the DUT (device under test) with known standards (reflection and 

transmission). Their equivalent flow graphics are shown in figure 5.16(a) and 5.16(b) 

[2]. For the reflection calibration, the standards are implemented by a perfectly 
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matched 500 load, a short or an open connection. For transmission calibration, the 

standard is implemented by a "through" connection and an isolation measurement 

with no connections to either port. In this work, the standard calibration circuits (CS- 

5 calibration kit) were used. They are fabricated on an alumina wafer with gold 

electrode. 

(a) ---- -EXF 
FAM 0 

ED, F ESF 

s,, -o perfect load reflection 

(b) EXF 

0 ON 
RF in ExF 

RF in III ETF 

oil EDF I ESP I ELF 

.4t 
E. qF 

Tbrough connection (uw=ýssiou cahbradon) SIL, sbon ref]eCfKM 

Slip -I Open reflection 

Figure 5.16 (a) perfect load reflection, short reflection Open reflection connections 

(isolation) and (b) transmission connection (through) (reproduced from [21) 

According to figure 5.16(a), the errors includingEDF) ERF and EsF are obtained from 

the three measured reflection coefficients ( Sit load Sit short 
S11 open). The crosstalk 

ExF error is obtained from an "isolation" measurement with no connection to either 

port. Meanwhile, the load match error ELFand reflection error ETF can be solved from 

the obtained reflection and transmission errors (EDF, ERF, EsF and ExF). Since the 

calibration procedure (SOLT) will be automatically performed, the mathematical 

process used in the calibration is not presented in this work. 
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5.1.7 On wafer TRL error calibration 

As mentioned in previous sections (5.1.5 and 5.1.6), the SOLT calibration only 

moves the reference plane to the tips of RIF probes (SOLT reference plane). A second 

calibration process (TRL) has to be used to move the reference plane to the desired 

position. This problem is fin-ther illustrated in figure 5.17 [Ill by using the notation 

of ABCD block where it is intended to measure the "actuar' propagation constant (y 

=a+, 6) of the CPW line between the desired reference planes. 

al errors from port I Detice under tes7t errors from port 2 b2 
(DUI) 

AB IC 
DJ' bi <-- CD --- I- D &2 

measured plane desired reference plane desired reference plane measured plane 

Figure J. 17 a block diagram of a network analyzer measurement (reproducedfrom 

fill) 

TRL calibration requires the measurement of three different circuits including a line, 

a through and a pair of open rejlection pads. These calibration devices are shown in 

figure S. 18 (a), (b) and (c). The "through" is made of a made of a direct connection 

between the two ports. The line is made of a 1500um CPW line connecting portsl 

and 2. For the reflection measurement, the probing pads are connected with a 

discontinuity in the CPW, which in this work is the reflection from an open circuit 

(figure 5.18(c)). 
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Figure 5.18 Configuration ol'the TRL calibration lines (a) through line (h) 1500 um 

line and (c) Open reflection pud 

From figure 5.18, the probing pads at port I and 2 are designed to have gradual 

transition lines to smooth the transition between the probing pads and conductor track. 

The width and gaps of the CPW conductor track are 40m and 20um respectively. The 

S-parameters for the error boxes and CPW's propagation constant (7) are found by 

using signal flow graphs of "line", "through" and "reflection" connections (shown in 

figures 5.19,5.20 and 5.21). Since the physical dimensions of port I and 2 are 

identical, we assume that the error boxes ofboth ports are identical. In addition, we 

also assume that the forward reflection coefficient error e2, ý e, 2 for both ports. To 

distinguish the measured S-parameters of though, Reflection and lines connections, 

we will use T, R and L for each of these connections. The detailed mathematical 

procedures of TRI. calibration is reported by David M. Pozar I 111]. Mis process is 

presented in the following sections. 
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(1) Measurement of through connection 

e12 
I e, 2 

al 

bl 

Figure 5.19 errorflow graph ofa through connection ([I I]). 

Figure S. 19 shows the signal flow graph of the through connection where the forward 

,z and backward reflection coefficients SzTj and STz are identical. 

Therefore, the measured S-parameters of this connection can be expressed as: 

ST b .2 
11 ý (a2 ý 0) ý ell + (5.40) 

a, 1- e222 

ST 
b e, 2, 

12 ýý' (a, = 0) = a2 1-e. 2 
2 

(5.41) 

Since the dimensions of portl and port 2 are identical, the measured S112 is also 

identical vvith 
S2T, 

_. 

b2 

a2 
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(2) The measurements ofopen reflection 

e, 2 

e� e.. 

bl 4 
e,. 2 

e12 

b2 

e. 2 

44 14 42 e12 

Figure 5.20 Error flow graph of an Open reflection connection (reproduced from 

fill). 

Figure 5.20 gives the signal flow graph of an open reflection connection. Since the 

two ports are disconnected, the measured forward reflection coefficients Sh = Sizare 

zero, The measured reflection is nearly perfect. Again, we assume that S, i = S212 or 

port I and 2. 

SR b 
ii ý-- ý2- (az = 0) = ei, + -2LLL - (5.42) 

al 1-e22 rL 

(3) the measurement ofline connection 

The signal flow graph of the line connection is given in figure 5.21. The forward 

reflection coefficients of the line (1500um) connected between portl and 2 are 

expressed as exp-y'. 
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bl 

Figure 5.21 errorflow graph ofa line connection (reproduced from II 11). 

The measured S-parameters of this connection are: 

b+ e22e 2 -2YI 
SI'l =' (a2 = 0) = e, , 

17, exp (5.43) 
a, i-ehexp-2yl 

SL b el2L2exp-yl 
12 

(a, = 0) = (5.44) 
a2 i-e2 eXp-2yl 22 

Where Sf, = SL, and SL2 = S2L, 

So far we have five equations (4.40,4.41,4.42,4.43 and 4.44) for 5 unknown 

parametersell, e22, el2le2l and exp-)". The first step of the elimination process is to 

eliminate e12 from equation 5.40 and 6.41. Then ell can be eliminated from 

equations 5.40,5.41 and 5.42. Thus we have two equations left to solve the unknown 

e22 and exp-y'. According to D. M Pozar It 11, the mathematical process is straight 

forward, but time consuming. Thus, only the results for solving exp-YI are given. 

sL -2yl - SL 2- Sr 2 -YI 
12 eXP , e. 2 - l2exp-YI - 

ST2e22exp (5.45) 

2 -SL -2 2r exp-2y'(S'T'l-e22SlT2)-S, Tle22- 

11(exp 
Yle22)-e22slI (5.46) 

b2 

a2 
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Equation 5.45 can be rearranged so that e22 is solved as: 

e22 = V(S, 
2exp-2yl -S, 2exp-y')I(S, 2 - S, 2exp-yi) (5.47) 

By substituting this equation into equation 5.46, we have the following quadratic 

equation for the propagation coefficient (y) where y=a+ Pj. 

12 m2 Z+ 
ST 

2( 
ST -s 

L )24 SL 
2ST 2 

s +S, -(ST -SL )2+IsiLý 
exp-yl 

12 12 - 

2SIT 

12 12 12 12 12 
(5.48) 

.2S: 
LL2 

As it shown equation 5.48 gives a choice of positive (+) or negative (-). The choice is 

depending on the requirement of real (a) and imaginary (0) part of y to be positive or 

negative. In this case we choose both of a and 0 to be positive. 

Although there has no analysis on the errors of the TRL calibration, it has been 

widely accepted that [10,11] the accuracy of the TRL calibration depends on the 

phase difference of the measured transmission line. Men the phase shift difference 

through the CPW lines is one quarter of its wavelength (90 degrees), the most 

accurate calibration results will be obtained and so it's common to keep the 

transmission line's phase shift between 201 and 1600 [10,111. 
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5.2 An example of characterizing ferroclectric 13ST thin film by 

CP'vN' method 

To demonstrate how the dielectric properties are obtained, an example of' 

characterizing ferroclectric thin film (BST) using the CPW method is presented in 

this part of the thesis. 'Me characterized results are also provided as a benchmark for 

other materials. The thickness of the thin film is 180nm determined from the SIN 

image (figure 5.22). 

higure 5.22 itpjqg,,,, 1 

Calibration devices configuration 

, rhe CPW patterns shown in figure 5.23 were fiabricated using the simple 

photolithographic method described in chapter 4. The configurations of' the linc, 

through and reflection connections are shown in figure 5.23(a), (b) and (c). The width 

and gap of the CPW waveguide used in this work are 40um and 20urn respectively. 

All three connections are fabricated on the same sapphire wafer. 
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hl 

cle, uyd reference pixie 'A' =-, Oum t= 140nm 
S= 40um h. 1 =180nin 

hl =350um 

Figure 5.23 configuration and dimension oj'the C'PWfi)r churacterLation 

There are three steps to obtaining the dielectric constant and loss tangent of the thin 

film from the measured CPW propagation constant (y). These are 1) Determine the 

dielectric properties of CPW substrate (sapphire), 2) Determine the dielectric constant 

(E, ) of BST thin film from the CPW phase constant (P) and 3) Determine the 

dielectric loss of thin film from the CPW attenuation (a). The detailed measurement 

processes are given in the following sections. 

STEP 1: Determine sapphire substrate dielectric constant 

To determine the dielectric properties ofthe substrate, CPW lines were fabricated on 

the surface of sapphire wafer without the BST thin film (figure 5.24). Since 

sapphire's dielectric loss tangent is below 0.00 1, its effect is negligible. Therefore, we 

are only interested in the measurement of the dielectric constant ofsapphire substrate. 
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Figure 5.24 Cross section vi", ofa CPW patterned on sapphire suhstrate without 

BSTfilm 

According to section 5.1.2, the dielectric constant of the substrate is mathematically 

related to the phase constant (0) of CPW. In this case, the CPW phase constant (0) 

was determined by the TRIL calibration process, which was discussed in part 5.1-7. 

Figure 5.25 shows the obtained phase constant (P) of the CPW (in radians) and its 

corresponding phase shift (in degrees) of the CPW. 

CPW phase constant versus frequency 

7. 

1 

Phase shift of CPW versus frequency 

-20 

-40 

-60 in 

80 

-100 

Figure 5.25 (a) the phase constant (P) of CPW oblainedjýom TRI. calffiration 

between I GHý and I OGIL (b) corresponding phascshýft (? I'the CP W 
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As discussed in section 5.1.2, the obtained phase constant (fi) is related to the 

effective dielectric constant ( E,,, ff) of CPW as : E,,, 
flCO 

It -2 Trf' 

With known effective dielectric constant ( E,,, ff ) from equation ýýr, ejf ý ý! C', the 2Trf 

dielectric constant of sapphire can be solved by equation -, I-f =1+ 

q, (Erl - 1) - q2(ýcr2 - E. 1), where q, is mathematically determined from equation 

5.10 and q2 is neglected, since the BST thin film was not coated onto the substrate. 

The mathematically obtained sapphire substrate dielectric constant is shown in figure 

5.26. 
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U) 35 c 0 
0 
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lu 
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20 -k close look of Iielectric constant 
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lo 
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2468 10 12 14 16 18 20 

Frequency in (GHz) between 0 and 20 GHz 

Figure 5.26 Dielectric constant oJ'sapphiresubstrate versus. /rcquency 

As figure 5.26 shows, there is a fast relaxation of loss tangent at low GI Iz (ýA( if Iz). 

This could be attributed to the frequency relaxation ot'dielectric materials where the 

real part of dielectric constant decreases as frequency increases. The same eflýct has 

already been reported by flatW-Ting Lue's 1101 work. According to their suggestions, 
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the unexpected high dielectric constant at low GIlz frequencies is caused by the 

errors of TRL calibration near zero GHz. When the phase shift of CPW is below 200, 

the accuracy of TRL calibration worsened. When the phase shift difference through 

the CPW lines is one quarter of its wavelength (90 degrees), the most accurate 

calibration results will be obtained I 101. 

In figure 5.26, the CPW phase shift reaches 90 degrees at 19GHz, the measured 

substrate dielectric constant is c, 1=12.57, The measured value is higher than the 

specified sapphire dielectric constant (Esapphireý10-154) 1131. The overestimation of 

dielectric constant is probably caused by the relatively low dielectric constant of 

sapphire. 

In this work, lower dielectric constant (-vsapphireý10*154) leads to smaller effective 

dielectric constant (, r,, ff) of the CPW and so smaller phase shift. A small error in the 

measured phase constant (p) (or phase shift) can greatly affect the measured dielectric 

constant, 

The errors in the measured phase shift (P) are caused by three factors (1): the 

interference of the probe station. Because the measured microwave signal by the 

vector network analyzer is very weak, a small vibration in the probe station could 

lead to large errors in the measured dielectric results. This type of interference occurs 

randomly and therefore, it can not be removed by the calibration; (2) the relative 

errors for E. " calculated from the conformal mapping technique is below 5% 

between lOGHz and 15GHz 181; (3): the TRL calibration error at 90 degrees. 

Although the most accurate calibration results can be obtained when the phase shift 
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of the CPW is 90 degrees, the measurement error at 90 degrees is unknown. So far 

there has no report on the TRL calibration error at 90 degrees. 

A simple way of estimating the error in the dielectric constant is to compare the 

measured dielectric constant of sapphire (C, (measured)) with the known dielectric 

constant of sapphire (Er(known)). The error (in %) in the measured dielectric constant 

is estimated as. - 

ErrOr ý( Er(measured) - Er(known)) I Er(known) X 100% = 24% (5.49) 

This estimated error (24%) is too high for the measured dielectric results of the BST 

thin film, because BST has much higher dielectric constant than sapphire, which 

leads to greater phase shift. Hence a small variation of the measured phase shift (P) 

would not affect the measured dielectric results of the BST thin film. In this work the 

estimated error (24%) is used as a guideline for comparison. 

STEP 2: Determine the dielectric constant of BST thin film 

Once the substrate dielectric constant is determined, the dielectric constant of the 

BST thin fihn can be measured using the method that was described in section 5.1.2. 

In this case, an 190nm BST thin film was coated onto the sapphire substrate and the 

CPW lines were also fabricated by the photolithographic technique. Again using the 

TRL calibration method, the effects of parasitic capacitance from the probing pads 

have been removed and so the CPW's actual phase constant (0) is determined. The 

obtained phase constants of the CPW at OV and 30V are shown in figure 5.27 (a) and 

(b). 
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Phase constant (OV) obtained frorn TRL cald3ration 
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Phase constant (30V) obtained from TRL calibration 
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Frequency in GHz 

Figure 5.27 Phase constant (fl) (? I'the two layered CPW (1500um) under 0 and 301" 

(15KVIcm -30k V12Oum) 

Meanwhile, the corresponding CPW phase shifis at OV and 30V are also given by 

figure 5.28(a) and (b). 
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(a) Phase shift of CPW when the applied voltage is OV 
0. 

-20- 

-40 

-60 0 

-eO (a 
-C 0- -100 phase shift of CPW 

-120 

-1401 

Phase shift of CPW when the applied voltage is 30V 
0, 

-20 

-40 

(1) -to - 0 (0) 
m -80 m 
0--loo 

phase shift of CPW 

-120 

-140 

Figure 5.28 Corresponding phase shifts of the two layered CPW (1500um) under (a) 

0V and (b)30 V (15KVlcm =30k V120um) 

As mentioned in step 1, the effective dielectric constants ( E,,, ff ) of the CPW with 0 

and 30V are determined from equation c,,,, rr = 
LC', where P is from figure 5.27. 
2 7rf 

With known effective dielectric constants c,,,, ff , substrate dielectric constant 

(determined from step 1), q, (determined from equation 5.11) and q2 ý 0.0 1183 

(obtained from the simplified mathematical equation 5.15) the dielectric constant of 

the BST thin film can be determined from equation 6.2 = *eff - 1) - 

ql(E, l - 1))/q2 + 1. The BST thin film's dielectric constants under OV and 30V 

are shown in figure 5.29. 
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BST thin film dielectric constant at OV and 30V 
500- 

450- 
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Frequency in GHz 

Figure 5.29 Dielectric constant oj'the BST thinfilm between 0 and 20GIL under 0 

und 30 V 

As it can be seen, the measured dielectric constant ol'the thin film varies significantlý. 

This is caused by the errors in the TRL calibration. As the measuring frequency 

increases to 16 GHz (90'), the calculated dielectric constant of' BST ferroclectric are 

210 and 195 respectively, for a DC tuning voltage of OV and 30V (]5kV/cm). In 

other words, a dielectric tunability of 7.2% has been achieved at 16GI lz by applying 

an electric field of' 15kV/cm. Here the tunability is defined as 
1'r(oV)-Fr(3 ov). According 

I r(OV) 

to the error analysis in step (I), the estimated error in the measured dielectric constant 

is 24%. 

STEP 3: Determin at ion of- the dielectric loss tangent of' BST thin li I in 

To determine the dielectric loss of the thin film, the total attenuation of' the 

CPW must be determined. The total CPW attenuation (a, p,, ) is obtained koni the 

real part of the propagation constant (y =a+ flj) of the CPW by using the'FRI. 
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calibration method. The magnitude of the attenuations at OV ( a,,, (Ov) ) and 30V 

( aIPW(30V) ) are shown in figure 5.30. As it shown, the CPW attenuation is reduced 

when a DC voltage is applied. This implies that the loss tangent of' BST thin film 

decreases by applying a DC electric Field. 

CPW attenuation in (dB,. -"m) after TRL calibration 

200 
E 
co 
a 160 

c 
c 120- 

cu total C PW attenu ation at 30V a, p,, 
a,,,.. 80- -tota I CPW attenuation at OV 

< 
40- 

2468 10 12 14 16 18 20 

Frequency in GHz 

Figure 5.30. - Me CPWattenuution (a, p, ) under Wand30Vor 15K I 4-m 

Once, the CPW attenuation (a, p,, ) is determined, the c1lective dielectric attenuation 

ad) of the thin film can be mathematically obtained by 

ad ý acpw - ac. 15.261 

where a Pw is determined by using TRI, calibration and a, I's the conductor 

attenuation. As mentioned in section 5.1.2, the conductor attenuation is caused by the 

skin eflect where the magnitude of the electric current is stronger at the surl'ace ofthe 

sample than inside ofthe conductor. The reduction in current is described by the term 
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of skin depth. Skin depth is the distance over which the current fialls to 1/,, 
p of' its 

origin. The skin depth of alum in ium is 0.8 pm at 10 GI Iz. 

The conductor loss (a, ) due to skin effect is defined as 17,91: 

8.68R, 1 2a b-a) 
+1 

(ýb ý- 
cc, = 

16ZýK2 2) - ln (- ý2) 1 
(5.25) 

(k)(b2 -a 

la 

A b+a bA b+a 

t 
with a= S12. b= (S + 2W)12 

, 
A= 

41tell and surface resistance (R, = V7, u-7T. 

By substituting a, b, A and R, into this equation, conductor attenuation a, can be 

found. Figure 5.31 shows the calculated metal conductor attenuation (in dB/m) with 

respect to metal thickness between 0 and 20 GHz. 

Mathematically calculated conductor attenuation 
260- 

-Attenuation w ith 80 nm thick metal 240- Attenuation with 140 nm thick metal 
IE1 220 Attenuation with 200 nrn thick metal 

200- Attenuation with 400 nrn thick metal 

180- 
C: 160- 

0 140- 

M 120- 

C: 100 

80 - 
60 - 
40 T --- r--I _v 

0 2468 10 12 14 16 18 20 

Frequency in GHz 

Figure 5.31 Mathematical calculated metal conductor altenuation in dBlm fi-om 

80nm to 400nm 
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As it can be seen, the conductor attenuation (a, ) decreases as the thickness of' the 

conductor increases from 80nm to 400nm. At 16 GlIz, the 140nm thick alunlinium 

metal results in a conductor attenuation (a, ) of l70dB/m or 1.7d[3/cm. With known 

a, pw and calculated conductor attenuation(a, ), the effective dielectric attenuation (in 

dB/m) can be obtained by subtracting a, pwwlth a, 

ad ý acpw - a, (5.26) 

The effective dielectric attenuation ( a,, = acpw - a, ) and the total CPW attenuation 

(a, p, ) of the CPW under OV and 30V bias are shown in figure 5.32. 

A comparison between CPW attenuation (a,,, ) and dielectric attenuation (a, 

at different t-unIn2 volta2e 
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Figure 5.32 Total ClWatienuation (a, p, 
) in dBIm and alicnitation duc to c1fivin't, 

dielectric loss (ad) dBlm 

According to section 5.1.2, the effective dielectric loss tangent tan(S, 11 
) can be 

mathematically determined from the effective dielectric attuniation (a,, ) as: III 
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tan(S��) = 
U(I cl 

- (5.27) 1-89 L IlfýEeff 

By solving this equation, effective dielectric loss tangent of the CPW at 0 and 30V 

can be determined. The results of tan(6, ff 
) are shown in figure 5.33. 

Dielectric loss tangent of BST thin film at 0 and 30V 
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0.18- 

0 16- 

C: 0 14- effective dielectric loss tangent at OV M 
Oý12 -effective dielectric loss tangent at 30V 
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008 

006- 

(1) 0.04 
E 
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000 
2468 10 12 14 16 18 20 

Frequency in GHz 

Figure 5.33 totul qkctive dielectric loss tungent (tan6,1 

With known substrate dielectric constant (E,, ), thin film dielectric constant (ý',. 2) and 

CPW effective dielectric loss tangent (tan6, tr), the dielectric loss tangent of' the 

BST thin films can be determined as: 

tan 
Fefftan6, ff 

(5.29) 
(kr2 )ý 

q2Fr2 

with q2 0.0 1183 and E,, (thin film dielectric constant) obtained from step2. 
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Figure 5.34 gives the dielectric loss tangent of' BST thin films between 2GI lz and 

20GHz under the DC tuning voltages of OV and 30V. As mentioned previously, the 

most accurate calibration results are obtained when the phase shiR of the CPW is 90 

degrees. In this case the phase shiR is 90 degrees when the measured frequency is 

16GHz. The dielectric loss tangent of the BST thin film is reduced korn 0.10 to 0.08 

(at 16.0 GlIz) when a 30V (15kV/cm) DC electric field is applied. 
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Figure 5.34 BST thinfilm loss tangent (tan(5, ) with 30 Vand without qppývinýiý 

voltage 

As mentioned in section 5.12, the error in the measured dielectric constant of' BST is 

determined by comparing the known dielectric constant of' the sapphire with tile 

measured dielectric constant of the sapphire. The error in the IflCaSUred dielectric loss 

of BST thin film can not be estimated by this way, since the dielectric loss of' the 

sapphire (<0.001) is too small to be measured and has been neglected (discussed in 

section 5.1.2). In figure 5.34, the dielectric loss of' the thin film varies between 

15GIlz and 20GHz, a straight forward way to estimate the measurement error is to 
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record the minimum and maximum dielectric loss between 15GHz and 20GHz. The 

estimated error in the dielectric loss is between the measured minimum and 

maximwn dielectric loss. 

Conclusion of the CPW characterization 

The principles of CPW characterization method have been discussed in section 5.1. 

Using this method, the dielectric properties of 13ST thin film were determined from 

the propagation constant of the CPW. The measured dielectric constant of the 

BaO. sSrO. 5TiO3 thin film (210 at 20GHz under OV) is slightly lower than the values 

(225 at 20GHz OV) reported by flang-Ting Lue and Tseung-Yuen TsengIO 1101. Lue 

and Tseng 10 1101 also indicated that the dielectric constant of the BST thin filrn 

decreased from 225 to 211 with an applied DC voltage of 40V (20kV/cm) at 20GHz. 

In other words, a dielectric tunability of 6.2% had been achieved with a tuning field 

of 20kV/cm at 20GHz. This is very close to the measured results in this work where 

the dielectric constant of BST decreased from 2 10 to 195 at 20GHz under a tuning 

field of 15kV/cm, 

However, this tunability is not sufficient for commercial applications. This is the 

result of the small filling factor of q2. A simple way to enhance the tunability is to 

increasing the filling factor by either increasing the fllm thickness or increase the line 

width. However, the reduction of line width will lead to an increase of attenuation 

1101. Thus, there is a trade-off between tunability and loss. On the other hand, the 

measured loss tangent of BST thin film (0.06 at 20GIlz under OV) is very close to 

result (0.05 at OV at 20GHz) reported by Lue's at the same frequency 10 1101. In 

general, the dielectric properties of BST thin film measured by using CPW method 

are accurate and comparable to a similar work given by Lue and his colleagues. 
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5.3 Capacitor method 

A metal insulated metal (MIM) capacitor embedded with high permittivity thin film 

is one of the most extensively used microwave devices for ferroelectric thin films 

characterization 113-161. The structure of this capacitor is shown in figure 4.1. The 

dielectric properties of the thin film are obtained from the measured capacitance (C) 

and quality factors (Q) of this capacitor. As shown in figure 5.35, the intrinsic 

capacitance of the capacitor can be represented by a parallel RC circuit where C is the 

thin film capacitance and R is the equivalent resistance of the capacitor. 

Rp C 

Figure 5.35 Equivalent circuit of a Metal Insulated Metal (MIM) capacitor[ I I. 

The intrinsic capacitance between the bottom and top electrodes is related to the 

dielectric constant of the thin film as: 

Cint ""- 
Aeo£r (5.50) 

where d= Distance between the electrode ,A= Actual capacitor area. -, = dielectric 

constant of the thin film 

On the other hand, the quality factor of the actual capacitor is related to the 

capacitance and resistance of the thin film as 
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27rfCintRp 

where R, = parallel resistance, f= operation frequency and Q= quality factor 

The tunability of the thin film is measured by applying a DC electric field between 

the bottom and top electrode of the capacitor through the VNA's internal DC block. 

V The tuning electric field on the MIM capacitor, defined as E=7 (d is the thickness of 

the thin film and V is the DC applied voltage), is greater than the tuning field that can 

be built up on a CPW due to the CPW's large gap (20pm). With a higher DC electric 

field, the same twable material characterized by the capacitor method shows greater 

dielectric tunability than the CPW based characterization. In section 5.3.3, we will 

present the mathematical method of extracting the intrinsic impedance of the 

capacitor from the measured S-parameters and how to convert the intrinsic 

impedance to the dielectric properties of the thin film. Finally, results from a MIM 

capacitor embedded with BST thin film will be presented in section 5.3.4. 

5.3.1 Capacitor configuration 

Figure 5.36 shows the configuration of a typical MIM capacitor. The capacitor is 

made of three probing pads (in red) and a rectangular shaped capacitor (in blue). The 

three probing pads centre are separated by 100pm. Hence, a Ground Signal Ground 

probe with 100[Lm separation between its probing tips can be attached to the 

capacitor's pads, The top and bottom electrodes of the actual capacitor are connected 

with the signal and ground pads by short transmission lines. Because of the limits 

imposed by the photo resist, the capacitor pattern is made from a very thin layer of 

gold metal (140nm). To compare the measured results, the MIM capacitor with actual 

capacitance area of I 00, umlwas fabricated. 
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Figure 5.36 Configuration oj'a MIM capacitor 

In figure 5.36, the size of the actual capacitor is relatively small compared with the 

pads. Because self-resonance occurs when the wavelength of the signal is close to the 

size of the device, the capacitor with smaller area has a smaller capacitance so that its 

self-resonant frequency is very high. This prevents the appearance of self-resonance 

of MIM capacitor at lower frequency. 

I lowever, using such a small capacitor results in an increase of' Ohmic loss, which 

reduces its overall quality factor. In addition, the parasitic capacitance/resistance from 

the relatively large pads will strongly influence the measured capacitance (intrinsic). 

Hence, the directly measured data from the capacitor arc corrupted and 11 de- 

embedding method is required to remove the unwanted parasitic capacitance and 

resistance from the pads and the short transmission lines that connect the actual 

capacitor. 
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5.3.2 Measurement 

The capacitor was measured using the same equipment that was used to measure the 

CPW transmission lines: (Antritsu ME780813) Vector network analyzer (VNA), RF 

cable and (40A-GSG 100EDP) one RIF probe. Since this capacitor is a one-port 

device, only one GSG RIF probe is needed to measure the device and therel'ore SOLT 

calibration was used. A simple Open-short de-embedding technique has been used to 

obtain the intrinsic device impedance (Zint). This de-embedding "as accomplished 

by measuring two dummy pads, ie Open and Short pads on the same substrate. 

The configurations of the two de-embedding devices are shown in figure 5.37. The 

configurations of the de-embedding pads in figure 5.37 are identical to the measured 

MIM capacitor. However, the open structures lacked the actual capacitor and ]ell the 

pads open. The shorted devices connected the signal pad and ground pad together 

where the actual capacitor is located. 

S'llol lille Open pad 

Conducti)r Ground Ground 
Conductor 

Growid 

pad 
Pad pad pad 

Pad 

II) It Ill 

Figure 5.3 7 COqfiguration qfthe measured de-embedditW circuits: Open andshort 

pads 
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5.3.3 De-embedding 

The equivalent circuits for the DUT and de-embedding pads are shown in figure 5.38. 

The lumped model of the DUT is modified from a two port equivalent circuit of the 

MIM capacitor [171. 

PO, tl Portl Portl 
input zint input input 

ActvA capacitor 
Rs Rs Rs 

ZU. zliffe 

T 

Ls Zop , Cpad Ls ZP , oCpad Z-P 

DUT 

I 

Short 

I 

Opel, 

Figure 5.38 The equivalent lump circuits of the DUT, Short and Open pads 

(reproducedfrom 1171) 

According to this figureR,, L, and C,,,,,, represent the parasitic resistance, inductance 

and capacitance due to the probing pads, respectively. The measured impedance due 

to the probing pads (Open) is represented by a capacitor: 

zol, =1 (5.52) 
UCUCpad) 

The equivalent impedance of the Short pad (Short) is represented by the pad 

capacitance, in parallel with the inductance and resistance of the probing pads. To 

simplify the analysis, the inductance and resistance are represented by a single 

impedance block (Zjj,,, ). 

Zli,,. = R, + jwL, (5.53a) 

Zsh = 
Zopzline 

(5.53b) 
Zop+zune 
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The total impedance of DUT capacitor is modified from the equivalent short circuit 

by adding in an actual impedance blockZi, t. 

Zd. 
t = 

ZOP(Zline+Zint) (5.54) 
Zint+zop+ziine 

I'lie equivalent impedances include: ZDUTý Z, p and 2sh are mathematically obtained 

from the measured scattering parameters (S,, ). 

ZDUT ý-- Zo 
('+Sil(dut)) (5.55) 
(I-Sil(dut)) 

ZOP = Z� (l+Sli(stiert» (5.56) ( 1-Sil(short» 

Zsh ý Zo (I+Stl(OP)) (5.57) 
( I-Sll(op)) 

By substituting the equivalent impedances ZSh $ Zop and ZDuT into equations 5.55b 

and 5.56, we have two solutions (5.56 and 5.57) involving the two unknown 

parameters Zli,, and Zim. 

Zsh = 
zovzline (5.58) 

ZOP+Zline 

zdut = 
Zop(Zline+Zint) (5.59) 
Zop+zint+zline 

Equation 5.60and 5.61 can be rearranged as: 

Zline - 
ZOPZsh (5.60) ': iZop-Zsh) 

Zi. 
t = 

ZllneZDUT-ZlineZop4'ZOPZdut 

(Zop-ZDUT) 

By substituting equation for Z, j,, (5.620 into equation for Zi,, (5.6 1), we have the 

final solution for the capacitor's intrinsic impedance. 
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ýZ,,., 
-( 

Z-gIIL- 
kTz--cp : -Z -: -) -is 

h))ZOP+ZOPZdut Zi. 
t = 

VZOP- 
h)) 

(5.62) (Zop-ZDUT) 

2 
Zi. 

t = 
ZoP(Zsh+Zdut) 

(5.63) (ZOP-ZDUT)(ZOP-7sh) 

At microwave frequencies, the intrinsic impedance Zi,, t of the actual capacitor can be 

represented by a resistor (R, ) in series with the intrinsic capacitor (C, ). The 

equivalent circuit of the actual capacitor is shown in figure 5.39. Thus we have 

Zi,, t = R, + IlUoiC, ) (5.64) 

The resistance (R. ) is caused by the dielectric loss of the thin fihn and the sheet 

resistance of the metal electrode of the MIM capacitor. The capacitance Cs is the 

actual capacitance of the capacitor. 

I F- 
Rs Cs 

Zinc inttin icimpedance 

Figure 5.39 an equivalent lump circuit ofthe intrinsic capacitor 

According to this capacitor model, the intrinsic capacitance of the actual capacitor is 

calculated from the imaginary part of the impedance ( Zi,, t ) by using Cj,, r 

1 
-(7 ,). On the other hand, the quality factor of the capacitor is obtained 70MM"t) 

from the real part of impedance (Zi,, r) by using Qit = Im(Zj,, t)1Re(Zj,, t). The 

dielectric constant of the thin fihns can be determined from the capacitor's intrinsic 

capacitance (Cit) and intrinsic quality factor (Qi,, t) as follows: 
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er = 
ýi-td 

(5.65) Aeo 

where A is the area of the actual capacitor and d is the fihn thickness. 

Because the top and bottom electrodes are so small, it is impossible to measure the 

conductor loss due to the metal electrodes. The dielectric loss tangent can only be 

roughly estimated as tan(. 3,., ) = IlQi. t. 

5.3.4 An example of measuring the dielectric properties of ferroelectric 

BST thin film by the MIM capacitor method. 

The thin film was prepared using the same chemical solution deposition method that 

has been discussed in section 6.1. To avoid damaging the metal electrodes, an 

annealing temperature of (700CO) was used to crystallize the thin film. This was 

lower than the temperature used in CPW method. The thickness of the metal thin film 

is again 140nm. 'fhe characterized results are also provided as a benchmark to be 

compared other materials. 

The reflection coefficients (S,., ) of the devices were measured using the methods 

described in section 5.1.6. A tuning voltage of I OV was applied to the device through 

the VNA's DC block. Since the thickness of the thin film was kept at 180nm, the 

tuning electric field was 556kV/cm. A photograph of the device under measurement 

is shown in figure 5.40. 
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Figure 
. 
5.40 a real photograph through microscope qfthe AIIM capacitor under 

measurement 

Since the directly measured reflection coefficients (S, I) of the device are in fl Lien ced 

by the parasitic capacitance and inductance due to the pads used to connect the BST 

thin film. A de-embedding process (Open and short) was employed to obtain the 

intrinsic characteristic impedance. All calculations include the de-embedding were 

carried out using Agilent's advanced design system 2007 (ADS) software. There are 

three steps to de-embed a MIM capacitor. Step (1): measuring the impedance ol'Open 

and short dummy pads. Step (2): measuring the impedance of'MIM capacitor (DUT) 

and calculating the capacitor's Intrinsic capacitance (Zj,, ). Step (3) converting tile 

intrinsic impedance to the thin film's dielectric properties. 

Step (1) 

The measured reflection coefficients (S I I) firom the Open and Short pads are 

displayed in the Smith charts in figure 5.4 1 (a) and (b). 
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ý111 

Figure 5.41 measured reflection coefficients (S] 1) of the Open (a) and Short pads (b) 

The impedance of Open (Z, P) and short (Zsh)are calculated from the reflection 

coefficient SII according to the following equations. 

Z, p 
=z01+ 

Sl 
1 (short)) (5.56) 

1- Sll(short)) 

Zsh ý Zo (i+Sil(op» (5.57) 
( 1-Sil(op» 

Step (2) 

The measured reflection coefficients (S11) of the measured MIM capacitor (DUT) 

with and without electric tuning field are displayed in the complex plane with 

normalised impedance curves (Smith chart). Figure 5.42 shows the measured 

reflection coefficients (S 11) of the capacitor (DUT) at OV and I OV. 
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-- 
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Reflection coefficient (S 11) uithout applied D-C Voltage Reflection coefficient (S 11) uith 10V 

Figure 5.42 Measured reflection coefficients (SI I) of the MIM capacitor under 0 and 

10 V (55 A Vlcm) 

At lower microwave frequencies (<5GHz) the measured reflection coefficients are 

close to the outmost circle (dj) of the Smith chart and the negative part (lower half) 

of the circle. This indicates that the imaginary part I of the IM(Zdi 0ý 
jwC, 

characteristic impedance due to the capacitance is far greater than the real part 

(Re(Zdut) - Rj This is the indication of a very high quality factor (Qj"t = 

Im(Zj,, )1Re(Zj-, t) ). Hence, this device has shown excellent loss characteristics at 

frequencies lower than 5GHz. When the frequency increases (>5GHz), the measured 

data moves closer to the centre of the circle (d, ), indicating an increase of the 

characteristic loss in the device (DUT). 

(1+Sil(dut)) From the equation Z,,, t = Zý 
( 1-Sil(dut)) , the impedance of the MIM capacitor can 

be obtained from the measured reflection coefficients (S] 1). Once, the characteristic 

impedance of Open, short and DUT capacitor are obtained, the intrinsic impedances 

of the capacitor can be determined from equation 5.62. 
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Zi,, 
t 

ZSI(Zdut-Zs1t) 
- (5.62) 

(ZOP-Zdut)( ZOP-Zsh) 

(a) Intrinsic impedance ofBST capacitor (Ov) (b) Intrinsic impedance ofBST capacitor (10V) 

05 

-40 

ll 
1-1 

, 
-Rllz. � 

ýý -61 

-80 

1 

100 .... F.... 
310' 

' '3 15410 120 
10 15 20 

freq, GHz 

P 

05 10 15 20 25 30 35 

freq, GHz 

Figure 5.43 mathematically determined intrinsic impedances (Zi,,, ) of the capacitor at OV 

(a) and 10 V (b). 

The obtained intrinsic impedances for the capacitor voltages of OV and 10 V are 

shown in figure 5.43(a) and (b). At lower frequencies (<3GHz), the real part (red line) 

of the intrinsic impedance is negative. This is caused by either the errors in de- 

embedding process or interference. Because the small size (100mm') of the MIM 

capacitor leads to a smaller capacitance, the intrinsic impedance of the capacitor 

(Zi, t = Ri, t +1) is almost infinitely large at lower GHz and so it behaves like 
j-Ci"t 

an open circuit. 

In future work, a larger MIM capacitor with higher capacitance will be employed to 

characterize the dielectric properties of the thin film. The measured results can be 

strongly affected by the errors from de-embedding process and interference. Once the 

frequency increases to 5GHz or above, the experimentally determined real part of the 

intrinsic impedance remained constant around 1M. In contrast, the imaginary part of 

intrinsic impedance increases from -120Q (5GHz) to - 200 (40GHz). 
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Step (3) 

The intrinsic impedance (Zi,, ) of the MIM capacitor can be roughly represented as a 

1 capacitor connected in series with a resistor as: Zj, = R, + 
jCOCS . 

Hence, the 

capacitance and quality factor of the actual capacitor can be determined from the 

following equations: 

Quality factor - 
IM(Zdut) 

Capacitance - -1 
Re(Zdut) 2-7r*f- 7n(Zdut) 

By substituting the real and imaginary part of the intrinsic impedance into these 

equations, the quality factor and capacitance of the actual capacitor can be obtained. 

Figure 5.44 (a) (b) (c) and (d) shows the obtained quality factor Qi,,, 
, and 

capacitance Ci,,, for the actual capacitor with (IOV) and without the applied DC 

voltage. 

quality factor (01.0 
30- 

20-: 

10- 
II 

.... 1--TrýrT.... 1, '''1 .... V- I (a) 0510 is 20 25 310 35 40 

freq GHz 

3 2E-13- 

3 OE-1 3-' 
Capacitance (0%0 

2,8E-13- 

2.6E-13- 

2.4E-1 3-- 

2 2E-11 

2. OE-1 3 

1.8E 131 
............... I 

(b) 05 10 Is 20 25 30 35 40 

fren (-+z 

quality factor (IOV) 
30-m 

20 

10 

, .... ... , 
0 

(c) 
25 ý10 35 51 10 15 210 

-, 
H! 

3 OE-1 3 

Capacitance (I OV) 

2.5E-l 3 

2, OE-1 3- 

I 5E-13 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 

(d) 
- , 0, 

Quality factor and capacitance (in F) of the Quality factor and capacitance (in F) of the 
actual capacitor at Ov actual capacitor at I OV 

Figure 5.44 (a) and (c) qualityjactors of the MIM capacitor under 0 and /OV 

(556kVlcm), - (b) and(d) De-embedded capacitance at OVand IOV (556kf"lcm). 
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In figure 5.44 (a) and (c), the quality factors of the capacitor are unrealistic below 

7GHz. This is caused by the same reason that is described early in step (2) where the 

size of MIM capacitor is too small so that its impedance (I) is infinitely large at jwci. t 

lower G14z. Therefore, the measured capacitor behaves like an open circuit. A small 

measurement error can affect the measured results significantly. Hence, the measured 

results below 7GHz are corrupted. Once the frequency increases to I OG Hz or above, 

the values of the quality factors gradually decreases as a function of frequency. In 

contrast with the quality factors, the measured capacitances are independent of the 

frequency. According to figure 5.44, the quality factor and capacitance of the actual 

capacitor are 15 and 0.23pF at IOGHz when the applying DC voltage is not present. 

With an applied DC voltage of IOV or 556KV/cm, the capacitor's quality factor 

increases to 17 and its capacitance drops to 0.20 pF at I OGHz. 

The thin film's dielectric constant is mathematically related to the intrinsic 

capacitance as: E, =ý-" 
d 

where A is the capacitor's actual area, d is the film 
AEý 

thickness and Ci,, is the calculated intrinsic capacitance. The dielectric constants of 

the thin film at OV and I OV calculated in this way are shown in figure 5.45(a) and (b). 

2 
0 Q 

41 

0 

41 
41 

I 

Figure 5.45 dielectric constant of the BSTthinfilm under (a) OVand(h) /OV 
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According to the above figure, the dielectric constants of the obtained BST thin film 

are 257 (OV) and 220 (IOV) respectively at IOGHz. (Deleted because there is no 

proof for it) In other words, a dielectric tunability of 14% has been achieved with an 

applied DC voltage of IOV at 10GHz. Here the tunability is defined as 

(Tunability = E, (OV)-Er(IOV) 
,, (OV) 

To demonstrate the dielectric turiability of the thin film, figure 5.46 shows the 

variations of dielectric constant and tunability with respect to different DC tuning 

voltages (OV, 3V 5V, 8V and I OV). As mentioned in section 4.2, the misalignment of 

the photmask could result in a reduction of capacitor size from 100umto 70um'(a 

30% reduction of capacitor size). According to equation 5.65, a decrease in capacitor 

size (A) by 30% could also lead to an overestimation of the dielectric constant of BST 

thin film by 30%. In figure 5.46, several error bars have been employed to indicate 

the maximum possible errors (30%) in the measured dielectric constants at different 

DC voltages. 

Dielectric constant versus DC voltages 
300 

280 

260 

240 m 
0 a 220 

200 

ID 
180 

0) 
j5 160 

140 

120 

100 

error bar 

02468 10 

DC voltage 

Figure 5.46. - Dielectric tunability (in percentage) versus applied voltagefrom 0 to 

lov 
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At lower frequencies, the thin film's dielectric loss tangent can be roughly estimated 

as: tan(5, =1 lQi,,,. Figure 5.47 shows the estimated loss tangent of the thin film 

versus frequency. From this figure, the estimated dielectric loss tangents are 0.075 

(OV) and 0.06 (IOV) at 10 GHz. At frequencies below 4 GHz, the loss tangent is 

unrealistically low (less than 0). This is caused by the errors of measurement at lower 

GHz frequency due to the small size of the capacitor. 

Estimated BST thin film loss tans(ent 

U, 
U, 
0 0 

Figure 5.4 7 Estimated dielectric loss tangent of BST thinfilm 

5.3.5 Conclusion of the capacitor method 

In section 5.3, the process of capacitor characterization method has been discussed. 

An example of BST thin film characterized by this method is also presented. The 

measured dielectric constant and loss tangent of the BST thin film are 256 (OV) and 

0.075 (OV) at IOGHz. The measured results are comparable to the values (260 and 

0.07 at IOGHz underOV) given by a similar report which focused on multilayer BST 

thin film 1181. The relatively low quality factor (15 at IOGHz) of the actual capacitor 

is caused by the Ohmic loss due to the thickness of metal electrodes. The obtained 

dielectric tunability (14%) is not good. This may be caused by two reasons, One: 

relatively lower annealing temperature at 700' and very short annealing period of' 

just 10min, Two: film thickness smaller than 180nm which was shown to resulted in 

a reduction of tunabilities 1191. In general, the measured results are in agreement with 
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the previous work. To enhance the capacitance tunability, the thickness of the 

measured thin films were increased to 300 mn in chapter 8. 

5.4 Conclusion of the work 

In this work, two different methods (MIM capacitor and CPW) were selected to 

characterize the dielectric constant and dielectric loss of the thin films. In CPW 

method, the measured dielectric constant and dielectric loss are very similar to the 

previous report given by Luc and Tsceng [10]. The accuracy of the measurement 

depends only on the phase shift. The most accurate measurement results occurred at 

900 phase shift or (2n x 360' + 901). Therefore, the CPW method is suited for the 

measurement of high GfIz dielectric properties of thin film. The main drawback of 

the CPW method is that the tuning electric field is limited by the gap of the CPW. 

In the present experiment, the maximum DC tuning voltage is limited to 30V and the 

gap of the CPW is 20um, the maximum allowed tuning electric field is only I 5kV/cM 

which induced a very small dielectric tunability in the BST thin film. (deleted 

because the dielectric properties of the thin fibn has been successfUlly characterized). 

'Ibis problem can be solved by using capacitor method since a very large tuning 

electric field can be built within an MIM capacitor. For an 180nin thick thin film and 

IOV DC voltage, the maximum timing field is 556kV/cm. The DST dielectric 

constant measured using the capacitor method is slightly higher than the value 

reported by the CPW method. According to the measured results, the dielectric loss 

of DST thin film almost increases linearly as the frequency goes up. This is an 
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overestimation of dielectric loss due to the overestimation of overall capacitor 

microwave loss. The overestimated microwave loss is attributed to the thin metal 

electrodes of MIM capacitor which induced large Ohmic loss. 

Another reason for the overestimation of dielectric loss is MIM capacitor's 

"equivalent circuit model". This model is an arbitrary mathematical model which is 

only reliable at low frequency measurement (several GHz). The errors of the model 

accumulated as the frequency goes higher. Therefore, capacitor characterization 

method should only be applied to measure the properties of BST thin film at lower 

GHz frequency. Both CPW and capacitor methods have their advantages and 

disadvantages. The choice of using which characterization method depends on the 

specification and requirement of the work. In this case, BST thin films were 

measured using CPW method, because it shows high dielectric tunability which can 

be tuned by applying a relatively low DC electric field. In contrast, pyrochlore BZN 

thin films were characterized using both CPW and MIM capacitor methods, since its 

dielectric tunability is lower than the BST thin film. Tle measured dielectric results 

are presented in chapter 6 and 7. 
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Chapter 6: Improvement of the dielectric 

properties of the BST thin film 

As mentioned in section 2.2.6, the dielectric loss of the BST thin film is too high to 

be used to implementing the tunable microwave devices. Therefore, BST thin films 

with composition of Bao. 5Sro. sTij. 003 were doped with different concentrations of 

Li and Co ions were deposited onto sapphire substrates. The effects of ion doping on 

BST materials are studied as a function of ion doping concentrations, 'Me 

microstructure and crystal structures of the crystal thin films are studied by a range of 

different modem characterization instruments such as XRD, SEM, AFM, XPS and 

EDX. Furthermore, the dielectric properties of crystallized thin films are measured at 

microwave frequencies using a vector network analyzer (VNA). 

As mentioned in chapters 3 and 4, the yield of the device fabrication process and the 

thin film synthesis is too low. Therefore, only one sample for each doping 

concentration has been characterized. The experimental procedure and characterized 

results of Co and Li doped BST thin films are given in sections 6.1 and 6.2. 

6.1: Co doped DST thin films 

6.1.1 Introduction 

To study the effect of Co doping, Bao. sSro, s Tij. () 03 thin films doped with 0 mol%, 

0.25 mol%, 0.5 mol% and 1.0 mol% of Co ions (BSTCO, BSTCI, BSTC2, BSTC5) 

were deposited on to a sapphire substrate by spin coating. The starting compounds for 

preparing the as-deposited precursor were barium acetate, strontium acetate, titanium 

isopropoxide and cobalt acetate. The organic compounds were dissolved into a mixed 

organic solvent of acetic acid and acetyle-acetate to form the organic solution. These 
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precursors were coated onto the sapphire substrates by a spin coating process and 

crystallized by a 800COannealing process. The details of the deposition procedures 

are presented in chapter 3. 

The element compositions of the doped BST thin films were analyzed by the EDX 

technique. Once the compositions of the thin films were confirmed, the sample's 

crystal structures could be studied by the XRD technique using a Siemens D500 X- 

ray diffractometer with a Cu4 radiation source, which has a wavelength of 1.5402A. 

A Philips XL30 ESEM was utilized to investigate the microstructure of the thin film. 

The surface roughness of the thin film was obtained by using the Atomic Force 

Microscopic (AFM) technique. 

The dielectric properties of the doped thin films were measured by using CPW 

methods (discussed in chapter 5). A TRL calibration process was used to remove the 

measurement errors caused by the RF probing pads. To achieve higher dielectric 

tunabilities, the thickness of the thin films was increased to nearly 300 nm and the 

gap of the CPW was reduced to 10um. The maximum tuning voltage was limited to 

30V because of the VNA's internal DC block. As a result, the maximum tuning 

electric field was 30kV/cm. 

6.1.2 Composition analysis 

EDXanalysis 

In this work, two sample films (BSTCI and BSTC5) were analyzed using the EDX 

technique. Figure 6.1 shows the detected EDX pattern of the BSTC5 thin film 

between OkeV and 7keV. 
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Figure 6 1. - EDXpattern of BST thinfilm with 5mol% oj'Co 

According to this pattern, the detected peaks of 3.9KeV, 4.4KeV, 4.8KeV, 5.2KeV, 

1.5KeV, l. 8KeV and OAKeV, 4.5eV, 4.9KeVcorrespond to the Ba, Sr and Ti atoms 

in the BST thin film. Two weaker peaks are also detected at 6.9KeV and 0.75KeV, 

which indicate the existence of the doped Co atom. Since the EDX system was 

embedded into the Philips XL30 ESEM, a thin layer of Pt was also coated onto the 

sample surface to avoid the effect of electron charging. Thus, the detected peak at 

1.5KeV also indicates the presence of Pt metal. The EDX technique can also be used 

to quantify the material's composition. Because two sample films (BSTCI and 

BSTC5) were analyzed using EDX and therefore, an averaged results of the thin films' 

composition can be obtained. The quantified results of the Co doped BST thin film 

are given in table 6.1. 
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(a) 
Element App 

Conc. 
Intensity 
Corm. 

Weight 
% 

Weight% 
Sigma 

AtomiC% 

0K 15.34 0.7021 40.12 IA2 79.29 
Ti K 6.75 0.8980 13.80 0.68 9.11 
CoTi 0.25 0.8942 0.51 0.35 0.28 
Sr L 5.48 0.7651 13.16 0.77 4.75 
Ba L 9.15 0.8634 19.46 1.19 4.49 
Pt M 4.79 0.6800 12.95 1.04 2.10 
Total 100.0 

(b) 
Element App 

Conc. 
Intensity 
Corrn. 

Weight 
% 

Weight% 
Sigma 

Atomic% 

0K 1734 0.7448 46.55 1.46 83.40 
Ti K 5.17 0.8826 11.70 0-66 7.00 
CoTi 0.03 0.8832 0.06 0.36 0.03 
Sr L 5.40 0.7800 13.84 0.79 4.53 
Ba L 6.47 0.8485 15.24 1-20 3.18 
Pt M 4.29 0.6811 12.60 1.08 1.85 
Total 100.0 

Table 6.1 the quantified results of EDX analysis of (a) BSTCS and (b) BSTCl- 

According to these tables, the average atomic ratio between Ba, Sr and Ti atoms are 1: 

1.2: 2.0. The measured ratio is different to the desired atomic ratio (1: 1: 2) and the 

measured Co concentration is also smaller than the desired concentration of Smol% in 

BSTC5.11iis is because the large penetration depth of X-ray beam (10M) compared 

to the thickness of BST thin film which is only 300nm. The quantified results of the 

EDX analysis contain large errors. Therefore, this technique only provided a rough 

measurement of the composition of the material. 

It is also shown that both samples have unexpectedly high concentrations of oxygen 

(79.29% and 83.40%) for BSTCI and BSTC5. This is caused by the sapphire 

substrate (A1203 ) which contains large amount of oxygen atoms. Despite the 

problems, the results given by the EDX analysis have confirtned that the thin film 

contains the desired Ba, Sr and Ti ions. Meanwhile, a small percentage of Co ions 

have been doped into the thin film. 
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6.1.3 Crystal structure analysis 
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Figure 6 2: X-ray diffraction pattern of BSTCO, BSTCI, BSTC2 and BSTCJ 

The XRD patterns of BaO. 5SrO. rTIj.. 003 thin films doped with 0 mol%, 0.25 mol%, 

0.5 mol%, 1.0 mol% of Co ions are shown in figure 6.2. The crystal orientations of 

the BST diffraction peaks are also illustrated in this figure. According to the JCPDS 

file (No: 00-039-1395), all of the BST thin films in figure 6.2 exhibits perovskite 

structure. 

In the following sections, these samples will be referred to as BSTCO, BSTCI, 

BSTC2 and BSTC5. The thin films with 0.5 mol% (BSTC2) and 1.0 mol% (BSTC5) 

show a pure single cubic phase perovskite structure. However, both the undoped and 

0.25 mol% Co doped BST films show a very weak secondary peak near 29". The 

secondary phase is caused by the sample holder inside the XRD which contains 

Ca2 C03, 
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The intensities of the main (110) diffraction peaks vary slightly depending on the 

concentrations of Co in the BST films. The crystal orientation of the thin Films was 

studied by using the orientation parameter allo . 
The crystal (I 10)-orientation 

parameterallo, was calculated from the heights of the (200), (110), and (I 11) 

diffraction peaks. Figure 6.3 shows the diffraction intensities of the three peaks. 

X-ray diffraction intensity 
800- 

700- 

600- 

500- 

400- (110) (200) 
79; 300- BSTC5 

200- BSTC2 147 55 39 

100- 

ý_j 

I 
ýj 

39 33 
BSTC I 

0- BSTCO 

32 36 40 44 1 418 . 52 ' 5ý 6'0 

X-ray dtffraction (2-theta) 

Figure 6 3: a comparison ofdiffraction peaks (110,111 and 200) intensities 

The mathematical equation to obtain the orientation parameter is expressed as: 

allo ý 
1110 11,21. For samples such as BSTCO, BSTCI, BSTC2 and (1110 +1200 +1111) 

BSTC5, the obtained al,, are 0.671,0.674,0.654 and 0.646 respectively. The results 

indicate that the crystallization and growth orientation of the thin films are not 

significantly influenced by the Co doping. 

As mentioned in section 3.5.1, the grain size of the material can be calculated from 

the full width half maximum (FWHM) of the cliflýaction peaks using "Scheerer" 

equation. In this work, the FWHM were obtained from the (110) main diffraction 

peak of each thin film shown in figure 6.4. The measured FWHM wereO. 381', 
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0.3841,0.436'and 0.4340 for BSTCO, BSTCl, BSTC2 and BSTC5 respectively. 

The mathematically calculated grain size were 37.2nm, 36.7nm, 29.8nm and 30. Onm 

for BSTCO, BSTC 1, BSTC2 and BSTC5, respectively. The results indicate a decrease 

of grain size as Co concentration moved up from 0 mol% to 1.0 mol%. 
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The main (110) X-ray diffraction peak 
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' 
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X-ray diffraction in (2-theta) 

Figure 64 main diffraction peaks (I 10) 

340 

According to figure 6.4, the positions of (I 10) peaks depend on the Co concentrations 

in BST thin films. The in-plane (a) lattice parameters were calculated from the 

position of the main (110) diffraction peaks by using the "Bragg" equation. The in- 

plane lattice parameters are shown in figure 6.5 with respect to Co concentrations. 
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In-plane (110) lattice parameters of Co doped BST thin films 
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Figure 6.5 in-plane lattice parameters of BST thin films with respect to the 

concentrations of Co ions 

As is shown, the in-plane lattice parameter measured from the main diffraction peak 

(110) changes slightly between 3.942 A and 3.949 A. The variation in the lattice 

parameters of BST thin films due to Co doping is small. This indicates that the 

Co" ion had substituted into the B site (Ti4+) of the A B03 structure, because the 

radius of Co 3+ (0.68A) ion is very close to TO+ (0-63A) ion. Therelbre, the 

substitution OfCO3+ ion in BST crystal does not result in a significant change in the 

lattice parameter of the crystal. 

6.1.4 Microstructure and surface morphology 

The microstructure, such as grain size and surface roughness, is the key fiactor that 

determines the dielectric properties of BST thin films. The SEM images of BSTCO, 

BSTC 1, BSTC2 and BSTC5 are shown in Figures 6.6 (a), (b), (c) and (d) respectively 
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Figure 66 (a) (b) (c) and (d). - SEAI images oj'BSTCO, BSTCI, BSTC2 and BSTC5. 

According to the images above, both the doped and un-doped BST thin films contain 

smooth, dense and well crystallized microstructures. No major voids or defects were 

observed on the thin films' surfaces. Figure 6.6 also shows that the films were 

composed of granular grains randomly distributed. Some of the large grains 

appearing on the thin films were actually clusters of small particles due to the high 

annealing process. The same effects were also reported in 2007 131. In general, the 

grain sizes for all BST thin films were nearly the same despite the Co doping. 

6.1.5 Dielectric properties of Co doped BST thin films 

The dielectric properties of BSTCO, BSTC 1, BSTC2 and BSTC5 were characterized 

using the CPW method (chapter 5). To avoid the calibration errors, the thin films were 

usually measured when the CPW phase shift was between 20 and 160 degrees. Hence 
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the measured dielectric results below 4GHz are not shown in the figure. In this work, 

the dielectric properties of the thin film were measured from a 1500ýtm CPW with 

I Ourn gap and a track width of 20[tm. 

Measurement of dielectric constant 
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Figure 6 7. - the dielectric constant of doped and undoped BST thin films between 4 

and 13 GHz 

Figure 6.7 shows the dielectric constants of BSTCO, BSTC 1, BSTC2 and BSTC5 thin 

films between 4GHz and 13GHz under a tuning voltage of OV or 30V (30kV/cm). In 

general, the dielectric constants of all doped thin films were lower than for the 

undoped BST. According to this figure, the dielectric constants of all thin films 

decreased as the frequency increased, until lOGHz where the phase shift of the CPW 

was near to 90 degrees. The variations of measured dielectric constants below 10 G1 Iz 

(<90 degrees) could be caused by the errors from TRL calibration or the natural 

dielectric relaxation 141. The thin films' dielectric constant and tunability were only 

compared when the CPW phase shift reached 90 degrees at 12GF]z. 
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(a) 
Dielectric constants (12GHz) at OV and 30V venus Co concentration 
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Figure 68 (a) Tunabilities of the thin films versus Co concentrations (b) dielectric 

constants of the BST thinfilms versus Co doping concentrations 

Figure 6.8 (a) and (b) show the measured dielectric constants are 415 (OV) 343 (30V); 

251 (OV) 227 (30V); 183 (OV) 160 (30V); and 212 (OV) 206 (30V) for BSTCO, 

BSTC 1, BSTC2 and BSTC5, respectively. As mentioned in section 5.2, the measured 

dielectric constants of the thin films contain a maximum error of 24%. 

In general, the doped DST films have lower dielectric constants than the undoped 

films. However, the dielectric constant does not decrease any ftirther by doping with 

a higher concentration of Co. The thin film BSTC5 with lmol% Co actually has a 

higher dielectric constant than the 0.5 mot% Co doped DST. In this work, the 
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: 
Er(oV)-cr(30V)' 

dielectric tunabilites are defined as Er(OV) By applying the measured dielectric 

constant into this equation, the obtained dielectric tunabilites for BSTCO, BSTCl, 

BSTC2 and BSTC5 were 16.5%, 9.2%, 12.3% and 3.8% respectively. 

Similar to the measured dielectric constant, the tunability also decreased as the 

concentration of Co increased. The decreases in tunability and dielectric constant are 

caused by (a): the reduction of grain size due to Co doping which leads to a smaller 

polarization in BST thin film [5]. (b). the substitution of Co ion in the B site of the 

BST crystal breaks the Ti-O chain which lowers the Curie temperature 161. BST 

material with a lower curie temperature has smaller dielectric constant and tunability. 

Similar result has already been reported by previous works who studied the low 

frequency response of Co doped BST thin films [7,81. 

Measurement of dielectric loss 

The dielectric loss of BSTCO, BSTCl, BSTC2 and BSTC5 thin films between 4GfIz 

and 14GHz are shown in figures 6.9(a). As can be seen, Co doped BST films have a 

significantly lower dielectric loss than the undoped BST material, The dielectric 

losses of the thin films measured at 12GHz (CPW phase shift is 90 degrees) are given 

in figure 7.9(b) for comparison. 
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(a) Dielectric loss of the thin films versus frequency 
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Figure 69 (a) tunabilities of the thin films versus Co concentrations (b) dielectric 

loss of the BST thinfilms (I 2GHz) versus Co doping concentrations (c) the error hars 
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According to Figure 6-9(b), the dielectric losses were 0.176 (OV) 0.157 (30V), 0.054 

(OV) 0.048 (30V), 0.0433 (OV) 0.038 (30V) and 0.069 (OV) 0.07 (30V) for BSTCO, 

BSTCl, BSTC2 and BSTC5 respectively. Clearly, a dramatic reduction of dielectric 

loss has been achieved by doping Co ion in the BST thin films. The lowest dielectric 

loss of 0.38 (30V) was found in BSTC2. Although the dielectric loss increased 

slightly when Co doping was increased to I mol%, it was still lower than for the 

undoped BST. 

Meanwhile, the variations in the measured dielectric loss of the thin films are 

relatively small between 7GIIz and 14GHz. This indicates a good TRL calibration. 

As mentioned in section 5.1.2, the measurement error is estimated by recording the 

minimurri and maximum dielectric loss. The recorded minimum and maximum 

dielectric loss of the Co doped DST thin films between 7GHz (OV) and 14GHz (OV) 

are compared in figure 6.9 (c). An error bar has been used to indicate the error in the 

measured dielectric loss for each Co doped DST thin film. 

Figure of Merit 

An easier way to analyze the dielectric properties of thin film is to use the figure of 

merit (FOM). FOM is defined as FOM = 
(Dielectric tunability in %) 

where the 
Dietectric ioss at ov 

tunability and dielectric loss are obtained from figures 6.9(a) and 6.9(b). The FOM of 

all thin films are compared in the following figure (6.10). 
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Figure of merit (FoM) versus Co concentration 
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Figure 6 10: figure of merit (FoM) for thinfilms with different Co concentrations. 

As can be seen, BSTC2 with 0.5mol% Co has the highest value of FOM = 3.3, which 

is three times higher than for the undoped BST. However, the smallest FoM was 

observed whenl. Omol% of Co was doped into BST film. The decrease in FoM is 

mainly caused by the dramatic reduction in tunability. Because the small tuning 

electric field of just 30kV/cm resulted in lower tunability, the obtained FoM values 

were relatively small. 

Measurement of leakage current 

The leakage current of the thin fihns (BSTCO, BSTCI, BSTC2 and BSTC5) was 

measured as a function of DC voltages range from 0 to 30V (30kV/cm) with a step 

size of 2V (2kV/cm). The leakage current measured from the doped BST thin films is 

given in figure 6,11 which compares the leakage current of the doped BST thin films 

only. 
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(a) Leakage current (Amp) versus tuning DC voltages 
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At the maximum tuning electric field of 30V, the leakage currents fior BSTCO, 

BSTCI, BSTC2 and BSTC5 were 0.91pA, 7.2nA, 6. InA and 5.5nA respectively. In 

general, the measured leakage current lor the Co doped BST filin was much smaller 

than fbr the undoped film. 
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6.1.6 Results and discussion 

In this work, Bao. sSro, jij. 003 thin films doped with 0.25mol%, O. 5mol% and 

I. Omol% of Co ions have been fabricated to investigate the effect of acceptor Co 

doping. The XRD pattern of BST thin films showed that all BST thin films contain 

cubic phase perovskite structures. The crystal orientation was calculated from the 

relative height of (110), (200) and (111) peaks. The results suggest that the 

orientation parameter of (110) peak only slightly changed in the presence of Co 

doping. The in-plane lattice parameters of the thin films were calculated from the 

positions of (110) peak using the "Bragg" equation. The change in the lattice 

parameters of the BST thin films due to Co doping is very small, because the radius 

of Co ion (0.68A) is very close to the radius of the substituted Ti*+ion. Meanwhile, 

the measured FWMý4 of the main (110) diffraction peak implies a decrease of grain 

size as the Co concentration is increased. The microstructures of the thin films 

studied by the SEM technique show all DST thin filins are well crystallized and 

composed of dense grains. 

A summary of dielectric properties of various Codoped BST 

Sample Dielectric Dielectric Dielectric Dielectric Dielectrk Leak3g* Figure 
names constant constant tunabditv loss LAM current of 

(07. ) (301) 10% (OV) (30%) InAinp "%I. Prit 

BSTCO 415 343 16.5% 0.176 0.157 9.1e-7 1.1 

BSTCI 251 227 9.2% 0.054 0.04S 7.2e-9 1.6 

BSTC2 183 160 12.3614 0.043 0.038 5.5c-9 3.3 

BSTC5 212 206 3.944 0.069 0.07 6.1 e-9 0.75 

Table 62 a summary ofdielectric properties ofBSTihinfilm with different Co 

concentrations 
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The measured dielectric properties are given in table 6.2. According to this table, the 

dielectric constants and tunabilites of all Co doped BST films have decreased, while 

the loss tangents and leakage currents are lower. The reduction of tunability and 

dielectric constants can be attributed to two reasons. One: the acceptor ion (Co) 

which occupies the B site of the AB03 breaks the Ti-O chain and so lowers the Curie 

temperature. This results in a reduction of dielectric constant and tunability of BST 

thin film. Two: the decrease of the grain size in Co doped BST thin films results in 

smaller polarization and so lowers the dielectric tunability 191. 

The reduction of dielectric loss in Co doped BST thin films is also attributed to the 

substitution of B site ion in BST's AB03. As mentioned in section 7.2, it is widely 

known that the doped Co ions would reduce the concentration of free electrons which 

can hop between the Ti"ions of the BST crystal and so provide a loss mechanism for 

BST thin film [8]. Table 6.2 also points out that Co doped thin films have much lower 

leakage current than the undoped thin film. The reduction of leakage current can be 

explained by the theory reported by Wencheng Hu and Chuanren Yang I 101. They 

suggested that a dopant ion occupying either A or B site in BST's perovskite AB03 

structure could suppress the donor action of the oxygen vacancy, which reduces the 

charge carrier density (electron) 110]. The reduction of charge carry (electrons) 

prevents the current passing through the material and so lowers the leakage current. 

On the other hand, the grain boundary also prevents the charge carries passing 

through the films 1101. In this case, the decrease of grain size due to Co doping results 

in an increase of grain boundary area and so lowers the concentration of charge 

carriers. 

Based on the measured results, the overall performance of BaO, SSrO. STij. ()03thin films 

can be improved slightly by doping with Co (0.25 mol% and 0.5mol%). However, the 

improvement in overall performance (FoM) is at the cost of dielectric constant and 

timability. This makes Co doped BST thin films unsuitable for the tunable microwave 
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devices. Furthermore, the dielectric loss of Co doped BST is still higher than the 

desired dielectric loss (tan82< 0.01). Therefore Co doped BST materials do not fully 

satisfy the desired parameters of a tunable thin film. However, it is a step forward in 

the direction of developing low loss tunable material. 

6.2: Li doped BST thin films 

6.2.1 Introduction 

Bao.. sSro. sTij. 003 thin films doped with 0 mol'/o, I mol%, 2 mol% and 4 mol% 

(BSTLO, BSTLI, BSTL2, BSTL4) of Li ions were deposited on a (0001) sapphire 

substrate by spin coating. The procedure of fabricating Li doped BST thin films was 

identical to the process used in making Co doped BST films. Instead of using cobalt 

acetate, lithium acetate was used as the starting compound to prepare the as-deposit 

precursor. The thickness of the crystallized thin filin (300mn) was the same as Co 

doped BST film. 

The composition and crystal structure of the thin films was analyzed by EDX, XPS 

and XRD techniques. An XL30 ESEM was employed to study the microstructure of 

the thin films. The dielectric properties of the doped thin films were measured using 

CPW, and the TRL calibration method was employed to reduce the errors caused by 

RIF probes and CPW pads. Because of calibration errors at lower frequencies, the 

measured results below 3 Gliz are not shown in this work. The tuning voltage was 

provided by a "Keithley" voltage source with a maximum tuning voltage of 30V or 

30kV/cm. 
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6.22 Composition analysis 

EDX results 

The composition of Li doped BST thin films were analyzed by EDX. In the present 

work, two of the Li doped BST films (BSTLO and BSTL4) were characterized using 

EDX technique. The obtained EDX pattern (BSTI-4) is shown in figure 6.12. The 

large peak at 1.6 keV indicates the existence of Pt metal, which was coated onto the 

surface of the sample to prevent charging effects. The diff-raction peaks at 3.9keV, 

4.4keV, 4.8keV, 5.2keV; 1.5keV, 1.8keV and 0.4keV, 4.5keV, 4.9keVcorrespond to 

Ba, Sr and Ti atoms in the BST thin film. Because the lithium atom has a very low 

energy peak < 0.2keV (below the lower limit of the equipment), the corresponding 

peaks cannot be observed in this figure. A very large diffraction peak at IAKeV 

corresponds to aluminium metal which is used to fabricate the metal electrode of the 

CPW. An unexpected carbon peak (0.3KeV) was also observed. The existence of 

carbon atoms may be attributed to sample contamination. 

Figure 612 EDXpattern ofsample BSTL4 
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EDX analysis can also provide the quantified results of the composition. Table 6.3 (a) 

and (b) list the quantified compositions of BSTLO and BSTL4 thin films. 

(a) Element App Intensity weýýfi weýrht% Atom 
CDnr- rýMqL S-gina 

0K 59.53 43.7450 5CL7S mat SLOL 
TIK M90 OLS303 IL43 0.29 6.20 
ACL 2Z. 43 0.760S LIM M40 5. S3 
A4 L 20-44 0-94EC 13.35 M34 2.89 

Tow, =OD 

(b) 
EWT*M App intens4 Wetht% Wei. &ht% AtoMiC% 

corr- Qxm stma 

0K 4,99 0.8548 59.47 3. CZ MM 
T1 K M50 CLS473 196 L04 Z. Z3 
If L 0.43 417470 5.39 L27 L23 
)$a L M89 O. B141 ILD9 2-09 1-48 

Totah 100.00 

Tahle 6.3 quantified composition results of (a) BSTLO and (b) BSTL4 

The composition ratio between Ba, Sr and Ti are 1.48: 1.23: 2.28 and 2.89: 5.53: 6.20 

for BSTLO and BSTL4, respectively. The average composition ratio between Ba, Sr 

and Ti is 1: 1.55: 1.9. Since the peak corresponding to lithium atoms could not be 

observed, quantified results for lithium are not given. The substrate of the thin film is 

sapphire (A1203) which contains a large amount of oxygen atoms. Therefore, very 

high percentages (68.16% and 82.0 1 %) of oxygen atoms were detected in both of the 

samples. The measured composition ratio (1: 1.55: 1.9) of DST thin film is very 

different from the desired composition (1. -1: 2) of BST thin film. This is because the 

penetration depth (IOgm) of the X-ray beam is much deeper than the thickness of the 

thin Film (300run). To overcome this problem, BSTL4 was characterized using the 

XPS technique which provides the composition analysis of the BST thin film. 
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XPS results 

The elementary composition of the BST thin film was also investigated by using the 

XPS technique. In this case, a XPS (VG Scientific, ESCALAB MARK 2) with a 

MgK,, radiation source of kinetic energy hv - 1253.6 eV was employed to analyze the 

composition of the film. As mentioned in chapter 3, the XPS analysis is strongly 

affected by its sensitivity, chamber, sample cleanness and etc. In this case, the film 

was measured twice by the same XPS so that averaged results of the film composition 

could be obtained. Figures 6.13(a) and (b) show the scanned XPS spectrums (between 

OeV and 1250eV) and the composition ratios between each of the elements. 
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Figures 6.13 (a) and (b). X-ray spectrums ql'a Li doped BST thinfilm with 4mol% 

Li ion 
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In both figures, energy peaks that correspond to Ba, Sr and Ti were detected. The 

ratio between Ba, Sr and Ti was calculated from their concentrations (in %). Then an 

averaged composition ratio between these elements could be calculated 

mathematically. The calculated composition ratio between Ba, Sr and Ti is 1: 0.815: 

2.13. This result is close to the desired ratio of 0.5: 0.5: 1.0 or 1: 1: 2.0. However, the 

doped Li ions were not detected in these spectrums. This may caused by the poor 

sensitivity of the XPS. Meanwhile, both figures indicate that the sample film 

contained many unwanted elements such as C, S, Mg and Si. 

As mentioned in chapter 3, the X-ray can only penetrate into the sample for few 

nanometers. Therefore, a slight contamination of the sample surface could 

significantly change the results of the XPS spectrum. In this case, the XPS is 

frequently used by other researchers who work on different types of materials. The 

existence of C, S and Si atoms may have been caused by contamination in the 

vacuum chamber of the XPS. Because the surface of the thin film was covered by 

CPWs made from Al metal, peaks that correspond to Al atom were also detected in 

the spectra. 

6.2.3 Crystal structure analysis 

Figure 6.14 shows the XRD patterns of Bao, sSroffil. o03 thin films doped with 0 

mol%, lmol%, 2 mol% and 4 mol% of Li ions (BSTLO, BSTLI, BSTL2 and BSTL4) 

on a sapphire substrate. The X-ray diffraction pattern indicates that all samples are 

cubic perovskite and polycrystalline. No secondary crystal phase can be observed in 

the patterns. 
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X-ray diffraction pattern of Li doped BST thin films 
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Figure 614 the X-ray diffraction pattern of BSTLO, BSTLI BSTL2 and BM4. 

The (I 10) crystal orientation was analyzed by using orientation parameter a,,, which 

was calculated from the relative heights of the (200), (110) and (II I) peaks using the 

equation all, = 1,, O/(I, lo + 1,,, + I,,, ). The intensities of the diffraction peaks are 

given in figure 6.15. 
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Figure 6.15 X-ray diffraction intensities of (1/0), (/1/) and (200) peaks in BSTLO, 

BSTLI, BSTL2 and BSTL4 

For BSTLO, BSTL 1, BSTL2 and BSTL4, the obtained orientation parameters were 

0.72,0.61,0.66 and 0.72 respectively. This indicates that the crystal growth 

orientation ofthethin films was not significantly affected by the Li doping. The (110) 

peak is still the main X-ray diffraction peak for all BST films regardless of the Li 

concentration. 

Figure 6.16 shows a close look at the diffraction curves of the 110 and 200 peaks. 

The out-of-plane (c) and in-plane lattice (a) parameters of the thin films were 

calculated from the diffraction angles of (200) and (110) peaks using the "Bragg" 

equation. 
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Figure 616: X-ray diffraction peaks of (a) (110) and (b) (200) 

The calculated in-plane (a) and out-of-plane (c) lattice parameters of each BST thin 

film with respect to different Li concentrations are given in figure 6.17. The figure 

also compares the lattice parameters of BST thin films with bulk Bao Sroji, 00, (a 

-cý3.947A). As it shows, all films exhibit a slightly in-plane c<a tensile strain 

Jill. 
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Lattice parametters versus different Li concentrations 
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Figure 617 lattice parameters of BSTthinfilms with respect to Li concentration 

When the Li concentration was increased from 0 mol% to I mol%, both the in-plane 

and out-of-plane lattice parameters of BST film increased. Since the radius of a Li ion 

(ie, Li" = 0.76 A) is smaller than the radius of A site Ba"(1.34 A) and 

Sr 2+ (1.1 2A ) in the perovskite AB 03 structure, and larger than the radius of B 

site Til+(0.68 A) ion, the increase of lattice parameter indicates that the majority of 

Li ions have substituted into the B site of perovskite. 

However, a further increase in Li doping concentration from I mol% to 4mol% led to 

a decrease in BST's lattice parameter. This implies that most of the Li ions were 

substituted into the A site of BST's perovskite structure when Li concentration was 

higher than I moft These results suggest that Li ions can enter into either the A site 

or B site of RST's perovskite structure depending on the doping concentration. This 

unique feature could affect the dielectric properties of BST thin films significantly. 
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6.2.4 Microstructure analysis 

The grain size and microstructures are key parameters to determine the dielectric 

properties of BST thin films. The SEM images presented in Figure 6.18 show that all 

of the BST thin films are well crystallized and crack free. It was also found that the 

grain size of Li doped BST thin films was strongly influenced by the Li 

concentrations. The grain size increased with an increase in Li concentration up to 4 

mol %. The increase of grain size is usually associated with an increase of dielectric 

constant. This suggestion is confirmed by the measurement of dielectric constants in 

the following sections. Some of the large grains appearing on the thin films are 

actually clusters of small particles due to the high annealing process. 

Figure 6 18 SEM images for BST thin films with (a) 0 mol% Li (b) I mol% Li (c) 2 

mol% Li and (d)4 mol% Li 
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6.2.5 Measured dielectric properties 

The dielectric properties of the Li doped BST thin films were measured using the 

same CPW method described in sections 5.1 and 5.2. However, the length of the 

CPW used in this work was reduced to 800pm, while the track width and gap 

remained at Mum and I Opm, respectively. 

Measurement of dielectric constant 

Dielectric constant of the Li doped BST thin films 
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Figure 6.19: the measured dielectric constant of (a) BSTLO, (b) BSTLI, (c)BSTI. 2 

and (d) BSTL4. 

The measured room temperature dielectric constants of the Bao. sSr, sTil. 003 with 

different Li concentration kom 0% to 4 mol% are given in figure 6.19. As can be 

seen, the measured dielectric constants of all thin films decreased xvith frequencies up 
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to 21 GHz. Because of the calibration errors, the dielectric constants varied sharply 

below 12GHz. As mentioned in chapter 2, the decrease in dielectric constants with 

respect to increasing frequency may also be attributed to the effect of dielectric 

relaxation. 

The measured results stabilised at around 12 GHz since the CPW phase shift was 

close to 90 degrees. Figure 6.20 provides a close look at the measured results between 

I OGHz and 21 GHz. 

Dielectric constant of the Li doped BST thin films 
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Figure 620. - a close look ofthinfilms'dielectric constants between IOGHz and 

21GHz. 

This figure shows that all of the doped thin films had higher dielectric constants than 

the uncloped BST. BSTI-4 with 4 mol% of Li under an applied voltage of OV had the 

highest dielectric constant between 500 (IOGHz) and 380 (21GHz). Both BSTLI and 

BSTI-2 had similar dielectric constants between 400 (IOGHz) and 340 (21GIlz) 

under OV. The dielectric constant of undoped BST thin film (Bs, mo) under 30V was 

the lowest of all (between 250 at IOGHz and 220 at 21GHz) samples. The measured 
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dielectric constant and dielectric tunability of BST thin films at 20GHz where the 

CPW phase shift is 90 degrees are shown as a function of different Li concentrations 

in figures 6.21(a) and (b). 'Me errors in the measured dielectric constants are below 

24%. 

A comparison of dielectric constant of Li doped BST thin films 
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Figure 6 21 dielectric constant of BST ihinfilms with respect to Li concentration (a) 

at 0V and (b) 30 V 

The dielectric constant of BST thin film under both tuning voltages (OVand 30V) 

increased as the Li concentration increased from 0 mol% to 4 mol%. BSTIA with 4 

mol% Li doping had the highest dielectric constant of 370 (20G[lz) while the 

undoped BST film showed the lowest dielectric constant of 280 (20G[lz). fn contrast, 
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a decrease in dielectric tunability from 30% to 15% was found as Li concentration 

increased from 0 mol% to 4 mol%. 

Measurement of dielectric loss 

The measured dielectric losses of the thin films under OV and 30V were measured 

between 3GHz and 21GHz and are shown in figure 6.22. The dielectric losses of all 

thin films decreased with frequency until approximately 12 GHz and then became 

approximately constant. This could be caused by dielectric relaxation or from TRL 

calibration artefacts. 

Dielectric loss of Li doped BST thin films under 0 and 30V 
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Figure 6.22. - dielectric losses of BST thin films with different Li content (0 mol% / 

molYo, 2mol% and 4 molYo) 

A close look of the measured dielectric losses between 12GHz and 21 GI lz are shown 

in figure 6.23. 
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Dielectric loss of Li doped BST thin films under 0 and 30V 
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Figure 623: dielectric losses of BSTthinfilms between 12 and 21GHz with respect to 

Li concentration (0 mol? 1q, I molVo, 2 mol% and 4 molYo) 

According to figure 6.23, the dielectric loss of each BST thin film changed very little 

between 0 and 30V. However, there are significant variations in the measured 

dielectric loss of the thin films as the frequency goes up. This implies that there are 

large errors in the measured dielectric losses due to TRL calibration errors. As 

mentioned in section 5.1.2, the error in the measured dielectric loss is hard to 

determine. One way to estimate the measurement error is to record the minimum and 

maximum dielectric loss between 12GHz and 21 GHz in figure 6.23. The estimated 

error in the dielectric loss is between the measured minimum and maximum dielectric 

loss. 

Therefore, the measured dielectric losses of the thin films are not compared at a 

single frequency. The dielectric losses of BSTLO, BSTLI, BSTI-2 and BSTIA are 

compared between 12G"z and 21GHz. The recorded minimum and maximum 

dielectric loss ofthe Li doped BST thin films between 12GHz (OV) and 21GIlz (OV) 
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are compared in the following figure. An error bar has been used to indicate the error 

in the measured dielectric loss for each Li doped BST thin film. 

Dielectric loss of Li doped BST thin films under OV 
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Figure 624: a comparison of dielectric losses of BSTthinfilms (BSTLO, BSTL I, 

BSTL2 and BSTU) 

According to figure 6.24, BSTLI bad the lowest dielectric loss bctwcen 0.022 

(13. SGHz) and 0.05 (19. SGHz). The dielectric loss of BSTL2 was very similar to the 

loss of BSTLI. The undoped BST film had the second highest dielectric loss 

(between 0.05 at 13GHz and 0.08 at 17.5G[lz) of all the samples. The highest 

dielectric loss was measured from BSTIA where the measured results dropped rrom 

0.12 to 0.08 between 12 and 21GI-1z. In general, the dielectric losses of I mol% 

(BSTLI) and 2 mol% (BSTL2) Li doped BST films were lower than those for 

undoped BST. The 4 mol% (BSTL4) had the highest dielectric loss. 
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Figure of merit (FoAl) 
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measured FoM of all thin films are compared in figure 6.25. 

Measured figure of merit (FoM) for different thin films 
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The measured FoM of the undoped BST in figure 6.25 km much higher than the 

FoM of undopcd BST thin film displaycd in rigure 6.13. Ilhe difficrence in roNI ", 43 

caused by the precursor synthesizing method (cliclation) %%hich has difflicultics in 

repeatability. As mentioned in chapter 3, one of the major dra%ýKacks of this method 
is that the synthesized organic precursor is under constant attack (rcwtv the water in air 

and, therefore, the quality or the precursor degrades as time pass. Ibil leads it) a 

variation ordiclectric properties or BST thin films. in ruture. mm wtwk 51)(Kild focus 

on improving the repeatability of the diclati(xi method. rigure 6.25 abo shows that 

the doping of Li ions resulted in a decrease of the overall perAwmance ofthe material, 
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Due to the small tuning voltage, the recorded FOM was relatively small for all the 

samples. 

Table 6.4 compares the dielectric constant and tunabilities of lmol% Co and Imol% 

Li doped BST thin films which are measured at 12GHz. The dielectric results are 

obtained from figure 6.23 and 6.8. 

Sample Dielectric Dielectric 
Names constwA (OV) const= (30'V) TunabRy 

BSTCI 251 310 9-8% 

BSTLI 375 227 17S, o 

Table 6.4: a comparison of dielectric results ofBSTCl and BSTV. 

The Li doped BST (BSTLI) thin film has higher dielectric constants at both tuning 

voltages (OV and 30V) and exhibits greater tunability than Co doped BST. However, 

the comparison of dielectric loss between BSTCI and BSTLI is not straight forward 

due to the large variations in the measured dielectric loss of BSTLI thin film. In 

figure 6.23, the measured dielectric loss of BSTLI (OV and 30V) vary between 

0.022(14GIlz, OV) and 0.05(19.5GHz, OV). These values are still lower than the 

dielectric loss of BSTCI (0.054) measured at 14GHz (OV). All in all, the dielectric 

properties of Li doped BST (BSTLI) thin film outperforms the Co doped BST 

(BSTC 1). 

Measurement of leakage current 

The leakage currents of BST thin film with different Li concentrations of 0 mol%, I 

mol%, 2 mol% and 4 mol% (BSTLO, BSTLI, BSTL2 and BSTL4) were measured by 
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applying DC voltages from 0 to 30V with a step size of 2V. The measured results are 

shown in figures 6.28(a) and (b) as a function of different DC voltages. 

(a) The leakage current of Li doped BST thin films 
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Figure 6.28(a). - leakage current of BSTthinfilms (BSTLO, BSTLI, BSTI. 2und/?, VT4) 

with respect to varied DC tuning voltages and (b): a close I(x)k at leakage current 

measuredfrom BSTLO and BSTL I 

As shown in Figure 6.28(b), the leakage current of BSTL 1 (1 mol% Li) is lower than 

the current measured from BSTLO (undoped BST). A further increase in IJ 

concentration from I mol% to 4mol% resulted in an increase of leakage current in 
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BSTL2 and BSTL4. Because of the poor repeatability of chelation method, the 

measured leakage current of the undoped BST was significantly smaller than the 

undoped BST in figure 6.11. 

6.2.6 Results and discussion 

Bao. 5Sro. sTij. 003 thin films doped with various Li concentrations (Omol%, Imol%, 

2mol% and 4mol%) were deposited on a sapphire substrate. The dielectric properties 

of the thin films were measured from an 800 um CPW line between 4GIIz and 

21GHz. The measured dielectric constant of BST thin films increased gradually as 

the Li concentration increased from Imol % to 4 mol%. The increase in dielectric 

constants is attributed to the increase in grain size caused by Li doping, particularly 

since larger grains usually result in larger polarization and therefore a higher value of 

dielectric constant 19,121. 

On the other hand, the increase of Li concentration also led to a reduction in 

tunability. The reduction in tunability seems to contradict the increase of grain size 

since Uinability is always proportionally related to polarisation 151. In factý dielectric 

tunability is also affected by other factors such as crystal phase and Curie temperature. 

In this case some of the doped Li ion (when doping concentration is lmol%) were 

substituted into the B site of the AB03 structure which broke the Ti-O bond and so 

decreased the Curie temperature of the BST thin film. This will lead to a reduction of 

the dielectric tunability in Li doped BST thin films [91. 

According to the measured results, the BST thin films doped with lmol% and 2mol% 

of Li had significantly lower dielectric losses than the undoped material. Ibis was 
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caused by the doping of Li ion which prevented the reduction of Ti4+ to Ti3 +by 

neutralizing the donor action of the oxygen vacancies. This led to fewer electrons that 

could hop between the Ti ions, which caused the dielectric loss mechanism 113). 

Interestingly, there was a sharp increase in dielectric loss in BST thin film when it 

was doped with 4 mol% of Li ions. The sudden increase of dielectric loss may have 

been caused by the high concentration of Li dopants being above the solubility limit. 

The excessive Li would be in oxide form and have different dielectric properties. The 

oxides would be located at the grain boundaries of the BST material. Hence, the 

doped BST films consisted of high dielectric constant BST with low dielectric 

constant metal oxide precipitates. These oxides may have greater dielectric loss, 

which would increase the overall loss of the thin film. 

According to the FoM, the overall performance of Li doped BST thin film was 

actually worse than that of undoped thin films. Despite this, there are still good 

reasons for Li doped BST thin films to be used to implement microwave devices. 

First and foremost, the Li doped BST thin film (BSTLI) exhibited a significant 

improvement in dielectric constant while reducing the dielectric loss and leakage 

current of BST thin film. 

6.3 Conclusion 

In this chapter of the thesis, we have presented two reports ort Co and Li doped 

Bao. sSro. sTij. 003 thin films separately. The effects of doping were analyzed by 

modem instruments such as XRD, SEM, EDX, XPS and AFM. According to the X- 

ray diffraction analysis, the crystal structure of the BST thin films remained the same 

regardless of doping concentration. However, the microstructures of the thin films 

including surface roughness and grain sizes were strongly affected by the ion doping. 
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These changes greatly affected the dielectric properties of the thin films, as discussed 

in sections 6.1 and 6.2. 

For Co doped BST thin film, an increase of overall performance (FoM) and decrease 

of dielectric loss was observed. These benefits were obtained at the cost of tunability 

and dielectric constant, which are essential to implement high agile devices such as 

phase shifters. On the other hand, the Li (Imol% and 2mol%) doped BST thin films 

showed an increase in dielectric constant and a decrease in dielectric losses at the 

same time. This type of material is highly attractive for implementing small size 

passive microwave devices due to the increase in dielectric constant. Based on the 

measured results, it is reasonable to conclude that Li doped BST can be used to 

implement different kinds of microwave devices depending on the application of 

those particular devices. 

Despite the fact that neither Co or Li doped BST thin films achieved the desired 

dielectric properties (dielectric loss <0.01), doping by acceptor ions such as Co and 

Li resulted in a significant improvement in the dielectric properties compared with 

the undoped BST thin film. In particular, Li doped BST thin films showed 

improvements in both dielectric constant and dielectric loss at the same time. This 

feature makes it even more attractive to be used to implement frequency agile devices. 
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Chapter 7 Non-ferroelectric material BZN 

Bismuth Zinc Niobium. Oxide (BZN) is considered as a non-ferroelectric material that 

can be used in microwave tunable devices. As mentioned in chapter 2, the literature 

review, BZN has two different crystal phases: (a) cubic (a phase) Bi1. sZnI. 0Nb1. s07 

(b) monoclinic (P -phase) Bi? Zn213Nb4J307' Since the cubic (a phase) bas a higher 

dielectric constant and greater tunability than the monoclinic (P phase), the majority 

of work focus on using cubic BZN thin films to implement tunable microwave 

devices. 

Cubic pyrochlore BZN has several attractive features for implementing microwave 

devices: (1) compositionally controllable temperature coefficients of capacitance 

(TTC) 111, (2) lower crystallization temperature <1000 'C [11, (3) less sensitive to 

substrate properties 121, (4) very low dielectric loss of 0.0005 at IMHz [31 and (5) 

excellent quality factor (around 100 at I OGI-1z) 131. 

BZN's microstructure varies with annealing temperature. Therefore, it is important to 

find out the optimized crystallization temperature. Because of the low cost of silicon 

substrate, several BZN thin films with composition of Bij. sZnj. ONbj. sO7 were coated 

onto Si<I I 1> substrates and the annealing temperatures varied from 500"C to 800T. 

Although Hiroshi Funakuba's work had already indicated that BZN thin film is less 

sensitive to the strain induced by the substrate 131, this work is carried out at very low 

frequency (I OOkHz) which may not be applicable to the response of BZN thin film at 

microwave frequencies. To study the influence of substrate, BZN thin films with 

composition Bij, 5Znj. ONbj. 507 were deposited onto four different types of substrates: 

Si<I I I> (low resistance), Si<100> (high resistance> 10,000f)), quartz and Sapphire 

<0001>. The microwave dielectric properties of the BZN thin films were measured 
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from the metal insulated metal (MIM) capacitor and coplanar waveguide (CP%). The 

purpose of this work is to investigate the potential of implementing microwave 

devices using cubic BZN thin film. 

In the following section (7.1), a brief discussion of the experimental work is 

presented. Sections 7.3 and 7.4 investigate the variations of properties of BZN thin 

films with respect to different annealing temperature and substrates. Section 7.5 

investigates the tunability of BZN thin filin in the NUM capacitor. 

7.1 Experimental work 

Organic precursor preparation 

In this work, Bij.. 5Znj. ONbj. 507 thin films were synthesized using a modified sol gel 

or method which has already been discussed in section 3.4. Previously reported 

processes employed 2-methoxyethanol as a solvent to improve the solubility of zinc 

acetate in the precursor [41. However, on exposure to air, 2-methoxyethanol can be 

dangerous which prevents its use in many facilities 151. To overcome this safety 

hazard, acetic acid was used in this work as the solvent. 

The precursors used for the synthesis of BZN thin films were bismuth acetate (Sigma 

Aldrich 99.99%), zinc acetate (SigmaAldirch 99.0%) and niobiurn ethoxide (Sigma 

Aldrich, 99-95%). Bismuth acetate was dissolved in acetic acid (Sigma Aldrich 

99.0%) and distilled at 120 'C on a hot plate for 10 minutes. At the same time, zinc 

acetate was mixed with absolute ethanol (Sigma Aldrich, 99.5%) in an ultrasonic bath 

at 55 'C until it had dissolved completely. Both precursors were cooled down to room 

temperatures and mixed in one beaker to form a clean and transparent solution. 

Niobiurn ethoxide was added to acetic acid at room temperature and subsequently 

dissolved into a mixture of solution containing bismuth/zinc solution to form an 

organic precursor solution for spin coating. 
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Thinfilm deposition methods 

The procedures of thin film deposition and crystallization varied depending on the 

microwave devices. As mentioned earlier, two kinds of devices: coplanar 

waveguide (CPW) and metal insulated metal capacitor (MIM) were used to 

characterize the dielectric properties of the thin films. In CPW, BZN thin 

films were deposited onto Si<100>, Si<1 I I>, quartz and sapphire <0001> substrates 

by a spin-coating process using a spin rate of 2000 rpm for 10 seconds. After the 

spinning, each layer was pre-annealed at 300 'C for 3min to remove organic residue 

and further annealed at 800 'C for 5min in a furnace. This process was repeated 12 

times to reach a desired thickness of 200 nm. Finally, the thin films were fully 

crystallized by a 2hrs 800 'C anneal in an open furnace. The thickness of' the thin 

film was determined by two cross section SEM images with different scales in figure 

7.1 (a) and (b). The distance (figure 7.1 (a)) between the top and bottom ofthe 13ZN 

thin film is very close to 200nm. The errors in the estimated thickness are i 10nin or - 

I Onm. 

- 

_:: -- 

_; 

Figure 7. / (a) the cross section image oj'a BZN lhinfilm measured by a 200nin scale 

(b) the cross section image of the same thinfilm with a 500nm scale. 
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In MIM capacitor fabrication, BZN thin film was also spin coated onto the substrates 

using a spin rate of 2000rpm for 10seconds. Again, each layer was pre-annealed at 

MOT for 3 min. This process was repeated for 12 times to reach the desired 

thickness of 200rim. Since the bottom electrodes of MIM capacitors are made of 

120nm of gold, the final annealing temperature is kept at MOT for only 10 min to 

avoid damaging the bottom electrode. 

Characterization methods 

The element compositions of the thin films are co-studied by XPS and EDX 

techniques. A D500 X-ray diffractometer (XRD) has been employed to identify the 

crystal phase of the thin films. The microstructure and surface roughness of the thin 

films are investigated by an environment microscopic ESEM (Philips XL30). 

The dielectric properties of BZN thin film are characterized by using the CPW 

methods which were discussed in chapter S. The scattering parameters (S-parameters) 

of the devices are measured by an Antritsu ME7808B vector network analyzer 

(VNA). A TRL calibration process was employed to remove the measurement errors 

caused by the RIF probing pads. The tuning DC voltages are provided by a "Keithley" 

voltage source. The maximum tuning voltage was kept below 30V due to the 

limitation of VNA's internal DC block. The width and gaps of the CM used in this 

work were 20urn and 40urn respectively. As a result, the maximum tuning electric 

field for the CPW was E=V =ISKV/cm or 1.5V/pm. The maximum tuning 
CPWqap 

field for the MIM capacitor was limited to IOV by the breakdown voltage of the thin 

film which corresponds to a maximum tuning electric field of E-V film thickness 

=SOOkV/cm. 
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7.2 Composition analysis of BZN thin film 

EDX analysis 

The EDX pattem of a Bi, 5Zn,. ONb,, 507thin film (200nm) annealed at NOT with a 

Silicon <1 I 1> substrate is shown in figure 7.2. Since the deposition process and 

organic precursor are exactly the same for all BZN thin films with different substrates 

and crystallization temperatures, the compositions of BZN thin films should be 

identical for all samples. 

u-i 

Figure 7.2 EDXpattern ofcuhic pyrochlore BZN thinfilm 

According to this pattern, the detected peaks at 3.25keV, 2.75keV, 2.5kcV, 1.9keV-, 

0.9keV, I. OkeV and 1.9keV, 2.18keV, 2.7keVcorrespond to Bi, Zn and Nb atoms of' 

the BZN thin film. In addition, a strong silicon peak caused by the substrate was also 

detected between 1.6keV and 1.9keV. The EDX also quantifies the compositions of' 

BZN thin film as shown in table 7.1. As mentioned in section, the quantified results 

of the EDX analysis contain large errors, because the penetration depth of' the X-ray 

(10um) is much deeper than the thin film (200nm). Therefore, this technique only 

provides a rough measurement on the composition of the material. The ratio between 

Bi, Zn and Nb atoms is 4.15: 2.53: 4.89 or 1.64: 1.0: 1.377. When these are compared 
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with the desired composition of Bi,. 5Zn, ONb,. 507I the measured results have 

significant deviations. Despite this, the EDX results still proves that the BZN thin 

film only contains the wanted Bi, Zn and Nb atoms. 

Element App : ntensftv %Veighta %Veteht. Atomic'* 
Couc. Coau- SILEM2 

OK 13 90 O-SS6 4S. 78 2.30 H 

Za K 1.88 0.9151 5.69 1.43 2.53 

, 11- 4.91 0.8678 13.66 1.52 4.99 
BINI S. -46 O. -SlIs 29. s- 2.29 15 

Table 7.1 the quantified results oj'EDX analysis 

XPS analysis 

The composition of the BZN film was also analyzed by employing a XPS (VG 

Scientific, ESCALA13 MARK 2) with a MgK, radiation source of kinetic energy hi, 

1253.6 eV. The recorded kinetic energy is between 0 and 1250eV. Figure 7.3 shows 

the detected XPS spectrums and the obtained sample compositions. 
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Figure 7.3 the XPS spectrum of BZN thinfilm 
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According to the figure 7.3, all expected elements including Ba, Sr andTi have been 

detected. The composition ratio between Ba, Sr and Ti is 1.844: LO: 1.3. However, 

the measured composition ratio is different to the desired ratio of 1.5: 1.0 : 1.5. This 

could be attributed to the poor sensitivity of the XPS. Due to the poor cleanness of 

the vacuum chamber, the unwanted element such as carbon is also detected in this 

spectrum. 

7.3 The effect of annealing temperature on BZN thin films 

7.3.1 Crystallization 

To study the effects of annealing temperature, BZN thin films were deposited onto 

low cost Si<I I 1> substrate with different annealing temperatures of 500'C, 600'C' 

700'C and 800 'C for 2hrs. The XRD patterns of Bi, sZnl. oNbl. S07 thin films 

annealed at varies temperatures are shown in figure 7.4. 

X-ray diffraction patterns of cubic BZN thin films 

(222)11 
800 

600- 

0 degrees) 

400- 
(700 degrees) 

200- (600 degrees) 

(500 degrees) 
0 

1 ýO ýO ý5 ýo 6 0 

2-theta in degrees 

Figure 7.4 XRD patterns of the BZN thinfilm annealed at 500,600,700 and 800 "C. 
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The XRD pattern indicates that BZN thin film starts to crystallize at 700 T and 

exhibit pure cubic pyrochlore structure. No secondary phases were detected in the 

diffraction pattern. The intensity of all diffraction peaks increases with increasing 

annealing temperature from 6000C to 800'C. The lattice parameter (calculated from 

"Bragg" equation) of main (222) difixaction peak and its corresponding full width 

half maximum (FWWvf) at 800T are 10.52A and 0.1891, respectively. 

The grain size of the thin film can be mathematically deduced from the values of 

FWfM of each difrraction peak by using the "Scherrer equation" (discussed in 

section 3.5.1). 

0.911 
b sp 

2ý_bSt2 OS (0) 
Tb Z-bst2C 

where b,, is the FWI&l of diffraction peak, b, t= 0.14* is the FWIIM of the standard 

silicon substrate, 0 is the diffraction angle of the X-ray and A=1.5402A is the 

wavelength of the X-ray. 

In this case, the grain sizes of the thin films are actually an average value calculated 

from the FWHM of three diffraction peaks (222,400 and 440). The rocking curves of 

222,400 and 440 diffraction peaks are given in figure 7.5(a), 7.5(b) and 7.5(c) (in the 

follov, ing page), respectively. 
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Figure 7.5. - X-ray diffraction curve of (222), (400) and (440) peaks at dýljýrent 

annealing temperature of 600,700 and 800 'C. 
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The calculated grain size for each of the thin film is listed in table 7.2. Since BZN 

film annealed at 5000C is amorphous, the X-ray diffraction peaks are not identiried 

and so the corresponding FWHM cannot be provided in this table. From 600*C to 

700'C, the grain size increased significantly from 35nm to 146nm. However, only a 

slight increase in grain size (156 rim) has been observed as the temperature reaches 

800'C. The increase in grain size with respect to crystallization temperature is further 

confirmed by SEM images in the following section (8.3.2). 

Anneahng 
temperature 

peak- (222) peak- (400) Peak-(440) grain size 

6W degrees 0.541 R. a. 0.292 35 ran 
7 '00 degrees 0.213 0.294 0.205 146 wn 
$00 degrees O. IS9 0,197 0.283 1-161un 

Table 7.2FWHM of the diffraction peaks of the BZNfilms annealed at 600,700 and 

800 OC 
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7.3.2 Microstructure 

Figure 7.6 (a), (b), (c) and (d) shows the surface images of' the 13ZN Ihin films 

annealed at 500,600,700 and 800'C respectively. 

Figure 7.6 the SEM images for BZN thin films annealed at 500 (a), 600 (h), 700 (c) 

and 800'C (d) respectively. 

In figure 7.6(a), the thin film is amorphous due to the low annealing temperature 

(500'C). Therefore, no grains or grain boundaries can be observed. The thin film only 

starts to crystallize when the annealing temperature is 600'C or above and it is fidly 

crystallized at 800 `C. The fully crystallized thin film in figure 7.6(d) exhibits no 

voids or cracks and has the largest grain size. Similar to the obtained grain size (ill 

section 7.3.1 ), the SEM images indicated a general trend ofincreasing grain size with 

higher annealing temperature. 
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7.3.3 Conclusion 

The micro and crystal structures of the BZN thin films have been studied by using 

SEM and XRD techniques. Both SEM and XRD results indicated an increase of 

crystallization as the annealing temperature goes up. BZN thin film is fully 

crystallized at 800'C and so this is the optimum annealing temperature. The dielectric 

properties of the thin films were not measured for these samples because the Si<1 I 1> 

substrate has very high conductivity which induces large dielectric losses. 
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7.4 BZN crystal structure influenced by the substrates 

To investigate the influence of substrate, Cubic pyrochlore BZN thin films with 

composition Bi, sZn,. ONb, 507 have been deposited on four types of substrates 

include Si<100>, Si<I I I>, quartz and sapphire<0001>. In the following sections, the 

influence of substrate on the crystal structure, growth orientation and lattice mismatch 

of the BZN thin films will be discussed. 

7.4.1 Crystal structure 

BZN Crystal structure 

X-ray diffraction pattern of BZN thin Mms on vaires substrates 

2 Au 

1400 

1200 
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; apphire 

Si<100> 

Si<1 11 > 

Figure 7.7. - X-ray diffraction patterns of BZNthinfilms grown on Si<111>, Si<100',, 

quartz and Sapphire < 000 1> substrates. 

Figure 7.7 shows the XRD patterns of the BZN thin films on four different substrates. 

The X-ray diff-raction peaks of all samples show the cubic phase pyrochlore structure. 

There is no secondary crystal phase. However, the X-ray diffraction intensities of 
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BZN thin film on quartz substrate are very weak. The diffraction peak (444) can not 

be observed in this sample. This indicates poor crystallization of the material. 

BZN crystal orientation 

Although the crystal phase of BZN films is not affected by the substrates, the crystal 

orientation for each thin film varied significantly. The crystal orientations of the thin 

films are studied from X-ray diffraction intensities of each peak. 

A comparison of relative diffraction intensity of (222) peak 
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Figure 7.8 a close look of the X-ray diffraction intensity 

Figure 7.8 compares the X-ray diffraction intensity of (222) main peak with respect to 

the other peaks. Although all of the BZN films have the preferred crystal growth (222) 

orientation, the thin film on the sapphire <0001> substrate shows stronger growth 

intensity in the c-axis (400). The orientation of the BZN thin films can also be 

analyzed by using the orientation factor. Based on "Lotgering's theory" 161, the 

orientation factors are calculated from the following equations: 

F= (P - PO)1(l - PO) (7.2) P=Z I(abc)l Z l(hkl) (7.3) 
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In equations 8.1 and 8.2, F is the orientation factor with respect to a reference plane 

(abc), where (abc) indicates the Miller indices. P is the textured thin film and so it 

means the ratio of the sum of intensities of a particular diffraction of plane (abc) to 

the sum of all diffractions. PO is the equivalent ratio for "BZN powder" of the target 

with random orientation. The orientation factor F lies between 0 and 1. When F=0, it 

indicates a film with no preferred crystal orientation or random orientation while F=1 

indicates an epitaxial film with only one preferred growth orientation 161. Using 

equations 8.1 and 8.2, the orientation factors of the BZN thin films with different 

substrates were determined and are listed in the following table (7.3). 

Substrate Sappldle Quartz Si<100> Si4lll> BZN powder 

the texture of 
the flun lihn p(400) 

0.29 0.16 O. OS7 0.03 0.03 

olitiltation fa c tol 
(C-axial oreintadoit) 0.30 0.10 0,008 0.0 0.0 
(400) 

Table 7.3 Orientation factors of BZV thin films with respect 10 different types of 

substrates 

According to this table, the growth orientation factors of the (400) peaks are 0.0, 

0.008,0.10 and 0.30 for BZN thin film deposited on Si<l I I>, Si<100>, quartz and 

sapphire respectively. This indicates that the crystal orientations of BZN thin films 

can be affected by the substrate materials. This may lead to a change in the dielectric 

properties of BZN thin films. 
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Strain induced by the substrate 

Figure 7.9 shows the rocking curve of the main (222) difIraction peaks with different 

substrates. The diffraction angles of BZN 222 peaks are 29.300', 29.345', 29.351' 

and 29.388 'for BZN thin films on Si <1 I 1>, Si <100>, quartz and sapphire -0001 - 

substrates respectively. 

(222) diffraction curves of BZN with different substrates 
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Figure 7.9 the diffraction curves of 222 diffraction peaks with Si< I 00>, Si< I//,, 

quartz and sapphire < 0001 > substrates 

By using the "Bragg" equation, the lattice space or (d-space) of 13ZN (222) can be 

calculated from the positions of the difrraction angles of 222 peaks (given by figure 

7.9). Figure 7.10 plots the d-space as a function of substrate thermal expansion 

coefficient. 
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d-space of BZN 222 as a function of substrate expansion coefficient 
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Figure 7.10 d-space of BZJV 222 as a function of substrate thermal expansion 

coefficient. The d-space of bulk BZ? V is also given in this figure indicated by symbol 

Of M. 

The d-space of bulk BZN is also shown on this figure for comparison. As shown, the 

d-space of BZN thin film on SM I 1> substrate is nearly the same as the lattice of the 

bulk BZN. 'Me maximum d-space mismatch between the BZN thin film (on sapphire) 

and bulk BZN is 0.32%. 

7.4.2 Microstructure 

The microstructures of the BZN thin films are investigated by using AFM and SEM. 

Figure 7.1 I(a), (b) and (c) shows the SEM images for the surface of BZN thin films 

with Si<I I >, Si<100> and sapphire<0001> substrate respectively. Due to the poor 

conductivity of quartz, a clear SEM image can not be taken from the surface of BZN 

thin film with quartz substrate. 
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Figure 7.11. - SEM images jbr BZA' thin films on (a) Si< I >, (h) Si< / 00 -, and (c) 

Sapphire substrates. 

According to the figure, all the BZN thin films are crystallized and crack free. 

However, voids are clearly observed on the surface ofBZN thin film (figure 7.1 I(b)). 

Due to the rough surface of BZN thin films, the observed grain size ofthe 13ZN thin 

film varies between 100nm and 400 rim. AFM images in figure 7.12 provide more 

meaningful information about the thin films' grain size and their corresponding 

surface roughness. According to figure 7.12(a) and (c), BZN thin filin with Si -III- 

and Si<100> substrates have similar grain sizes between 400nrn and 50011ill. The thin 

Film on a sapphire substrate shows a smaller grain size ol'300nni. The smallest grain 

size (less than 200nm) is found in figure 7.12(g) where 13ZN thin film is deposited of) 

amorphous quartz substrate. 
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Figure 7.12(a, b). -AFMimagesforBZNthinfilm on Si<111ý' (c, d): Al, 'Mimages, fi)r 

BZN on Si< I 00>; (e, fi A FM images for BZN thinfilin on sapphire; (g, h). - A FAI 

imagesfor BZN thinfilm on quartz. 

According to the AFM results, the surface roughness are: 6.8nm, 2.99nm, 27.37nm 

and 17.56nm for BZN thin films deposited on Si <III>, Si <I 00>, sapphire and 

quartz respectively. In general, both the SEM and AFM results show that the 

microstructures of the BZN thin films are highly dependent on the types of'substrates. 
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The variations in grain size and surface roughness of the thin films can affcct the 

dielectric properties of the thin film. 

7.4.3 BZN thin films characterization by CPW 

In this work, only one BZN thin film with sapphire substrate was measured. The 

reasons for not measuring thin films with quartz and silicon substrates are: (1) BZN 

film grown on quartz wafer which has poor crystal structure and smaller grain size. 

This could lead to smaller dielectric constant and tunability 171; (2) Si< II 1> wafer 

has very low resistivity of 20LVcm which induces large leakage current loss; (3) For 

thin films deposited onto a silicon substrate, the leakage current caused by the DC 

tuning field between the centre of the conductor and ground of the CPW is large 

enough to change the bias of diodes and other active components (8]. This effect will 

change the characteristics of the CPW including the phase shift of CPW which is 

related to the phase constant (P). 

Iberefore, the dielectric tunability and loss tangent can only be measured from BZN 

thin film with sapphire substrate by using CPW method, The gap and width of the 

CPW wave guides are 20um and 40um. respectively. Since the upper limit for the 

applied DC tuning voltage is 30V, a 15kV/cm tuning electric field can be built up 

between the gaps of the CPW (gap = 20um). The actual length of the CPW line is 

1500pm. The measured results for the dielectric constant and dielectric loss between 

IGHz and 20GHz are shown in figure 7.13(a) and (b). According to this figure, the 

dielectric loss and dielectric constant have not been altered despite applying a DC 

voltage of 3OV. In both figures, the dielectric constant drops sharply from 500 (1 

GHz) to 140 (IOGHz) and stabilizes above IOGIlz. The unexpected high dielectric 

constant at lower frequency (<5GFlz) could be the result of TRL calibration errors at 

the lower frequency. As mentioned in chapter 6 and 7, the TRL calibration has very 

large errors when the phase shift of the measured transmission line at bclow200. 
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Furthermore, the dielectric relaxation may also contribute to the decrease in dielectric 

constant. 

(a) Dielectric constant and dielectric loss of BZN thin film under OV 
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Dielectric constant and dielectric loss of BZ-N thin film under 30 V 
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Figure 7.13 (a) Dielectric constant and loss tangent for BZN thinfilm with DC 

voltage of 0V (h) Dielectric constant and loss tangent for B7N thinfilm with IX' 

voltage of 30V(15kVlcm) 

The measured dielectric losses for BZN thin films are lower than 0.0, which is 

unrealistic. According to equation 5.26, this is caused by the overestimation of' the 
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conductor attenuation (a, ) which is related to the skin effect. In this case, the 

influence of skin effect is particularly strong, since the thickness (140run) of the 

metal (aluminium) conductor is much smaller than its skin depth (0.8um) at IOGIIZ. 

Therefore, the conductor loss (a, ) due to skin effect is very large compare to the 

attenuation (ad) caused by the dielectric loss of BZN thin film. A small error in the 

measurement of CPW attenuation (acpw) could have a significant effect on the 

dielectric loss of BZN thin film. 

7.4.4 Conclusion 

In this work, cubic pyrcohlore BZN thin films have been successfully deposited on 

four different types of substrates using a modified sol gel method (chelation). 

Regardless of the substrates, the BZN thin films remain in a cubic pyrochlore 

structure without secondary phases. The XRD results have shown that the crystal 

growth orientation of BZN thin film varies with respect to different substrates. 

Although, all BZN thin film have the same (222) preferred growth orientation, a 

relatively strong growth orientation in c-axis (400) of BZN has also been found in 

BZN thin fihn with sapphire substrate. 

The microwave dielectric properties of BZN thin film was measured using a CPW 

method. The measured dielectric constant of the thin film is between 140 (IOGIIZ) 

and 100 (20GE[z) regardless of the tuning voltage. The measured dielectric constant 

is much smaller than the value (190 at OV) reported by Swel Lu andJaehoon Park 

191 who measured the thin film at IMHz. The measured results also show that the 

applied DC voltage of 30V has not resulted in a change of dielectric constant. Thus it 

is reasonable to conclude that cubic pyrochlore BZN materials are unsuitable for 

implementing planar microwave devices due to the poor tunability. As mentioned in 

chapter 2, a large electric field allows the source of polarization to be clamped out 

and so provides a mechanism for the dielectric tunability of BZN material. 'fbcrcfore, 
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a much larger DC electric field is required to tune the dielectric constant of the thin 

film. 

7.5 BZN thin films employed by MIM capacitors 

To enhance the tuning field while keeping the DC voltage below 30V, a MIM 

capacitor was fabricated to characterize the dielectric tunability of BZN thin film. In 

this MIM capacitor, a BZN thin film was synthesized by a chelation method and 

deposited onto gold (Au) electrode on quartz substrate. To avoid damaging the gold 

electrode, the annealing temperature is kept at 700'C for only 10min. This leads to a 

variation in the crystal and microstructures of BZN thin films in MIM capacitor. 

Therefore, the micro and crystal structures of the thin film in the capacitor are re- 

examined by XRD and AFM techniques. 

7.5.1 Crystallization of BZN thin films 

Figure 7.14 compares the XRD patterns of the BZN thin films deposited on Au/quartz 

and pure quartz substrates. According to this figure, both BZN thin films have a cubic 

pyrochlore structure. However, the thin film deposited on Au/quartz substrate shows 

a tiny (021) peak corresponding to monoclinic phase. The appearance of monoclinic 

phase in BZN thin film. may be caused by the shorter (I Orn in) and lower temperature 

(700'C ) anneal. 
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XRD patterns of BZN thin films on Au/quartz and quartz substrates 
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Figure 7.14 XRD pattern of BZNI thinfilm on A ulQuurtz and quartz substrates 

The figure also shows that the thin film on Au/quartz substrate has only one main 222 

diffraction peak and the rest of the peaks (400,440,622) are not observed. This 

implies that BZN thin film grown on Au/quartz substrate with lower annealing 

temperature (700'C ) is not fully crystallized. 

A comparision of main 222 peaks of thin film on quartz and Au/quartz: substrates 
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Figure 7.15: diffraction curves of BZN222 peaks with A ulquartZ and quartz substrate 
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Figure 8.18 provides a closer look of 222 difIraction peaks of BZN thin films with 

quartz and Au/quartz substrates. The peak arising from the thin film with quartz 

substrate is slightly shifted to the lower diffraction angle and has smaller FWI IM than 

the thin film grown on Au/quartz substrate. According to the "Scherrer" equation, the 

BZN thin film on the AuJquartz substrate (in a MIM capacitor) has a smaller grain 

size. The decrease of grain size is attributed to the decrease of annealing temperature 

from NOT to 700 T. 

7.5.2 Microstructure of BZN thin films on gold covered Si and quartz 

substrates 

Since the surface of the BZN film is not perfectly flat, the SEM images cannot 

provide meaningful information about the grain size of the thin films. The 

microstructures of the BZN thin films were analyzed by using AFM images. Figure 

7.16(a) and (b) shows the AFM images of BZN thin films on quartz and Au/quartz 

respectively. 

(a) 

I 

0 

(b) 

I 

0 

Figure 7.16 (a) A FM image of BZN thin film on quart: (b) A FM image (#'BIN thin 

film on A ulquartz 

According to the above figures, the grain size of BZN film on Au/quartz substrate is 

smaller than the grain size of thin film deposited on quartz. This observation matches 
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the mathematical analysis using "Scherrer equation". The measured surface 

roughness is 17.56nm and 2.06nm for BZN thin films on quartz and Aulquartz. 

7.5.3 MIM capacitor measurement 

The microwave dielectric properties of BZN thin film are characterized by measuring 

a MIM capacitor between 0GHz and 40GHz with different DC tuning voltages. In 

this work, the size of the capacitor is 100 umz and the thickness of the top/bottom 

electrodes are made of 140nin gold metal. To avoid electric field breakdown, the DC 

voltage was kept below IOV for which a maximum field of 500kV/cm. can be 

achieved in the capacitor. The tuning DC voltages are 3V, 5V, 8V and IOV or E= !ý 
d 

are ISOkV/cm, 250kV/cm, 400kV/cm and MOW/= where d is the thickness of thin 

film (200nm) and V is the applied voltage. A "lightning" vector network analyzer 

(VNA) has been used to measure the reflection coefficient (S 11) of the MIM 

capacitor. 'Men the measured data is transformed into the impedance of the capacitor. 

As discussed in chapter 5, an Open-through de-embedding process has been used to 

remove the parasitic capacitance of the MIM capacitor so that the actual impedance 

of the capacitor was determined. Finally, the dielectric constant and loss tangent of 

the thin film can be mathematically calculated from the impedance of the actual 

capacitor. The configuration of the MIM capacitor is identical to the capacitor that 

was used in BST thin film characterization (in chapter 5). 

Dielectric tunability 

The measured dielectric constants with different DC voltages are displayed in the 

following figure (7.17). In general, the dielectric constant of BZN thin film gradually 

decreases as the frequency goes up from OGIlz to 20GIlz. As the tuning voltage 

increased from OV to IOV, the dielectric constant of the BZN thin film drops from 

130 to 126 at I OGHz. The calculated dielectric tunability is 3.0%. 
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Figure 7.17 measured dielectric constant between OGHz and 20GHz with a tuning 

DC voltage of 0V (a), 3V (b), 5V (c), 8V (d) and 10 V(e). 

The decrease in the dielectric constant with respect to the applied DC electric field is 

shown in figure 7.18. Because there are only five measurement points, the averaged 

results of the measurement are also displayed in this figure. The measured dielectric 

constants could be overestimated by 30% due to the overestimation of the capacitor 

size. 
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Dielectric constant and tunability versus tuning electric field 
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Figure 7.18 the dielectric constant versus tuning electricfieldfrom 0 to 500k Vlcm 

Qualityjactor and dielectric loss 

The capacitor quality factors, for different DC voltages, measured between 061 lz and 

20GHz, are shown in figure 7.19. In all of the figures, the measured quality factors 

rises sharply from OGHz to 3GHz and subsequently decreases as the fi-equency goes 

up to IOGHz. The variations of quality factors at lower GHz were explained in 

chapter 5.2. The intrinsic capacitance is small and so its impedance (I) is very i-cmt 

large at lower GHz. Therefore, the measured capacitor behaves I ike an open circuit. A 

small measurement error can affect the measured results (quality factor) significantly. 

The measured quality factors stabilized between IOGHz and 20611z. In this case, the 

quality factors of the capacitor with different DC voltages are compared at I OGI U. 

As the tuning voltage increases from OV to IOV, the quality factor at 10611z 

increases slightly from 8.9 to 9.1. This indicates a small enhancement of' overaII 

electrical performance of the capacitor with higher DC voltages. 
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Figure 7.19 quality factors of A4IM capacitor hetween 0(; Hz and 20(; 11-- with a 

tuning voltage of (a) OV, (b) 3V, (c) 5V, (d) 8V and (e) I OV 

The dielectric losses of the BZN thin films are roughly estimated as tanA where 

Q is the quality factor shown in the above figure. The estimated dielectric losses of 

BZN thin films are 0.112,0.112,0.112,0.111 and 0.109 for OV, 3V, 5V8V and I OV, 

respectively. The dielectric loss of the thin film decreased slightly korn 0.112 to 

0.109 as the tuning voltages increases from OV to I OV. 

Figure 7.19 also shows that the measured dielectric losses are actually much higher 

than the expectation. The measured loss of BZN film is even higher than terrocleciric 

BST thin (0.075 at JOGHz and OV given in chapter 5). This unexpected high 

dielectric loss are attributed to (a) large conductor loss caused by th in (I 20nin) metal 
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electrodes at the bottom and top of the BZN thin film and (b) poor crystal and 

microstructures of BZN thin films due to the relatively short annealing process. 

7.5.4 Conclusion 

The cubic pyrochlore BZN thin film has been successfully integrated into a MIM 

capacitor. Due to the lower annealing temperature and shorter crystallization process, 

the thin film grown on Au/quartz was poorly crystallized compare to the BZN film 

deposited on quartz. This leads to smaller grain size for BZN film with Aulquartz 

substrate. Despite of large tuning field of 500kV/cm, the dielectric constant of BZN 

changes slightly from 130 to 126 at I OGHz. In other word, a tunability of just 3.0% 

has been achieved. The measured quality factors varies between 8.9 (IOGIlz OV) and 

9.1 (10GHz 10V) which are much smaller than previous reports. The low quality 

factor should be attributed to metal electrode thickness of just 120nm. This could lead 

to large Ohmic losses, which causes greater overall microwave loss. 

7.6 Overall summary 

In this work, cubic pyrochlore Bij. sZnj. ONbj. sO7 thin films were successfully 

synthesized by using a modified sol gel (chelation) method. To study the effects of 

annealing temperatures, cubic pyrochlore BZN thin films were crystallized at varies 

temperatures between 500'C and 800"C. Their crystal and microstructures are 

analyzed by XRD and SEM techniques. According to XRD results, all BZN thin 

films exhibit pure cubic pyrochlore structure despite the variations in annealing 

temperatures. It is believed that the thin film is fully crystallized at 800*C . 

Cubic pyrochlore BZN thin films were also deposited onto different kinds of 

substrates to study the influence of substrates. According to XRD analysis, BZN thin 

films with different substrates have slightly different crystal growth orientations. It 
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was also observed that the grain size of BZN thin films varies significantly depending 

on different substrates. The microwave dielectric properties of BZN thin film on a 

sapphire substrate were measured by using CPWs- The measured dielectric constant 

of BZN thin film on sapphire substrate is 140 (OV) at IOG14z, which is less than half 

of the dielectric constant of the (I mol%) Li doped BST thin film reported in chapter 6. 

It was also found that the thin film shows no dielectric tunability despite a tuning 

electric field of l5kV/cm. being applied. Therefore, cubic pyrochlore thin films (BZN) 

are not suitable for implementing planar microwave devices such as CPW. 

On the other hand, BZN thin film was also characterized using the MIM capacitor. 

Ile tuning electric field within the capacitor is far greater than the electric field in the 

CPW so that a higher dielectric tunability can be achieved. Since the bottom electrode 

of the MIM capacitor is made of 120nm thick gold metal, the annealing temperature 

is lowered to 700T. According to figure 8.17, some of the X-ray diffraction peaks 

(400,440,622) of the BZN thin film annealed at 700T are not observed. This 

indicates poor crystallization in BZN thin film. Meanwhile, the grain size of BZN 

thin films determined by AFM images is also reduced. 

The measured dielectric constant is 130.0 atlOGHz (OV). Under a tuning field of 

500KV/cm, the dielectric constant was reduced to 126.0, a tunability of just 3.0%. 

Ibis small tunability is not useful for making microwave tunable devices. To further 

increase the tunability of the thin film, a greater DC voltage is required. However, 

higher electric field obtained by using higher DC voltage isn't comparable with 

MNUC. This makes BZN thin film unattractive to be integrated into a MMIC that 

operated at lower DC voltage. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusion and suggested future work 

In this thesis, three types of dielectric tunable thin films including: Co doped DST 

( Bao. sSro. sTio. 503 Li doped DST ( BaO. sSrO. 5TiO. sO3 ) and pyrochlore BZN 

(Bij. sZnj. ONbj. sO7 thin films were successfully synthesized using a chemical 

solution deposition (CSD) method. The synthesized thin films were characterized by 

numerous techniques including XRD, SENL AFM, XPS and EDX The dielectric 

properties of the thin films were characterized by measuring the response of coplanar 

waveguide (CPW) and metal insulated metal (MIM) capacitors which were fabricated 

on the surface of the thin films. 

8.1 Conclusions 

Several conclusions can be made based on the measured dielectric results of the BST 

and BZN thin films. 

1) LI doped BST thin film is more attractive for implementing microwave 

devices than Co doped BST: The dielectric properties of ferroelectric BST 

materials can be improved by doping acceptor ions including Co and Li ions. 

However, the Li doped BST thin film is a more attractive candidate for 

implementing tuneable microwave devices than the Co doped BST. Table 8.1 

compares the dielectric properties of Li and Co doped BST thin films. 
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(a) 
Sample Dielectric Dielectric Dielectric Dielectric Dielectric 
names constant constant tunabUltv loss Loss 

(01) (30A) 10% (OV) (30%) 

BSTCO 415 343 16.5% 0.176 0.157 

BSTCI 251 227 9.2% 0.054 0.049 

BSTC2 193 160 12.3% 0.043 0.038 

BSTC5 212 206 3.9% 0.069 0.07 

(b) 
Sample Dielectric Dielectric Dielectric Dielectric Dielectric 
names constant constant tunabditv loss Loss 

(01,11 (301%) In % (ON) (301') 

BSTT. 0 278 196 30% 0.0623 0.064 

BSTLI 317 263 17% 0.048 0.047 

BSTL2 303 256 16% 0.051 0.048 

BSTI 4 369 315 15% 0.083 0.081 

Table 8.1 the dielectric properties of (a) Co doped BST thin films and (b) Li 

doped BST thin films. 

According to the table 8.1, both Li and Co doped DST thin films have their 

advantages and disadvantages. The Li doped BST (BSTLI and BSTL2) have 

greater tunability and dielectric constant than the DST thin films doped with Co 

ions (BSTCI and BSTC2). In contrastý DST doped with Co (BSTC2) has the 

lowest dielectric loss (0.043(OV) and 0.038 (30V)) than all other thin films. 

However, the improvement in BST's dielectric loss is at the cost of dielectric 

constant and tunability. BSTC2 also has the lowest dielectric constant and 

tunability of 12.3%. This makes Co doped DST unsuitable for implementing 

microwave tunable devices that are integrated in a microchip such as CMOS, 

since a larger device or higher tuning DC voltage is required to achieve a large 

phase shift and high tunability. The most likely applications for Co doped DST 

thin films are areas that have less constraints on space and operation voltages, 

and are highly sensitive to microwave losses. For example, a phase shifter 

could be made of a cascade of tuneable MIM capacitors where a large tuning 

electric field can be built with a very small DC voltage. 
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On the other hand, Li doped BST films show a decrease in dielectric loss from 

0.0623 (undoped, OV) to 0.051 (2mol% doped, OV), while the measured 

dielectric constant also increases from 278 to 303 as the Li concentration was 

increased from Omol% to 2mol%. In other words, there is no compromise of 

dielectric constant in Li doped BST thin films. This unique feature is 

particularly important for the miniaturization of tuneable microwave devices. 

2) BZN thin film can not be considered as a real alternative to the traditional 

BST: Pyrochlore BZN cannot be considered as a real alternative to the 

tuneable ferroelectric BST material, because their poor dielectric tunability and 

dielectric constant. As mentioned in section 7.53, a tunability of only 3.0% has 

been achieved by applying a DC electric field of SOOkV/cm, while the 

dielectric tunability of the undoped BST with a tuning field of l5kV/cm is 14%. 

This turiability is too small to be used to implement any practical tunable 

microwave devices. To achieve a bigger tunability, a much higher DC tuning 

voltage is required which drives up the power consumption in the device. In 

addition, the dielectric constant of BZN thin films measured from CPW (140 at 

lOGHz and OV) and MIM capacitor (130 at IOGIlz and OV) methods are still 

smaller than that of BST's. Therefore, the size of a microwave device made of 

BZN thin films will be relatively large. Pyrochlore BZN material should be 

considered as an alternative to the traditional high dielectric materials such as 

TI02 and S102 - The real application of BZN thin film is to implement fixed 

bandwidth microwave devices on a PCB. 

9.2 Unsolved problems and solutions 

As discussed in chapters 4,5,6 and 7, the measured dielectric results contain large 

errors which are caused by the TRL calibration and the metal conductors of the 
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measured devices. The following improvements need to be made to improve the 

characterizations of the thin films. 

1) Reducing conductor loss: The biggest unsolved problem is the low quality 

factors of the NUM capacitors. As mentioned in chapter 5, the top and bottom 

electrodes have a significant influence on the microwave energy loss in the 

capacitor. In this work, the thickness of metal electrodes isjust 140nm, which 

results in a large ohmic loss and so leads to an overestimation of the 

microwave loss in the MIM capacitor. In future work, the capacitor's 

electrodes should be made from thicker metal layers (>I um). The increase of 

the conductor thickness in CPW can also reduce the skin effect which is related 

to the conductor loss of the CPW, 

2) Improvement on the error analysis: The measured dielectric properties are 

strongly affected by the TRL calibration process. Because there has been no 

report on the TRL calibration errors, it is difficult to calculate the errors in the 

measured dielectric properties. In this case, the errors in the measured 

dielectric constant and dielectric loss of the thin films are estimated by 

comparison. In future work, a mathematical model should be built to analyse 

the errors in the measured dielectric results, which provide more accurate 

dielectric results. 

3) Improving the repeatability: The third unsolved problem is the repeatability 

of the thin film synthesis method (chelation). To avoid the degrading of the 

organic precursor over a period of time, the synthesized organic precursors 

should be coated onto the substrate immediately after the precursor is prepared. 

In addition, the prepared precursor should be stored in a controlled 

environment which prevents the degradation of organic precursor. 
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8.3 Future work 

Although significant improvement has been achieved in Li doped BST thin films, 

much of these results were achieved based on sapphire substrates and high annealing 

temperatures (800T) which are incompatible %vith the manufacturing processes of 

the microchips. In the long term, it is also important to integrate Li doped BST thin 

films with a commercial MMIC. This will help to demonstrate the viability of using 

BST thin film technology to develop affordable microwave electronic circuits in the 

future. 
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